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ABSTRACT 

It has been hypothesized that the establishment of farming communities in Albania 

occurred through two separate routes of colonization, one inland, originating probably from 

Thessaly in Greece, and one along the coast, originating from the islands of the Eastern 

Mediterranean. However, not much evidence has been employed to support this hypothesis. This 

study delivers a clearer picture for the origin of the Impressed Pottery Complex in the region, 

and its relationship with other major cultural complexes in the vicinity. Previous scholars have 

placed a paramount importance to the Early Neolithic (EN) Adriatic Impresso Complex as the 

source of impressed pottery for all the settlements of this period in Albania. The results of this 

study reveal that Impressed Pottery begins in SE Albania and after that moves into the Adriatic 

coast. Therefore, this particular kind of pottery decoration comes into Albania not from the 

Adriatic or Ionian coast, as it has always been assumed, but from the east, the northern Aegean 

Coast, through the Pindus Mountain range. 

The historical picture that arises from this research reveals oscillations in interactive 

intensities, beginning at low levels in the earlier phases of Early Neolithic; rising sharply at the 

onset of the Adriatic Cultural Complex, resulting probably as a way to cope with the outcome of 

the 8200 BP Rapid Climate Change (RCC) Event; dropping again in the later phases of the EN; 

and then, increasing again at the beginning of the Middle Neolithic period. 
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 

The expansion of Early Neolithic (EN) farming communities into the Adriatic has been 

closely attributed to groups who decorated their pottery with fingernail or tool impressions and 

used the coastal zones as colonization routes to move further North and West. The origin of this 

cultural complex, however, has remained somewhat of a mystery; although, it is still an 

understudied topic. The sudden appearance of the Impressed Ware Complex at the mouth of the 

Adriatic Sea ( the Strait of Otranto) has been supposedly ascribed to seafaring groups traveling 

North along the eastern Ionian coast, due mainly to the association of this type of pottery with 

littoral settlements in Eastern Mediterranean. A second colonization route across the Balkans, 

which is usually associated with riverine settlements, provides a point of contrast for the cultural 

repertoire of the former. The second route was manifested in the cultural complexes of Staryevo 

(in Serbia) and Karanovo (in Bulgaria), comprising of ceramic assemblages containing Barbotine 

and Red Monochrome decorative varieties. 

The EN in Europe was characterized by the appearance of farming communities in what 

could be considered as previous hunter-gatherer territories. It has been hypothesized that in 

Albania, the establishment of farming communities occurred through two separate routes of 

colonization, one inland, originating probably from Thessaly in Greece, and one along the coast, 

originating from the islands of the Eastern Mediterranean. The pottery of these two migratory 

courses is different, with the former using paint as the main method of decoration and the latter 

using impressions on the still-wet body of the pottery. However, in Albania, impressed pottery is 

found in all the EN settlements, making it a useful analytical tool for the investigation of 

settlement history. Additionally, the variation in decorative styles between settlements is very 

large, especially when compared with other decorations. This study takes advantage of these 
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specific ceramic properties to construct, for the first time in the history of the archaeology of 

Albania, a fine-grained regional chronology for the distribution of the impressed decorations and 

the trends in interaction during the EN period. 

This research will examine the cultural history and the degree of social interaction among 

the early farming communities in Albania during the EN (6500-5800 BCE). The research focuses 

in the chronological distribution and the interaction rates of Impressed wares among these early 

agricultural settlements. I investigate: (1) the settlement history of the study area; (2) the 

diachronic trends in intercommunity interaction; (3) what was the consequence of unstable 

climatic environments in the social networks and associated changes in ceramic decorative 

frequencies. To explore these questions, I make use of cultural transmission theory, Neiman' s 

(1995) neutral theory, and various seriation methods. 

The first chapters of this study provide a context for the subsequent analysis, presented as 

two topics: (1) the cultural history of the Impresso phenomenon as a type of pottery (Chapter 2); 

and (2) a synthesis of the early farming sites in Albania (Chapter 3). In Chapter 2, I introduce the 

archaeological research conducted on Impressed Pottery complexes across the Mediterranean 

Sea, starting from the Near East, continuing with the Adriatic, and concluding it with the 

W estem Mediterranean. The last section of this chapter discusses the general stylistic evolution 

of impressed decorations. It follows Muller 's (1988; 1991) Impresso type decorative 

categorization, including descriptions for each one of his main decoration types, designated as 

Muller's Impresso A, B and C. 

Chapter 3 provides a description of the Early Neolithic settlement history in the study 

area, beginning with hypothetical sources for the influx of these first farmers into Albania. This 

is followed by a concise synthesis of the three major cultural zones, as defined through the work 
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conducted by previous scholars. In section 3.2 of Chapter 3, I have listed (and briefly described) 

some of the better studied EN sites in Albania, including the ones used in the analyses of this 

study. And finally, in section 3.3 a few Middle Neolithic (MN) sites are also introduced, because 

Impresso decoration continued to be used beyond EN and into the subsequent periods. 

The analyses deployed in this study focus on providing an explanation for changes 

observed in artifact formal variation through space and time. Explaining variation and change 

through space and time has been one of the main goals of the discipline of archaeology since its 

inception (Eerkens and Lipo 2007:240). However, archaeologists share these goals with a host of 

other disciplines, such as paleontologists, biologists, and other scholars of evolutionary sciences. 

One of the main principles of evolutionary phenomena is the transmission of units from one 

generation to the next (Lewontin 1970). In cultural evolution, the heritability principle has been 

examined within a theoretical body of work designated as Cultural Transmission Theory 

(Cavalli-Sforza and Feldman 1981 ; Boyd and Richerson 1985). The theory rests in the premise 

that culture is learned, which explains how systems of knowledge and the behavioral 

manifestations of such systems are culturally transmitted among human groups (Smith et al. 

2008 :3469). 

Cultural Transmission Theory serves as the theoretical framework for this study. In 

Chapter 4, I summarize the different aspects of this theory, beginning with a general overview in 

section 4 .1. Then, I introduce a few context specific modes of transmission, followed by the 

effects of various transmission modes might have on ceramic assemblages. Section 4.2 tackles 

the question: "what is being transmitted?", focusing on the dichotomy 'style vs function' and on 

the scale of transmission units in the archaeological record. The Neutral Theory of evolution is 

discussed in section 4.3 , which covers Neiman's (1990; 1995) seminal work on the effects of 
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stochastic forces on the archaeological record in general and ceramic assemblages in particular. 

The quantitative models used in this study are presented in section 4.4, consisting of two related 

concepts - intra-assemblage diversity and inter-assemblage distance - which allow for 

measuring trends in intercommunity interaction through space and time. 

In Chapter 5, the various seriation methods used in archaeology for creating continuous 

chronologies of culturally related settlements are introduced. After a brief overview of the 

history of seriation methods in archaeology, four different seriation methods are then discussed: 

(1) occurrence seriation; (2) frequency seriation; (3) correspondence analysis; and, (4) iterative 

deterministic seriation solution. In this chapter, seriation is not considered as just a dating 

technique, but as a methodology for investigating cultural relatedness as well. 

The aforementioned seriation methods are deployed in Chapter 6 to explore how ceramic 

type frequencies can be utilized to develop an understanding of ceramic traditions among the 

early farming communities in Albania. All four methods are used to generate a continuous 

chronology for the sites under study, which is a first of its kind for EN in Albania. Section 6.1 

describes how the data was collected, followed by the rationale of choosing Impressed Pottery as 

the unit for this analysis. This section then continues with an explanation for the type of 

classification deployed for the creation of classes of impressed pottery, and ultimately with the 

actual classification. Section 6.2 presents an initial relative chronology for Early Neolithic sites 

in Albania, starting first with a preliminary analysis via Occurrence and Frequency seriations. 

Then, other sources of variation are investigated with Correspondence Analysis. A complete 

chronological structure is then developed through the deployment of the more recent technique -

IDSS, which provides both a chronology for the assemblages under investigation and their 

phylogenetic relationship across space and time. And finally, in Section 6.3 , the available 
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radiocarbon dates for some of the assemblages is introduced, which are then integrated with the 

relative dating structure developed in the previous section. This is followed by a discussion in 

Section 6.4 arguing for the relevance of this chronological analysis for Albanian prehistory and 

the methodological merits of using Impressed Pottery as tool for such analysis. 

A second set of analyses is presented in Chapter 7, where trends in intercommunity 

interaction across space and time are investigated. Section 7.1 focuses on diversity and inter

assemblage distance scores for the assemblages. These will be integrated analytically to provide 

a measure of diachronic change in interaction intensities for the period. Since evolutionary 

phenomena are historically contingent, hypothetical sources for the changes in interaction are 

also explored. In Section 7.2, I introduce one such event, the 8200 BP Climate Cooling event, as 

a possible source for the increase in intercommunity interaction during the Podgori-Konispol 

transition. The final section (Section 7.3) summarizes other possible causes of change that led to 

the interruption and subsequent fragmentation of intercommunity cultural continuity. I also 

discuss the effects of the introduction of Staryevo cultural elements into Albania and their effects 

in assemblage diversity in the latter phases of Early Neolithic. 

Significance of the Study 

Initially, the goals of this research were quite modest. The research was set to investigate 

the chronology of EN settlements in Albania, and the intercommunity interaction trends among 

said settlements. However, due to Albania's geographical position at the mouth of the Adriatic 

Sea, the research has managed to provide a clearer picture for the origin of the Impressed Pottery 

Complex in the region, and its relationship with other major cultural complexes in the vicinity. 

Furthermore, the establishment of a settlement history for EN communities within the territories 
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of modem Albania provides a context for understanding the history of the Impresso phenomenon 

in itself, especially when the location of settlements is taken in consideration. The Impressed 

Pottery Complex has been envisioned as a littoral occurrence. The results of this study offer 

additional clues that Impressed Pottery is not a purely littoral occurrence, and that the migratory 

vectors of groups bearing the Impresso tradition do not always follow coastal routes. These and 

other significant outcomes of this research are briefly introduced below; however, more detailed 

analyses of the results are presented in the discussion sections of Chapters 6 and 7. 

All four seriation analyses deployed in Chapter 6 give consistent results about the 

chronological arrangement of the settlements in this study. The earliest sites in Albania are 

Vashtemi and Podgori, two sites which are situated in the Korya Plateau, near the present border 

with Greece and the Republic of Macedonia. These are followed chronologically by two coastal 

sites, Konispol and Blaz, both of them considered as constituents of the Adriatic Impressed 

Complex. These, then, are followed by the establishment of settlements bearing Staryevo cultural 

elements in NE Albania, namely Rajce and Burim. This continuous chronological arrangement 

of EN sites in Albania provides resolutions to two contested discussions within the Albanian 

archaeological community: (1) the identification of the earliest settlement in Albania; and (2) the 

position of Burim in the chronological ordering. 

The unimodality observed in the frequency distribution of Impresso types among 

Vashtemi, Podgori, Konispol and Blaz is particularly revealing, because it has wider implications 

for research in EN and Impressed Pottery, beyond just the area of this study. It reveals the 

possible origin of the impressed pottery phenomenon in Albania and in the Adriatic regions. The 

results of the chronologies points to an Aegean origin for the Adriatic Impresso, rather than an 

Ionian one following the suspected coastal route. Before reaching the Adriatic, EN settlements 
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with impressed pottery are first established in high altitude plateaus in SE Albania (Vashtemi and 

Podgori), and Greek Macedonia (Mavropigi). In addition, these results provide a chronological 

relationship of the three main cultural groups of this period, namely the Adriatic Impresso, 

Thessalian EN, and Staryevo Complex. 

In addition to the chronological results presented above, this study informs on two 

methodological topics: (1) data collection; and (2) amount of variation to include in analysis . 

First, the data collected here comes purely from museum collections, thus, no fieldwork was 

involved. This is an important fact to acknowledge, because quite often a wealth of data in the 

form of 'previously excavated collections' are still hidden in the basements of various museums 

around the world. The second admission relates to how much variation one needs to include to 

obtain unimodal frequency distributions to develop correct chronologies. Based on the results of 

this study, impressed pottery seems to be more than capable for generating chronologies of EN 

sites, without even the inclusion of other decorative types into the analysis . 

Generating a continuous chronology and detecting cultural lineages were the first steps of 

this research. The chronological structure developed in the aforementioned analyses permitted 

the investigation of more profound questions regarding the intercommunity interactions during 

the EN in Albania. The focus of the second set of analyses was on examining the influence of 

evolutionary forces such as drift on the temporal changes in ceramic frequencies in these Early 

Neolithic settlements. According to Neiman's (1995) model, as time goes by, drift causes 

ceramic assemblages to differ more between each-other. However, intercommunity interaction is 

a counterforce to drift. Using the diversity-distance scores calculated from the formula's 

introduced in Chapter 4, it was observed that for the first half of EN period the data agree 

completely with Neiman's model. 
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The results dictate the interpretation that inter-community transmission began at low 

levels in the earlier phases of EN (in Vashtemi and Podgori); it rose sharply at the onset of the 

Adriatic Cultural Complex (Konispol); drops again in the later phases of Early Neolithic; then it 

increases again at the beginning of the Middle Neolithic period. The sharp rise in interaction 

during Konispol coincide with the 8200 BP Rapid Climate Change Event, suggesting that during 

times of climate deterioration, the EN communities experimented with various intercommunity 

interaction configurations and different environmental niches, allowing for an augmented 

repertoire of coping mechanisms, including an overall increase in subsistence capabilities and 

environmental knowledge. Once equipped with such knowledge, these communities began 

exploring similar environmental settings along both sides of the Adriatic coasts, in Italy and 

Western Balkans. Contrary to previous accounts of climate change as the trigger of collapse, 

mass abandonments and mass migration (Weninger et al. 2006), this study suggests that climate 

change provided an opportunity for change for the communities affected by it. And that the mass 

colonization of the Adriatic occurred after these communities were equipped with the right tools 

( and knowledge) to explore further. 
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CHAPTER 2. ARCHAEOLOGICAL RESEARCH ON IMPRESSED POTTERY 
COMPLEXES 

Ceramic production was one of the defining features of Early Neolithic cultures 

associated with farming communities in the Near East and Europe. Taking in consideration the 

movement of the "Neolithic package" across time and space, then we can assume that the 

chronological diffusion of pottery should more-or-less coincide with the migration of early 

farming communities across the Mediterranean and mainland Europe. This means that in a larger 

continental perspective we should expect an East-West directionality for the distribution of 

pottery producing communities in these areas. If we change the scale to a (smaller) regional 

perspective, this East-West trajectory, as we will see later on in this study, will not always be 

correct. For example, once a community has an established pottery production industry, it has the 

potential to increase its technological and decorative repertoire, by either innovating or adopting 

new traits from neighboring communities. Thus, depending on a host ofreasons (nature of inter

community relationship, proximity, etc.), new ideas pertaining to decoration, vessel form, firing 

techniques, and others may come from any direction. However, since the goal of this chapter is 

to introduce the general outline of the distribution of impressed pottery across Near East and 

Europe, we will follow the accepted East-West directionality of the spread of impressed pottery 

producing communities. 

When we talk about Neolithic impressed pottery, we instantaneously think of pottery 

produced by the Adriatic and Western Mediterranean cultural complexes. In fact, Impressed 

pottery has always been considered as an important constituent of the cultural package for Early 

Neolithic Western Mediterranean settlements. However, impressed pottery has been 

manufactured in Eastern Mediterranean as well, but since this type of pottery was not the only 



decoration encountered in these assemblages, it never gained the same recognition as it did in the 

W estem Mediterranean prehistory. It is worth mentioning that the initial appearance of 

impressed pottery in the Levant, the supposed origin of Pottery Neolithic for Eastern 

Mediterranean, occurred after the development of monochrome pottery, but before the adoption 

of any other kind of decoration. This is quite clear in sites like Judaidah, Mersin, Ramad and Ras 

Shamra, where Impresso decoration appears earlier, then, it is followed by incised and then later 

by painted pottery (Balossi and Frangipane 2002; although see Nieuwenhuyse et al. 2010 for 

evidence of earlier painted pottery). 

2.1 The Eastern Mediterranean 

Initially, impressed pottery has been encountered in the Levant, in sites such as Ras 

Shamra, Ramad, Byblos, Ain el-Kerkh and in the SE Turkey, in Yumuktepe (Mersin), Mezraa 

Telailat, Coba Hoyuk (Tsuneki et al. 2000; Braidwood et al. 1960; Contenson and Blot 1992; 

Contenson 1967; Copeland and Wescombe 1965; Dunand 1961 ; Garstang 1953; Karul et al. 

2001 ). Most of the dates for the inception of the ceramic production fall in the second half of the 

7th Millennium BC, with only a few dates in the first half However, impressed pottery does not 

appear until the end of Pottery Neolithic at the beginning of pre-Halaf sequence (<;ilingiroglu 

2010). This corresponds to absolute dates ranging between 6200-6000 cal. BC. It is interesting to 

notice that variation of impressed decorations on sherds from the Levant and SE Turkey, is quite 

large. In addition to the simple impressions, the repertoire includes also repetitive impressions, 

such as comb-impression, shell-impression, and the 'rocker ' technique, all of whom when 

combined create vertical, horizontal and curvilinear lines and also zig-zag designs (Guldogan 
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2007:301 ; Guldogan 2008; Guldogan 2010). These more complex impressed decorations will 

reappear more often in the Western Mediterranean, in the middle of the 6th Millennium. 

In the Near East, fascinatingly, there are sites with exclusively impression-decorated 

pottery and sites with exclusively paint-decorated pottery (see Figure 1 below). This is illustrated 

quite well in Anatolia, where there are no sites with impressed pottery between the 

aforementioned sites in SE Turkey and a handful of sites near the Marmara Sea (Northwestern 

comer of Turkey). The latter sites, Ilipinar, Yarimburgaz, Fikirtepe and Demircihuyuk, are not 

only geographically distant to the other impressed pottery sites, but also chronologically, as they 

all date to the early 6th Millennium BC (Karul et al. 2001 ; Ozdogan et al. 1991 ; Roodenberg et al. 

1990; Thissen 1993). In addition, the Impresso assemblages from NW Turkey were 

quantitatively and spatially marginal to assemblages from W estem Turkey coastal areas. This 

was probably due to the transience of the tradition of this type of decoration in NW Turkey, as 

shown from excavations at Ilipinar (Thissen 2001). The Impresso motifs exhibited in these 

assemblages indicate a similarity with the more developed ( or complex, a.k.a. Muller 's Impresso 

C) types, where incisions and impressions are used in combination to create geometric design 

(Balossi and Frangipane 2002). 

It was previously thought that Early Neolithic sites from western and southwestern 

Anatolia exhibit mostly a painted pottery tradition (Erdogu 2003). However, more recent 

investigations in the area around Izmir (Central-West Anatolia) show otherwise. Impressed 

pottery has now been encountered in recent excavations at Ege Giibre, Cukurici Hoyiik, 

Ye~ilova, Ulucak, and Dedecik-Heybelitepe, dating to about the end of the 7th Millennium to the 

beginning of the 6th Millennium (6200-5800 cal. BC.) (<;ilingiroglu 2010). <;ilingiroglu 
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summarizes the definitional characteristics of impressed pottery for Central-West Anatolia in the 

following list: 

1. Impressions cover the whole outer surface except the rim area, 

2.The decoration is made out of unconnected (non-continuous) units, 

3 .Predominant shapes are circles, triangles, crescents, half circles and thin horizontal lines, 

4.Finger-nail, finger-tip and instruments with pointed and circular edges were utilized, 

5.Impressions are either made on slipped and burnished surfaces, mostly red, or on medium-coarse brown-

gray colored unburnished pottery (Cilingiroglu 2010:12). 

As it is also noted by <;ilingiroglu (2010:13), these characteristics are analogous to Muller's 

(1988) type A Impresso, which was the earliest Adriatic impressed pottery. 
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Figure 2.1 Distribution ofNeolithic Sites Containing Impressed Pottery. Source: map by the 
author 
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From the other two major Anatolian regions with dense Early Neolithic populations, the 

Lake District and the Konya Plain, only the former has sites with ceramic assemblages 

containing Impresso varieties. Interestingly the distribution of impressed pottery was restricted 

solely in the southern portion of the Lake District (the sites of Hoyiicek and Bademagaci), which 

is closer to the littoral areas (<;ilingiroglu 2010: 13). Almost no impressed pottery has been 

encountered in the heavily occupied Konya Plain. This distribution again offers support to the 

idea that impressed pottery was mainly a littoral phenomenon, and only rarely one would find 

impressed pottery further inland. The simultaneous distribution of impressed pottery along the 

littoral areas of the Eastern Mediterranean, together with the wide circulation of the obsidian 

from Melos, and the colonization of Cypress and Crete, are strong indications for an intensive 

use of seafaring routes throughout the entire Eastern Mediterranean (<;ilingiroglu and <;akirlar 

2013). 

The ceramic assemblage of Knossos, in the island of Crete, displays distinctive 

characteristics when compared with other Aegean islands. Ceramic decoration is mainly of the 

impressed type (Evans et al. 1964; Warren et al. 1968). In addition, the date of Crete's 

colonization seems to be earlier than most Aegean islands (Broodbank and Strasser 1991 :238). A 

likely source for the colonization of Crete remains southern Anatolia, especially when one 

considers the direction of the Eastern Mediterranean sea currents, which have been used for safe 

sea navigation for millennia (Papageorgiou 2009). The fact that there are no intermediate sites 

connecting EN Crete with the Impresso in the Levant seems to support the hypothesis that its 

spread on the Eastern Mediterranean involved seafaring agricultural groups with clear goals of 

colonization (Broodbank and Strasser 1991). 
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In Thessaly, Greece, the initial two periods ofEarly Neolithic ( called also Phase I or Pre

Sesklo) are characterized by the monochrome and painted wares (Perles 2001 ; Demoule and 

Perles 1993a; Milojci6 1960; Weinberg 1962). According to this periodization, impressed pottery 

is a late introduction to the EN communities of Thessaly. Only at the end of the third period ( and 

the beginning of the Sesklo Phase), we have the appearance of impressed pottery, beginning first 

in the NW Thessaly, which implies a northern or western origin. The impressed decoration enters 

the northern Greek territories contemporaneously with the incised and "barbotine" pottery, 

prompting some archaeologists to consider them as a more unified complex (Benvenuti and 

Metallinou 2002). This late entrance oflmpresso into Thessaly is supported by the range of 

impressions exhibited by the Argissa assemblage. There, in addition to a few sherds with simple 

impressions, there is a good number of sherds with the comb-impression, shell-impression, and 

the 'rocker' technique (Reingruber 2008). Interestingly, these decoration techniques were 

observed in the Levant and SE Turkey, and correspond roughly to Muller' s Impresso B motifs. 

The discrepancy in Impresso decoration between the eastern coast of the Aegean (Central-West 

Anatolia) and the western coast of the Aegean (Thessaly) hints to the lack of a directly sequential 

cultural relationship between EN settlements in the two coasts. 

The scarcity of EN sites in the Northern Aegean hinders the clarification of the 

relationship between the two coasts. Most of the sites are concentrated in western portion of 

Greek Macedonia, with Nea Nikomedeia and Servia being the most prominent (Andreou et al. 

2010; Savina and Wilkie 1997; Rodden et al. 1996; Wijnen et al. 1979). Impresso decoration can 

be found on both of these sites, especially at Nea Nikomedeia, where finger and finger-nail 

impressions dominate. These are carefully executed in regular rows, similar to Design I and IV 

of Muller's Impresso A. 
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On the other side of the Pindus Mountain Range, the Ionian coast (W. Greece) has an 

extremely sparse distribution of Early Neolithic sites containing assemblages with mostly 

impressed ceramics. The most prominent site of the Ionian coast is Sidari in Corfu, right at the 

Straight of Otranto. It has an early phase ( around 6400 cal BC) with brittle pottery with incised 

decoration, and a later phase ( around 6200 cal BC) with a large variation of impressed 

decorations (Sardinas 1969; Sardinas 1967). 

It has been suggested that the Impresso occurrence could represent a specific cultural 

marker for Phase III of the spread of the Neolithic package from Anatolia into Greece and the 

Balkans (Brami and Heyd 2011), with Phase I being represented by the 'Dark-faced Burnished 

Ware,' and Phase II represented by the 'Red-slipped Burnished Ware' (Balossi Restelli 2006; 

<;ilingiroglu 2009; Ozdogan 2006). However, Phase III, which has been considered as a phase of 

consolidation where the cultural elements of the first two phases begin to merge and move into 

Greece and the Balkans, has a beginning date of 6100 cal. BC (Brami and Heyd 2011: 186). This 

date does not fit the chronological picture for the appearance of the impressed pottery in Greece 

and in Balkans. Some Early Neolithic settlements in these two areas have much earlier dates for 

sites with impressed pottery. One of the clearest examples of EN sites with very early dates for 

impressed pottery is Nea Nikomedeia, where it has been found in all the levels, but with dates 

circa 6450 cal. BC (Rodden et al. 1996; Reingruber and Thissen 2005). New radiocarbon dates 

from new excavated areas ofVashtemi in SE Albania have yielded dates circa 6500 cal. BC 

(Allen et al. 2014; Allen and Gjipali 2012). Recently, new intriguing data have been collected 

from the site of Mavropigi, where impressed pottery are also found in all the levels, with dates 

circa 6500 cal. BC (Karamitrou-Mentessidi et al. 2013). 
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The proximity of these two latter sites to Nea Nikomedeia contradicts the argument that 

impressed pottery enters Europe later than painted pottery. In addition, both Vashtemi and 

Mavropigi are located far away from the coast, indicating that the occurrence of impressed 

pottery in the Mediterranean is probably not just a littoral phenomenon. More importantly, the 

relative proximity ofVashtemi to the Adriatic Sea hints at the directionality of the movement of 

Early Neolithic groups bearing impressed pottery into that part of Europe. More information on 

these issues are presented on Chapter 6. 

2.2 The Adriatic 

The earliest dates for the Early Neolithic impressed ware complex in Italy fall between 

6150 to 5950 Cal BC and are all found in Puglia and Basilicata (Skeates 2000; Skeates 2003). 

This is not surprising knowing that the "heel of the boot" is the closest Italian land to the Balkan 

Peninsula. The best documented dates are found in caves in the Apulian coast (Grotta Romanelli, 

Grotta Scaloria) and in the large Tavoliere Plain in the Foggia region (Malone 2003). The latter 

displays an overwhelming amount of sites, due probably to the ecosystem diversity of the region, 

providing more secure living for the early farmers (Fugazzola et al. 2002). 

Forenbaher and Miracle (2005) proposed a new model for the Neolithization of the 

Adriatic, which would have happened in two phases. In the first phase, incoming farmer groups 

would have brought the "Neolithic package" in the areas of southern Adriatic, going as far north 

as the Tavoliere Plain in Italy, and the present border between Montenegro and Croatia in the 

Dalmatian coast, while establishing contacts with local foraging communities. In the second 

stage, after an initial coastal scouting and near-the-coast settlements, agro-pastoralist groups 

would have begun to move slowly inland and further North. This finds evidence on the other side 
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of the Adriatic as well. A chronological analysis of the open-air sites reveals that initially 

settlements are located very close to the coast; then, daughter colonies are found more inland 

(Skeates 2000). This explains why the colonization of the mountainous areas ofltaly happened 

2000 years later (Malone 2003). 

In the northern Adriatic, the dates cluster around 5600 BC (Chapman and Muller 1990; 

Forenbaher and Miracle 2005). Most of the Early Neolithic sites are found in caves, suggesting 

for an initial wave of pastoralists followed by a wave of full-scale agriculturalists settling in the 

plains (Chapman and Muller 1990). Others have suggested for an adoption of ceramics by local 

foragers , based on the stratigraphic association of ceramic sherds with wild fauna and flora, as 

was the case in two caves in Montenegro - Crvena Stijena and Odmut (Benac 1971 ; Markovi6 

1985). Odmut presents an interesting case, where most of the decoration is of Staryevo Barbotine 

type in addition to the expected Adriatic Impresso pottery (Markovic quoted in Bailey 

2000:125). 

However, many Dalmatian islands had a full Neolithic package (Impresso, domesticates, 

polished stone tools, etc) since the Early Neolithic, suggesting a maritime colonization by 

seafaring farmers (Bass 1998; Bass 2008). Muller (1991) argues for an Italian origin for the 

Dalmatian Impressed ware complex, with settlers moving from island to island until they reach 

the eastern shores of the Adriatic. Therefore, two hypothesized routes for the 'neolithization' of 

Adriatic are proposed: one going from East to West and back to East again; the other, starts 

somewhere in NW Greece and diverts into a West Adriatic and an Eastern Adriatic (Forenbaher 

and Miracle 2005). 
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Figure 2.2 A proposed settlement sequence for the 'neolithization ' of the Adriatic (after Forenbaher and 
Miracle 2005, Figure 4). 

Adriatic central Italy was colonized rapidly through the coast, by farmers moving North 

from Puglia - the homeland. Then, the west (the coasts of Lazio and Toscana) was settled in 

random episodes from groups following inter-Apennine river valleys and lake areas (Malone 

2003). This is true for the entire peninsula. The Apennine Mountains impeded the contacts East

West, allowing for a faster colonization along both coasts. 

2.3 The Western Mediterranean 

The most recent information on the origin of the cardial/impresso pottery in the W estem 

Mediterranean comes from the excavations at the site of Pendimoun rock shelter, near the 

Franco-Italian border. The stratigraphic analysis revealed to strata, the upper layer containing 

mostly early Cardial geometric Tyrrhenian pottery, and the lower layers containing Impresso 

deposits with pottery showing affinities with the Adriatic and Balkans region (Binder 2000). The 

date of the site (5960-5600 BC) suggests that there was an early wave oflmpresso bearing 
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groups from the Southern Italy that moved into the Liguria Region before the full-blown 

geometric Cardial from Western Italy. This early date, much earlier than in its adjacent areas, 

puts into question the linear demic diffusion East-West of Ammerman and Cavalli-Sforza 

(1984). 

A geometric Cardial pottery was first noticed in Tyrrhenian coast of Italy (Fugazzola et 

al. 2002). The Italian Tyrrhenian culture would become the "cultural motherland" for the rest of 

the northern West Mediterranean. A stylistically similar 'Provenval Cardial ' began developing in 

the southern France (Manen and Guilaine 2002). Stylistic analysis separates the Provenval 

Cardial into two phases: an older 'Cardial antico ' with geometric motifs, such as zigzags, 

chevrons, crosses, etc., and a more recent Cardial with incised parallel horizontal lines. Both 

styles would continue to spread westward into the Iberian Peninsula, indicating a continuation of 

the maritime pioneer colonization all the way to the Atlantic (Zilhao 2000). 

Farming communities began occupying the coast of Catalonia (NE Spain) very early 

(5900-5400 BC) (Zilhao 2000: 148). Zilhao (2000) argues for a cultural and demic intrusion, 

because there is no sign of occupation in Iberia at the onset of the Holocene. A clear sign of the 

connection between the EN communities of the Impresso communities of central Mediterranean 

and the Iberian Peninsula is the continued use of the Cardium shell for decoration (Marti-Oliver 

2002). The quality of the production technology and the high artistic level of the decorations, 

suggest that pottery was produced by high-skilled artisans, excluding the possibility of local 

adoption by Mesolithic populations (Marti-Oliver 2002). 

Portugal seemed to be colonized through two different areas simultaneously; one in the 

north by following the Mondego and Tagos River from Catalonia, as demonstrated by the Early 

Neolithic sites along the rivers; and the other along the coast in the SW comer (Algavre) of the 
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country (Zilhao 2000). The first suggests a riverine route, while the second a coastal one. 

Radiocarbon dates show that the Algavre sites are earlier than the northern riverine sites (Zilhao 

2003). As in the cases of Dalmatia and Italy, the neolithization of Portugal suggests that the 

coastal routes were favored well by the Impresso/Cardial communities. 

The 'maritime leapfrog colonization' model with an integrationist twist seems more 

powerful in explaining the dissemination of Impresso pottery in the Mediterranean. As Zilhao 

(2000) explains, in a pioneer colonization model (maritime or land-based) there is an initial wave 

of agricultural groups settling in advantageously agricultural areas, by skipping patches of non

agricultural territories along the way. Later on, these pioneering communities began to expand, 

integrating the skipped areas as well. One must also add another characteristic of the 

Neolithiziation process: the chronological "arrhythmia" of the dispersal (Guilaine 2000). This 

means that the process was faster for some areas and slower in others. It took ca. 200 years to get 

from Puglia in SE Italy to Catalonia in NE Spain, but it took ca. 600 years to get from Puglia to 

the coast ofNE Italy. This could be an indication of the patchiness of the distribution of 

Mesolithic populations, or an indication of the diversity in the relationships farmer-forager at the 

local level. 

2.4 Major Ceramic Decoration Typologies 

The discussion will begin with a clarification on terminology. Throughout this paper, the 

terms "impresso," "impressed pottery," and "pottery with impression decoration" have been used 

interchangeably. They mean the same thing. This diversity in connotations reflects the large 

distribution ( and literature) on this type of ceramic, which is found from the Levant to the 

Atlantic Portugal. In addition, when discussing the neolithization of the Wes tern Mediterranean, 
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the term 'Impressa' is used for ceramics belonging to the Italian Neolithic, and 'Cardial' for 

France, Spain and Portugal (Barnett 2000:96), although they are consecutive phases of one 

another. 

A general stylistic evolution of the Impresso needs to be discussed as well before we 

tackle each region separately. I will follow Muller's (Muller 1988; Muller 1991) stylistic 

categorization, which has proved useful for the chronology of the Adriatic Impresso. The entire 

Eastern Mediterranean, from the Levant all the way to the Adriatic, has an archaic type of 

Impresso ( type A) with the following characteristics : ( 1) the instruments of impressions are 

mostly fingers , finger nails and various instruments; (2) the impressions are irregularly 

distributed throughout the entire outer surface of the pot (see Figure 2.3 for some examples). 

• 
• -

"Figure 2. 3 Examples ofTyp e A Impresso from Vashtemi and Podgori, SE Albania 
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The most western locations of Impresso A are found in the southern Adriatic, in the areas 

between the modem Albania, Greece and southern Italy. Somewhere in this area, we have the 

apparition oflmpresso B, which adds other decorative motifs to the type A. The new decorative 

motifs are: (1) the use of continuous zigzag lines horizontally around the rim of the vessels; (2) 

the use of Cardium or Pectunculus shells as tools for decorations; (3) the decorations become 

more uniformly distributed. Quite often, the decorations are organized into parallel lines. Some 

of the zigzag lines are executed with shells creating a pattern called "rocker impression" in 

Italian literature (Balossi and Frangipane 2002:8; Stamini 2002 :34) (see Figure 2.4 for some 

examples of these decorations). 
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Figure 2.4 Examples a/Type B Impressa, after Balassi and Frangipane 2002, Page 9. 

Impresso C (see Figure 2.5) is the last of the Impresso types in the Adriatic. The 

characteristics are: (1) incised lines begin to be used together with impressions in the same vessel; 

(2) the lines form geometric patterns like triangles, rhomboids and chevrons; (3) the decorations 

do not cover the entire body of the vessel, but only the area below the rim. 
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The Cardium shell is the most used tool in the Adriatic Impresso and it will be 

transmitted as a cultural trait in the western (Tyrrhenian) coast ofltaly together with the 

geometric attributes oflmpresso C. This will give rise to the later Cardial pottery of the western 

Mediterranean . 

•••• ...•'·•· 
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Figure 2. 5. Examples ofType C Impresso, after Balassi and Frangipane 2002, Page 9. 
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CHAPTER 3. PREVIOUS ARCHAEOLOGICAL RESEARCH IN THE STUDY AREA 

3.1 Defining the Early Neolithic in Albania 

The Early Neolithic period is difficult to define in either content or chronologically. The 

beginning of EN is somewhat easier to determine, since it differs drastically from the previous 

Mesolithic period. It is more difficult to find a chronological terminus for this period, since this 

would be an arbitrary border between EN and following Middle Neolithic. The accepted 

timeframe for the EN in Albania spans between 6500 to 5800/5700 BC. 

Until recently, there has been little evidence for Mesolithic in Albania. Nevertheless, 

recent surveys conducted between the rivers Seman and Vjosa and in the mountainous 

southwestern coast have produced interesting results about the distribution of Mesolithic sites in 

SW Albania (Runnels et al. 2004; Runnels et al. 2009; Gjipali 2006). A few Mesolithic sites 

have appeared in the karst caves along the Ionian coast (though no Early Neolithic), containing 

material indicative of a long chronological span (Gjipali 2006; Francis et al. 2009). Mesolithic 

open-air sites were discovered by the intensive surveys around the Corinthian colony of 

Apollonia (Runnels et al. 2004; Runnels et al. 2009). 

Mesolithic flint microliths have also been encountered in the karst caves along the rocky 

and mountainous Ionian coast. The investigation began after the rediscovery of Luigi Cardini's 

field notes from his initial survey of SW Albania's caves in the 1930s (Francis et al. 2005). One 

cave (Shpella e Himares) and one rockshelter (Rreza e Kanalit) were investigated further by the 

East Anglia University team, revealing a long chronological span, including Mesolithic (Francis 

et al. 2009). There was no evidence found for any occupation during the Early Neolithic (Gjipali 

2006). This is not surprising, as the geographical attributes of the region do not fit the typical 

agricultural landscape. 
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A synthesis for the dissemination of EN cultures in SE Albania would begin with the 

probable source for the inception of these communities, which points toward Thessaly. Around 

6500 BC, farming communities appeared for the first time in the Korya Region, in southeast 

Albania (Allen and Gjipali 2012). The location of these settlements, in a high plateau surrounded 

by mountain peaks reaching heights of 2000 meters above sea level, was unusual for Early 

Neolithic (Whittle 1996:49). How did the early farmers end up there? A hint can be found 

examining the geography of the areas between Thessaly and SE Albania, as well as the cultural 

traits that characterize their relationships. 

If we take in consideration the assumption that river valleys and mountain ranges played 

a major role in structuring the movement of people during the Early Neolithic (Davison et al. 

2006), then one should trace the route of colonization through the upper valleys of Peneos and 

Haliakmon rivers (see Figure 3.1). The route begins in western Thessaly, following upstream the 

Peneos River, and then reaching the Kozani plateau where the Haliakmon River forms a V

shape. There the routes divide into a northwestern route, following the Haliakmon upstream 

toward Albania, and a northeastern route, following the Haliakmon downstream toward the Nea 

Nikomedeia and the Macedonian lowlands (see figure 1). 
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Figure 3.1 Map of the colonization (hypothetical} routes of Thessaly farmer groups toward Albania and 
Greek Macedonia. White arrows are the hypothetical routes. 1-5 sites and areas mentioned in the text. 
1-Vashtemi, 2-Podgori, 3-Nea Nicomedia, 4-Haliakmon Valley EN sites, 5-Prodromos (serving as a proxy 

for all western Thessaly EN sites) 

The hypothetical route is supported by some archaeological evidence as well. Albanian 

archaeologists draw parallels in pottery decoration between Vashtemi and Podgori in Albania, 

and Nea Nikomedeia and Prodromos in Greece (Korkuti 1982; Prendi 1982; Prendi 1990). On 

the other hand, archaeologists researching in the Greek territories have suggested that there are 

cultural similarities between western Thessaly, western Macedonia and SE Albania sites that 

undeniably support the idea that W Thessaly is the original "homeland" of the latter two (Savina 

and Wilkie 1997). Additional support comes from the distribution of ' impresso ' decoration 

throughout northern Greece, which is found first in the NW Thessaly (Benvenuti and Metallinou 
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2002), indicating the possible involvement of the Korya Plateau sites for the incursion of 

'impresso' decoration into Greece. This is due possibly to the accessibility of the Korya Plateau 

to the Adriatic coast through the Devoll River valley (see figure 2), connecting the settlements of 

Vashtemi and Podgori with Adriatic EN cultures. 

Why did they settle earlier in the Korea Plateau and Nea Nikomedeia and not in the 

valleys along the way? For the answer we need to take into consideration the leapfrog

colonization model by van Andel and Runnels (1995) and the palaeo-environmental settings of 

the areas under question. 

Fouache and his colleagues (Fouache et al. 2010) indicate that the Korya Plateau was 

formed due to seasonal flooding and alluvial deposit, which increased rapidly at the end of the 

Holocene. Such intense alluvial carriages attest to the power of the Devoll and Dunavec rivers, 

which drain the basin and disseminate organically rich silts via seasonal flooding. In fact, the 

largest concentration of prehistoric settlements is found in the marshlands created by the 

flooding of these two rivers, including extensively occupied settlements such as Maliq, Sovjan, 

and Dunavec (Aliu 2006). The same could be said about the Nea Nikomedeia's position on the 

Macedonian lowlands (Ghilardi et al. 2012). The economy of the settlement was entirely 

depended on the seasonal flooding ofHaliakmon and Vardar rivers, as evidenced by the 

abandonment of the site after the introduction of brackish water into the lowland areas (around 

6100 BC), destroying the fresh water marshlands (Ghilardi et al. 2012). 

The reconstruction of the post-Pleistocene botanical environment of the Korya Plateau 

presents an interesting picture of rich forest vegetation and abundant fresh water resources, 

where high elevation plays a pivotal role (Denefle et al. 2000). The great diversity in fauna and 

flora surrounding this lake during the beginning of the Holocene would have been a sharp 
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contrast from the drier and less forested basins in Northern Greece. This could explain why there 

were very few Early Neolithic settlements outside the plains of Thessaly and Macedonia, 

especially when compared with the density and early date of such settlements in the Korya 

plateau. These paleo-climatic data and the sporadic distribution of early Neolithic sites between 

the Korya Plateau, Thessaly and Greek Macedonia support the "leap frog" model for the 

expansion of agriculture as proposed by van Andel and Runnels (1995). 

A synthesis of the Early Neolithic in Albania leads to three major cultural zones: (1) the 

southeast, containing mostly monochrome and painted pottery; (2) the western coastal area, 

belonging to the Adriatic Impresso group; and (3) the northeast, fashioning mainly barbotine 

pottery that was characteristic of the central Balkan Neolithic (Korkuti 2008). According to 

Albanian scholars, Albania was colonized by people coming from different directions, creating 

an interesting mosaic of cultural patterns in subsequent periods (Prendi 1982). 

Northeastern Albania has an impressive distribution of Early Neolithic sites found 

exclusively in the valleys of the White Drin and the Black Drin rivers . Kolsh, Burim, Cetush, and 

Gradec are the best representative sites containing material that is tied to this period (Korkuti 

1983; Prendi 1976; Prendi and Andrea 1981 ; see Bunguri 2010 for a detailed prehistory of the 

area). A typical Staryevo I ceramic assemblage is found in all these sites, comprised mostly of 

"barbotine" decoration and smaller amounts of finer painted ceramics, decorated usually with 

darker colors over a red background. 

The Korya Plateau, in the southeastern comer of the country, is considered as the hotspot 

of Early Neolithic in Albania. The earliest discovery of prehistoric settlements in the region was 

the unintended outcome oflarge governmental projects. The draining of the shallow Lake Maliq 

in 1948, near the village with the same name, brought to light large amounts of ceramics, bone 
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tools, and wooden stakes (Aliu 2006). After a test excavation, a pile-dwelling village was 

discovered that was dated to the beginning of the Late Neolithic period. This would be known as 

the pile-dwelling village of Maliq. After this discovery, Albanian archaeologists began to find a 

multitude ofNeolithic sites in Korya, making it the densest region in the country for Neolithic 

settlements. There are five well-studied Early Neolithic sites from this region: Vashtemi, 

Podgori, Bary, Tren and Sovjan (Korkuti 1982; Andrea 1983; Andrea 1991 ; Prendi 1990; 

Touchais et al. 1997; Touchais and Fouache 2007). The first two contain material culture that 

indicates a very early phase for this period. 

The next region, despite its vast geographic extent, has been lumped into a single cultural 

group due to its typical impressed pottery. This region encompasses the entirety of western 

Albania, situated on the shores of the Ionian and Adriatic seas. Three extensively studied sites 

manifest a multilayered stratigraphy and, more importantly, a thick layer of Early Neolithic 

culture. These are Konispol, Katundas, and Blaz (Andrea 1991 ; Korkuti and Petruso 1993; 

Korkuti and Prendi 1992; Schuldenrein 1998). All three of them are cave sites and contain 

mostly fingernail-impressed pottery or tool-impressed pottery, with fewer amounts of "Cardium 

Impresso," which is found mostly in the northern Adriatic and the western Mediterranean. The 

only open-air site in western Albania is Cakran, although it belongs to the Middle Neolithic 

(Korkuti and Andrea 1974; Korkuti and Petruso 1993). Excavations at the Konispol Cave 

provide the only radiocarbon dates for this region for the Early Neolithic. The earliest dates of 

the strata associated with impressed wares are between 6150- 5800 Cal BC, prompting some 

researchers to propose a later 'neolithization' sequence for the coastal Albania, when compared 

with the Apulian coast ofltaly (Forenbaher and Miracle 2005). 
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However, recent evidence from Vashtemi in eastern Albania challenges such views. A 

dozen radiocarbon dates from Vashtemi indicate a lifespan between 6500 Cal BC to 6200 Cal 

BC (Allen and Gjipali 2012). The site exhibits a material culture variation that points for an 

Aegean-Balkanic origin from Thessaly, Greece. Yet unlike its Thessalian contemporaries, 

Vashtemi demonstrates social interactions with Adriatic cultures, since 10-15% of its pottery 

bears Impresso decorations (Korkuti 1982). This last attribute and the early date for the site 

indicate that there could be other Early Neolithic settlements in the Albanian territories, but they 

should be situated on the coastal plains like other Impresso settlements ( as in the Tavoliere Plain 

in Italy). 

As mentioned above, in the entire Western Albania, only three caves - Konispol, 

Katundas and Blaz - have yielded Early Neolithic material culture so far. All three have 

abundant ' Impresso ' decorated ceramics to be included in the Adriatic ' impressed ware ' 

complex; however, they do exhibit subtle, yet important differences. Blaz, the northernmost 

cave, in addition to the Early 'Type-A Impresso ' (Muller 1991), has a small number of the later 

'Type-B Impresso,' indicating a connection with Central Adriatic Early Neolithic settlements 

(Prendi and Andrea 1981 ). The impressed decorations in the latter type are executed by pressing 

Cardium shells in the surface of unfired pottery. Konispol, in the extreme south Albania, has no 

painted pottery, which has been interpreted as an indicator for the lack of connection with the 

already-established settlements from SE Albania (Harrold et al. 1999). Katundas, which is not far 

away from the Narta Lagoon, has painted pottery of white-on-red type, usually found in Podgori 

(lb) in SE Albania (Korkuti and Petruso 1993). 

The evidence of cultural connections between Katundas (in central-west) and the Korya 

Plateau in SE Albania has a two-fold significance for understanding the culture history of the 
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Balkans. First, it provides evidence for central-west Albania as a probable origin for the 

introduction of impressed wares in the Korya Region and in the Greek Macedonia and Thessaly. 

In the latter, impressed wares appear first in the northwestern corner of the plain, which is closer 

to the Korya Region. Geographically, Korya Plateau is also the most accessible to both, the 

Thessaly Plain and the Adriatic Albania, through the Devoll River valley. Second, it reveals an 

Early Neolithic connection between the Italian Puglia Region and the Albanian Western Plain, 

because they are the only areas in the Adriatic shores that have painted pottery in addition to 

impressed wares. 

3.2 Some Early Neolithic Sites in Albania 

The most important region for Early Neolithic Albania is the southeastern region of 

Korya. There are five well-studied Early Neolithic sites from this region: Vashtemi, Podgori, 

Bary, Tren and Sovjan. The first two contain material culture that indicate a very early phase for 

this period. The chronological relationship between Vashtemi and Podgori has never been 

clarified by their investigators. In fact, in some of their publications Vashtemi is considered as a 

forerunner of Podgori (Korkuti 1982; Prendi 1976; Prendi 1982; Prendi and Andrea 1981); yet, 

in others, Podgori becomes the earliest date for agriculture in Albania, making Vashtemi its 

antecessor (Andrea 1983; Korkuti 1995; Prendi 1990). The main features of each settlement and 

their respective pottery characteristics will be summarized in the following sections. 
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Figure 3.2 Some Early Neolithic and Middle Neolithic sites mentioned in 
this chapter. Source by the author. 
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Vashtemi is located in the western edge of the Korya plateau and in the extreme south of 

the Lake Maliq. Adjacently to the west, there is a range of hills that contains sources of natural 

spring water, which are still used today for irrigation by the local farmers. The Dunavec River 

runs in a direction south-north just a few hundred meters to the east, where only 2-3 km further 

north it drains into the much larger Devoll River. A short test excavation was conducted in 1973, 

following the discovery of the site by local farmers. The systematic excavation began in 1974 

(Figure 3.3), under the direction ofMuzafer Korkuti, where an area of 225m2 was exposed 

(Korkuti 1982). It bears no signs of a long-lived settlement, although the stratigraphy revealed 

three consecutive occupational phases. This is attested by its material culture as well, which 

belongs exclusively to the Early Neolithic period. The entire cultural stratum reaches a maximal 

thickness of 150cm. No in situ domestic architecture was found. The only architectural elements 

that were abundant in every excavated trench were the burnt clay lumps bearing imprints of the 

wooden frame, an indication of the typical rectangular Early Neolithic wattle-and-daub 

structures. 

Ceramic decorations are a true indicator of the diverse cultural repertoire of the early 

agriculturalist settlers in Vashtemi. The most abundant ceramic type is the red monochrome 

comprising almost 80% of all the collected ceramic shards by Korkuti's team (Korkuti 1982:99). 

The rest of the ceramics were decorated with an array of patterns and ornamental methods, 

giving the impression of an omni-tangential position for this region within the larger Balkans' 

sphere. The painted ceramics are the second most frequent decorative style, exhibited in two 

different types: white color in red background and red color in white background. The latter was 

not found throughout the entire stratigraphy and its quantities (only 2% of the total painted 

ceramics) were insignificant when compared with the former (98% ). Impressed pottery was the 
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next category of decorations, but found in smaller amounts than the previous ones. Other types 

of decorations such as Barbotine, incised, and plastic additions are less frequent and appear in 

the later stages of the settlement' s life. 

Impressed pottery came in two varieties: (1) the typical Adriatic Impresso, and (2) a local 

variety that was named "Devollite" by the Albanian archaeologists (Korkuti 1982: 105), referring 

to the Devoll River valley that cuts across the Korya Plateau. In contrast to the Adriatic impressed 

decorations, which have larger impressions in rows and regular lines, the "Devollite" impressions 

are smaller, etched densely close to each other and shallower. Additionally, there is a noticeably 

larger variation of shapes impressed in the local style that exceeds by far the variation exhibited in 

the Adriatic Impresso (see Figure 3.4 for some examples). 

0 251-1 
==== 

Figure 3.3 Vashtemi- Excavation Plan (Korkuti 1995:42; Figure 6) 
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Figure 3.4 Impresso Images from Vashtemi, source by the author 

Podgori is an open-air settlement, located in the northeastern extremity of the Korya 

Plateau, at the southwestern slope of Mountain 'Mali i Thate.' The settlement is found not very 

far from the modem village with the same name, in an elevation of 800 meters above sea level. 

Various deposits were encountered from the Early Neolithic to the Bronze Age, but the use 

during the Early Neolithic is far more extensive than other periods (Prendi 1990). It has a surface 

of circa 1 hectare, and the Early Neolithic stratum reaches 3.2 meters in thickness . The 

systematic excavations were carried out in 1982, directed by Frano Prendi and Zhaneta Andrea. 

Since then, Podgori is considered as one of the biggest and most important Early Neolithic sites 

in Albania (Andrea 1983; Korkuti and Prendi 1992). 
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As mentioned above, Podgori represents together with Vashtemi the earliest Neolithic 

settlement in the plain ofKorya and the earliest in Albania so far. The thick Early Neolithic layer 

represents seven horizons of occupations, divided in three levels of development Podgori Ia, lb, 

le. Podgori Ia has an abundance of very good quality of Red Monochrome and White-on-Red 

pottery. Moreover, there are some types that are quite exquisite in their esthetic beauty such as 

Red-on-White and Polychrome (Andrea 1983). To make the latter type of pottery, two colors -

white and pink - are used to paint geometric motifs over a shiny red (and less frequently black) 

surfaced ceramics (Figure 3.5). Large amounts oflmpresso pottery are found here as well, 

pertaining to the two types as in Vashtemi: the Adriatic Impresso and the local Devollite 

Impresso, the former usually executed through fingernail impressions (Andrea 1983; Ceka and 

Korkuti 1993; Prendi 1990; Prendi and Andrea 1981). 

Some elements of the material culture from Podgori are found beyond the Korya Plateau 

such as in Rajce and Rashtan in the district ofLibrazhd, about further 30 km north (Gjipali 1987; 

Gjipali 1995). Prendi suggests that a few ceramics from the caves ofKatundas and Neziri are 

also imported wares from Podgori, which hints at the prominence of the latter during the Early 

Neolithic (Prendi 1990). 

The material culture from Podgori seems to display a better craftsmanship when 

compared with Vashtemi. There are three characteristics that are admitted as differences in 

pottery making between the two sites: (1) the monochrome pottery from Podgori is shinier and of 

a better quality than in Vashtemi; (2) the white paint used in the white-on-red variety is attached 

more firmly in the vessel for the Podgori samples (the overall quality of the white-on-red is 

better than its counterpart in Vashtemi); (3) in Podgori there is a polychrome variety of exquisite 

esthetic quality, not found anywhere else in the Balkans during the same period. 
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Figure 3.5 Polychrome pottery from Podgori (Bunguri 2014:91; Plate#7) 

Ban; is an open-air settlement, located next to the village with the same name, which is 

today found in the eastern suburbs of the city of Korya. The Neolithic settlement is divided in 

two cultural strata: (1) Bary I= Early Neolithic and (2) Bary II= Late Neolithic (Lera 1993). The 

types ofpottery decoration of Bary I consist mainly of Red Monochrome, but also quite a few 

representations oflmpresso (Figure 3.6) and Barbotine. There is a limited number of White-on

Red ceramics, which appear to be similar to the Podgori I pottery. 
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-
Figure 3.6 Impresso images from Bare;, source by the author 

Vlush. In order to investigate the Mesolithic-Neolithic transition in Albania, it is 

important to discuss, first of all, the site of Vlush, located in the mountainous Skrapar region in 

the south-central part of the country. Two test trenches (3m x 3m) were open at Vlush: one at the 

Vidhez location; and the second location at Armenin (Figure 3.7). The presence of crude and 

brittle monochrome pottery in association with flint Mesolithic microliths makes this site 

particularly interesting. It is considered by both Korkuti (1995) and Prendi (1990) to be the 

earliest Neolithic site in Albania. Prendi argues for a case of acculturation, where local 

Mesolithic groups adopted farming and pottery-making behaviors from Thessalian farmers , as 

exemplified by their ceramic similarities. 
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Figure 3. 7 The site of Vlush with arrows indicating the two locations: Vidhez and Armenin 

Burim (Prendi and Andrea 1981) is an open-air settlement, close to the village of Burim 

(Maqellara area) in Dibra region. It is not so far away the Albanian eastern border with FYROM, 

due east of River Drin i Zi (Black Drin). The site has only one stratum with two settlement 

horizons (Figure 3.8). The floor of a house and the traces of beams were found in situ together 

with a broken fireplace. The site contains also a variety of stone tools such as axes, adzes, and 

flint chisels (Bunguri 2010:40--44). 

The ceramic data indicates a possible early date for this site, according to Bunguri and 

Prendi. It is considered as a culture which chronologically belongs to the first phase of the Early 

Neolithic in Albania. Its main pottery types are: very coarse Barbotine; Impresso (Figure 3.9); 
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and large numbers ofreddish monochrome (Bunguri 2010:44-58). These pottery types are 

related chronologically and stylistically to the Staryevo I culture. 
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Figure 3.8 Northern and Eastern Profile ofBurim. Layer 2 contains the earliest habitational horizon, 
which contained the in-situ house floor remains. Layer 3 is the second habitational horizon (Bunguri 

2010:37; Figure 6-b). 
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Figure 3.9 Impresso images from Burim, source by the author 

Kolsh (Korkuti 1983) is an open-air settlement and partially pit-dwelling. The site is 

situated on a high terrace above the River Drin. It is not very far from the modem city of Kukes 

in Northeastern Albania, bordering Kosovo. Two distinct layers were established- (1) Kolsh I, 

Early Neolithic and (2) Kolsh II, Middle Neolithic. The geography of area allows the settlement 

to have contact with many contemporaneous cultures in the neighboring regions, as it is evident 

in the pottery ornamentation. During phase Kolsh II, the houses were built partially underground. 

The Early Neolithic material culture seems very different from other Albanian Neolithic 

sites especially from the ones in Korya plain ( ex. Vashtemi and Podgori). Monochrome Red 

pottery is very rare. The most abundant style in Kolsh I is the dark color-painted on red 

background pottery, showing similarities in decorative patterns with other settlements in Rudnik 

in Kosovo, Staryevo lib in Serbia, and Vrsnik II in FYROM (Figure 3.10). There are good 

amounts of coarse Impresso and Barbotine pottery also . 

The Middle Neolithic ceramics show some connections with the Cakran Culture from 

West Albania, as well as some connections with the Vinca group . This would position Kolsh II 

as the boundary between the two groups. The main pottery styles are: incised decorations of 

bands ( and dots) sometimes encrusted with whit 
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e paint, and plain colored wares usually black or grey. Impresso pottery decorations are mostly 

of the finger-made type, although some tool-made impressions were found as well (Figure 3.11) 

8 

Figure 3.10 Decorative patterns ofBrown-on-red painted pottery from Kolsh (Prendi 1990:408; Figure 
4). 

Figure 3.11 Impresso images .from Kolsh, source by the author 

Cetush is an open-air site, which was excavated by Muzafer Korkuti in the 1980. It is 

found a few miles southwest of the modem town of Peshkopia, in the Dibra district. The village 
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with the same name is situated between the town and the Drini i Zi River. The site is placed over 

a high terrace on the banks of the river. The settlement area is about 0.40 hectare. It consists of 

two occupational layers (1) Early Neolithic and (2) Early Bronze Age. The main pottery 

decoration for the EN layer is the Impresso style. Less common are the Barbotine and the Red

Monochrome, which are similar to the Burim ceramics. Chronologically Cetush belongs to the 

beginning of the Early Neolithic in Albania. The second occupational layer contains pottery 

similar to Maliq Ilic. 

Blaz is a multiphase cave dwelling, located between the villages Lay and Bruy, in the 

Mat region (Northwest Albania), very close to the artificial Ulza Lake (Figure 3.12). It consists 

of many strata that contain material culture- from pre-Neolithic to the Middle Bronze Age 

(MBA). The Chalcolithic stratum is very thin and inconsiderable. The same could be said for the 

MBA. Stone tools are quite elaborate. A necklace made of stone shows a high degree of 

craftsmanship. 

Three strata from the Blaz stratigraphy belong to the Neolithic period. (1) Blaz I and Blaz 

II are two sub-strata that represent the Early Neolithic layer. Large quantities of Impresso

Cardium pottery were found in both these strata. There is a lot of lustrous Monochrome Grey or 

Black pottery also. These characteristic pottery types correlate this cave dwelling with Smilyiy I 

and Zelena Peyina in Dalmatia, and with some contemporaneous sites in Adriatic South Italy. 

Blaz III represents the Middle Neolithic, the latest phase of it. The ceramic is Grey, 

Black-Grey, and Brown. All these are decorated with linear geometric and spiral motifs similar 

to the Danilo Cultures of the Dalmatian coast. Apart from these types, there are also some wares 

decorated with deep lines showing similarity with the Lisiyiy Culture (Hvar I); thus, placing Blaz 
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III between the Middle and the Late Neolithic. The impressed pottery from Blaz is mostly of the 

Adriatic type (Figure 3.13) 
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Figure 3.12 Plan of the Blaz Cave (AJ; its location (BJ; and the excavation plan of Trench 5 (CJ (Hauck et 
al. 2016:110; Figure 6). 
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Figure 3. 13 Impresso images from Blaz 

Katundas (Belli and Starova 1983; Korkuti 1981) is a cave site, located in the hills 

northeast of the Kuyova district in the Berat region in South-central Albania. The small karstic 

cave (24 meters) has an elongated shape, and a maximum width of 10 meters (Figure 3 .14 ). The 

cultural deposit covers an area of 40 m2 and has a maximum depth of 3.6 meters . It is very rich 

in material culture, with a chronological span from the Early Neolithic to the Greek Classical 

period. The main three cultural periods are the Neolithic - represented by all three sub-periods, 

the Chalcolithic, and the Bronze Age. 

The Neolithic strata contain material culture encompassing all three sub-periods. The 

Early Neolithic is represented by Impresso (Figure 3.15) and Barbotine types, and to a lesser 

degree of a White-on-Red pottery, similar to the Podgori lb. The Middle Neolithic' main ceramic 
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type is the lustrous Black or Grayish-black pottery, decorated sometimes with incised triangles 

(indicative of Dunavec-Cakran group). Five cultic four-legged rhytons were found in this layer 

as well. The Late Neolithic is represented by a Brown-on-buff or Brown-on-cream pottery, 

showing similarities with Maliq I and Kamnik I. There is no Impresso-Cardium or Devollian 

Impresso ware in this level. 

The Chalcolithic layer shows continuous occupation throughout this period. A very fine 

lustrous Black pottery is particular for Katundas. Nevertheless, there are no white-filled, incised 

ceramics typical of Maliq II. 

....___,. 
f 

Figure 3.14 Excavation plan and stratigraphy ofKatundas Cave (Korkuti 1995:86; Figure 13) 
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Figure 3.15 Impresso images from Katundas, source by the author 

Rajce is an open-air settlement, located in the fertile valleys of eastern Albania, next to 

Lake Ohrid, between the village with the same name and the little town of Perrenjas, in Librazhd 

District. The excavated area covers 172 m2
, with a cultural deposit depth of circa 2.30 meters 

(Gjipali 1987). The architectural remains were better preserved in this site, characterized by 

floors of clay mixed with chaff, and walls of clay reinforced with stake-timbering. This site is 

very rich in stone tools, with a large inventory of polished stone axes, flint blades, ground-stone 

pestles, etc. A number of cult objects were found as well, such as clay figurines, zoomorphic 

terracotta, and four-legged cult tables. 

The Barbotine pottery predominates the ceramic assemblages. It is followed closely by 

Impresso (Figure 3.16), and Red or Brown Monochrome types. There are also a few examples of 

painted pottery showing similarity with Podgori lb. Nevertheless, the ritual objects and the 

Barbotine pottery place Rajce in direct cultural parallel with Porodin in FYROM, and with the 

nearby site of Rashtan. The chronological position of this settlement could be the end of the 

Early Neolithic. 
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Figure 3.16 Impresso images .from Rajce, source by the author 

Konispol is a cave site, positioned on the slope of a hill (400 m above sea level) in the 

extreme southern border of Albania (Saranda), not very far from the Albanian-Greek border, 

overlooking the Pavel River. The name refers to the village with the same name, but the cave is 

known in Albanian as "Shpella e Kerymoit." The 50m long, karstic cave has a southern 

exposure, and extends in two separate branches (Figure 3.17). It contains material culture 

spanning from Upper Paleolithic ( circa 20 000 BP) to the Urban period (3d -2nd century BC) 

(Petruso et al. 1994). The stratigraphic sequence as from the 1991-1994 excavations is as 

follows : Konispol I (Upper Paleolithic), II (Mesolithic), III (Neolithic), IV (Eneolithic), V 

(Bronze Age), VI (Iron Age), and VII (Archaic to Hellenistic). The habitation history shows 

similarity with the Franchthi Cave, as well as with Kastritsa and Klithi caves in Greek Epirus. 

The Neolithic level represents the thickest stratigraphic layer of the cave. The Early 

Neolithic averages to about one meter in thickness. Domesticated fauna found together with wild 

specimens seems to appear before the emergence of pottery. suggesting that some form of 

interaction between hunter-gatherers and early farmers took place there before a complete 

replacement and/or acculturation (Russell 1998). Throughout the Neolithic the cave was heavily 

used for pastoral activities . 
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The Early Neolithic pottery is mostly a red or reddish-brown monochrome. It is thick and 

contains sand inclusions. Very few vessels have any type of surface treatment, such as polishing 

or sheen. The most typical decorations are Impresso and Pseudo-barbotine. The impressions are 

made in two ways; (1) finger pinching- similar to the Smilyiy pottery in Dalmatia, and (2) with 

some sort of instrument showing similarities with the Devollite types in the Korya area (Figure 

3 .18). There is a lack of painted pottery, which is a characteristic of the NW Greece and most of 

the Adriatic sites, unlike the SE Albania, where painted pottery is more dominant. 

Figure 3.1 7 Konispol Cave entrance (Bunguri 2014:85; Figure 7) 
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Figure 3.18 Impresso images .from Konispol, source by the author 

3.3 Middle Neolithic Sites with Impressed Pottery 

The "Impresso" as a decorative motif has a relatively long chronological lifespan. For 

example, in Thessaly, it appears in the last phase of Early Neolithic and it continues throughout 

the Middle Neolithic (Demoule and Perles 1993b; Perles 2001). In Greek Macedonia, it is found 

in all the layers, including Early and Middle Neolithic (Rodden et al. 1996; Karamitrou

Mentessidi et al. 2013). While in Italy and the Dalmatian Coast, the Impresso technique 

continues throughout the entire Neolithic and Chalcolithic, spanning almost three millennia of 

human activity (Fugazzola et al. 2002). In essence, the impressed pottery is not merely an Early 

Neolithic phenomenon, but it continues beyond 
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It is not surprising that a similar situation is observed in Albanian prehistory as well. The 

impressed pottery continues in Middle Neolithic, occurring conjointly with new ceramic 

variants, such as dark burnished wares, incised pottery and the different barbotine decorations. 

And again, similarly with the EN sites, the chronological relationship of Middle Neolithic sites is 

not clear. 

The defining characteristic of the Middle Neolithic pottery production repertoire is the 

gray, grayish-black, and black burnished ceramics (Korkuti 2010:109). The decorations could be 

both painted and incised, exhibiting curvilinear geometric motifs. There are some incised 

varieties where incisions are encrusted with white paint, which creates a contrast with the dark 

surface of the pot. Two decorative styles continue from Early Neolithic - Impresso and 

Barbotine. The uneven distribution of the frequencies of these pottery types across the different 

Middle Neolithic sites reflects the relationships of these settlements with neighboring groups and 

possibly of their chronological relationship as well. The leading archaeological figures of 

Albanian prehistory have divided this period in three main phases: Dunavec I, Cakran, Kolsh II 

(Korkuti 1995; Korkuti 2010; Prendi 1982; Gjipali 2012 :242). However, this chronological 

division needs to be scrutinized via some sort of absolute dating or some deterministic relative 

dating technique. The following sites provide a general picture on the cultural history of the 

Middle Neolithic in Albania. 

Dunavec is probably the earliest known palafit (pile-dwelling) settlement in the Balkans 

(Korkuti 2010: 114). The site was investigated initially in 1971 , and then later finalized during a 

second season in 1973, by a team lead by Muzafer Korkuti. The settlement was located along the 

Dunavec River, circa 400 meters south from where it meets with the larger Devoll River (Figure 

3.19), in one of the best agricultural lands in modern Albania (Korkuti 2010: 109). Like many 
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other sites in the Korya Plateau, Dunavec was also covered by a thick layer of alluvial deposit, 

reaching in this case over eight meters thick. 

Korkuti ' s stratigraphic analysis divides the material culture of Dunavec into two phases 

Dunavec I and Dunavec II, both belonging to the Middle Neolithic period. The earliest horizon 

of the Dunavec I phase is represented by pile-dwelling, while the second horizon of this phase by 

dwellings built directly on the ground (Andrea 1983:139). The phase Dunavec I signals the 

beginning of the Middle Neolithic in Albania. The most defining characteristic of this phase is a 

typical gray, black, or grayish-black, smooth and lustrous pottery. However, there are also some 

Barbotine and Impresso inherited from the Early Neolithic. A finer quality ceramic is decorated 

with incisions incrusted with red or white paint. 

During Dunavec I phase are introduced for the first time the cult-rhyton vessels, which 

are four-legged containers with a handle. These are usually colored in red, and are found from 

Split (Danilo culture) in the North to the Peloponnesus (Elatea) in the South. Anthropomorphic 

clay figurines are better represented in the Dunavec I than in the later phases. Chronologically 

Dunavec I is related with Sesklo II and III in Thessaly and with the Proto-Kakanj and Obre I in 

Bosnia (Prendi 1982). 

Dunavec II corresponds with Cakran (see next site below) in the western Albania; this is 

why the Albanian archaeologists consider this as a group "Cakran - Dunavec II." During 

Dunavec II, beside the elements inherited from the previous phase, there are a few novel 

characteristics. There is a further development of the incision decoration, and the coloring 

becomes much more elaborate. There is a new Reddish-brown painted ceramic, as well as the 

beginning of the red-and-black dichromatic pottery. Chronologically Dunavec II is related to 

Elatea II in Greece and Kakanj I in Bosnia (Prendi 1982). 
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The Impresso decoration is used exclusively in ceramics with relatively thick walls ( and 

sometime in walls with medium thickness). All the examples of impressed pottery for the 

Dunavec assemblages exhibit no indication of any surface treatment (no burnishing). The most 

used decorative technique is the finger-pinching method, which creates two mirroring 

impressions (from the finger tips) with the raised clay in between. The impressions are organized 

in vertical rows, creating an image resembling a wheat head (wheat cob). Not all the body of the 

pot is covered with impressions; the area immediately below the rim is left undecorated. 
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Figure 3.19 Dunavec site - excavation plan and location along the Dunavec River (Korkuti 1995:96; 
Figure 14). 

Cakran is one of the few pit-dwellings in Albania. It is located in the middle of the 

Cakran Plane (1 00m above sea level), next to the village with the same name, in the district of 
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Fier, southwestern Albania. The inhabited area is not as large, but it had an intense cultural 

development (Figure 3.20). The settlement was inhabited entirely during the Middle Neolithic. 

Although Cakran is the only known Middle Neolithic site in the southwestern Albania, its 

material culture reveals that the settlement was part of a vast network of exchange, since its 

assemblages contain quite a few imported ceramic vessels from Thessaly. In addition, Cakran 

has great number of anthropomorphic figurines , displaying excellent craftsmanship. It is worth 

mentioning that in Cakran, similarly as in Rudnik (Kosovo), Obre 1 (Bosnia), and other 

Neolithic centers in the Balkans and elsewhere, the excavations have yielded two children 

skeletons interred in a crouching (fetal) position buried below the floors of two buildings 

(Korkuti and Andrea 1974; Korkuti 2010; Prendi 1982). 

Cakran has a similar material culture to Dunavec II, according to both Korkuti and 

Prendi. In fact, the second phase of the Middle Neolithic in Albania is called the ' Cakran Phase' 

(and the cultural complex as 'Cakran-Dunavec II ' ). The main cultural features are: coarse 

Impresso and Barbotine wares; a fine, lustrous, plain painted Black or Gray-Black pottery; 

various cult-rhytons, etc. It is related culturally and chronologically to Kakanj I (Bosnia) and 

Elatea II ( central Greece), playing a central role in a common Aegean-Adriatic cultural complex. 

The difference between Cakran and Dunavec II is precisely the presence of Impressed 

and Barbotine pottery in the former and the complete absence in the latter. The Cakran Impresso 

is also mostly executed in vessels with thick walls, without any surface treatment (Figure 3.21). 

However, in contrast to Dunevec I, in Cakran we do find a number of burnished sherds 

containing Impresso decorations. Most of the Impresso examples are of the finger-nail type, and 

only a few are executed through finger-pinching. Similarly, as in Dunavec I, no Cardium type 

Impresso was found in Cakran. 
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Figure 3.20 The site of Cakran - Western profile of Trench 111-V. Deposits 2-5 contain cultural material 
associated with Middle Neolithic (Korkuti 1995:135; Figure 1) 

Figure 3.21 Impresso images.from Cakran, source by the author 

Nezir is a cave dwelling. This cave is found north of the village Bruy, in the Mat region 

(Northwest Albania), a few kilometers from the other prehistoric cave of Blaz (see above) . More 

than 20 layers ofhabitational horizons have been identified in 4 meters of cultural deposition 
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(Figure 3.22). Four chronological periods were identified: Nezir I (Middle Neolithic), Nezir II 

(Chalcolithic), Nezir III (Early Bronze Age), and Nezir IV (Middle Bronze Age). The Neolithic 

strata did not give way a lot of material, and very few Impresso ceramics were encountered 

(Figure 3.23). The Chalcolithic was much more substantial, followed by a thick layer of Bronze 

Age material. A few sherds were recovered, the main types being Black-Grey and Grey colored. 

Ne•zir Cave 
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Figure 3.22 Nezir Cave - Site plan; and an image ofthe excavation in Trench 1 (Hauck et al. 2017: 17; 
Figure 3) 
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Figure 3.23 Impresso images from Nezir, source by the author 

The site descriptions introduced above provide a context for asking additional questions 

regarding the cultural history of the early farming settlements in the territories of modem 

Albania. All the assemblages of these settlements contain Impressed pottery despite their 

hypothetical origin and/or their supposed cultural affiliations. Taken as a whole, these 

assemblages display a surprisingly large amount of decorative variation, which could be used to 

inform on how these settlements interacted with each other. Therefore, exploring assemblage 

similarities among all these sites would lead to a better clarification of the chronology of the 

area, and the nature of the relationship between these settlements. 

The next chapter introduces the theoretical framework for understanding how assemblage 

similarities and differences could be used to build continuous chronologies for cultural traditions, 

by exploring how ideas are transmitted between social groups. In particular, the chapter focuses 

on the nature of the decorative attributes and on the theoretical models that have been developed 

to make use of these attributes to investigate intercommunity interactions. 
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CHAPTER 4. CULTURAL TRANSMISSION THEORY 

4.1 Cultural transmission theory - an introduction 

Understanding formal variation in the natural world has been the main goal among many 

scientists including biologists, paleontologists, anthropologists and archeologists. The motivation 

behind such goal has been the attempt to explain similarity and change over time of a variety of 

physical and behavioral attributes. After the incorporation of genetics into the biological 

sciences, genetic transmission has been considered as the main mechanism responsible for the 

maintenance of the formal variation for morphological traits in living organisms. However, 

animal behavioral scholars have noted that beside these genetically transmitted traits, there were 

portions of behaviors that were acquired via social learning mechanisms (Bonner 1980; Heyes 

and Galef 1996; Nishida 1968; Wrangham et al. 1994). These non-genetic mechanisms are 

referred collectively as cultural transmission, which explain variation, formal similarity and 

hereditary relatedness, beyond the genetic level (Eerkens and Lipo 2007). 

Human culture represents a uniquely elaborate system of social learning mechanisms. It 

is not a surprise, therefore, to note that the initial developments in cultural transmission theory 

have occurred within the field of anthropology (Campbell 1965; Cavalli-Sforza and Feldman 

1981 ; Richerson and Boyd 1978). Culture plays a dominant role (in comparison to genes) in the 

generation of human behavior, which makes the application of cultural transmission theory even 

more important. 

In complex organisms cultural transmission can operate in all directions, vertical 

(information is passed from parent to offspring), oblique (among nonrelated inter-generational 

individuals), or horizontal (among peers of the same generation), whereas genetic transmission is 

always vertical (Eerkens and Lipo 2007; Shennan 2002 :188). Therefore, cultural transmission 
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will create different transmission pathways for different traits and there is no single true 

relatedness pattern. For example, technological aspects of pottery making can be transferred 

vertically, but other aspects, such as decoration, can be transferred horizontally. 

There are three types of learning that need to be distinguished: classical conditioning, 

individual (trial-and-error) learning, and observational learning (imitation). The last two cover 

almost all of human learning activities, but only the latter is a common form of cultural 

transmission. Imitation allows for the high level of fidelity in trait transmission from one person 

to the next and it is a uniquely human activity (Tomasello 1996). Both processes operate 

cohesively to produce the vast cultural landscape exhibited by humans today. 

The way in which individuals obtain information can vary a lot on the active population 

size and the direction of transmission. The number of people involved in the exchange of 

information can dramatically affect the rate of cultural change in a population, as confirmed as 

well by mathematical modeling (Boyd and Richerson 1985; Cavalli-Sforza and Feldman 1981). 

Transmission modes can be one-to-one, one-to-many, many-to-one, and many-to-many. For 

example, the rate of change in a many-to-one transmission mode tends to be much slower than in 

a one-to-many mode (MacDonald 1998; Shennan 2002). 

As mentioned above, the direction of cultural transmission can be vertical (information is 

passed from parent to offspring), oblique (among nonrelated inter-generational individuals), or 

horizontal (among peers of the same generation). The direction of cultural transmission will 

affect the increase ( or decrease) of the similarity in cultural variants between two groups 

(settlements, households, or lineages) (Boyd and Richerson 1985). As a general rule, vertical 

transmission produces high variation between household lineages and low variation within a 

household lineage. The opposite is true for horizontal transmission. 
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Cultural transmission can be influenced by decisions individuals make about how 

information is required, which are referred to as conformist or prestige-biased transmission 

(Boyd and Richerson 1985). These biased transmissions are basically dependent on the fact that 

information may come from different sources within a community despite the main modes of 

transmission (vertical, horizontal, oblique, etc.) might be involved (Eerkens and Lipo 2007). 

Context specific biases represent the bulk of all types of transmission and they have been the 

dominant types of cultural transmission among modem humans (Henrich 2001). Acquiring 

information from other people ( copying) may be dependent on the number of people using a trait 

versus another (frequency-dependent biases), or on the status of the individual possessing a 

particular skill (model-based biases). 

Cultural transmission will depend on demographic conditions as well. Larger, well

connected social networks have higher chances to develop more cultural variants than smaller 

and sparsely distributed networks (Shennan 2011 ). Mathematical modeling suggest that 

demographic factors influence significantly the rates of technological change (Henrich 2001 ; 

Powell et al. 2009). Population bottlenecks would diminish the number of variants available for 

social learners, therefore decreasing the overall variation for future generations. Climatic events 

will probably lead to demographic shifts and to changes in social networks. 

Various combinations of transmission modes and types of transmission directions result 

in an array of rates in cultural change, which can be detected in the archaeological record 

therefore hinting at the processes that caused them. These combinations and the associated rates 

are summarized by Hewlett and Cavalli-Sforza (1986) and are presented in the table below: 
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Table 4.1. A summary of transmission modes and the associated cultural rates and 
manifestations in CT ( Shennan 2002: table 4; Hewlett and Cavalli-Sforza 1986). 

VERTICAL HORIZONTAL ONE TO CONCERTED 
OR PARENT- OR MANY OR MANY TO 
TO-CHILD CONTAGIOUS ONE 

Transmitter Parent(s) Unrelated Teacher Older members 
Leader of social group 

Transmittee Child Unrelated Pupils Younger 
Citizens members of 

social group 

Acceptance of Intermediate Easy Easy Very Difficult 
Innovation Difficulty 
Variations High Can Be High Low Lowest 
between 
individuals 
within 
population (e.g. 
within sites) 
Variations High Can Be High Can Be High Smallest 
between groups 
(e.g. between 
sites) 
Technological Slow Can be rapid Most Rapid Most 
Change Conservative 

Context specific modes oftransmission 

Cultural transmission can be influenced by decisions individuals make about how 

information is required. Such biases are called with specific names such as conformist or 

prestige-biased transmission (Boyd and Richerson 1985). These biased transmissions are 

basically dependent on the fact that information may come from different sources within a 

community despite the main modes of transmission (vertical, horizontal, etc.) might be involved 

(Eerkens and Lipo 2007). Context specific biases represent the bulk of all types of transmission 

( see figure 1) and they have been the dominant types of cultural transmission among modem 
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humans (Henrich 2001). Acquiring information from other people (copying) may save an 

individual time and effort, which would have been used on ' trial and error' behavior to find a 

successful cultural trait such as a new pottery-making recipe or a new pottery decoration that 

might signify higher social status. 

SOCIAL LEARNING 
HIWRISTICS & BIASES 

Psychological Biases 
in Social learning 

CONTENT CONTEXT 

I 

Prestige Success 

Mo
I 

del-based biases 

Similarity Others 

I 
frequency-dependent bi11ses 

II 
Coniirmity Rarity 

Figure 4.1 Psychological biases in Cultural Transmission (Henrich and McElreath 2003:129 box 
3) 

Conformist transmission is a particular type of frequency-dependent transmission (Boyd 

and Richerson 1985). Conformist transmission indicates that individuals have a tendency to 

adopt the cultural traits that are most frequent in the population (Henrich and Boyd 1998). It 

proves to be beneficial when the process of collecting information required to make a 

knowledgeable decision is time consuming, or when the gathering of such information is 

complex and difficult to obtain (Bikhchandani et al. 1998; Henrich and Boyd 2001). Essentially, 

conformist transmission is a biased many-to-one system, where the "many" represents those 

individuals possessing the modal or average behavior (Eerkens and Lipo 2007). 
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Prestige-biased and success-biased transmissions work on a related principle, although in 

this case it is the behavior of certain esteemed individuals that is being copied, rather than that of 

most people (Henrich and Gil-White 2001 ; Rogers 2003). Advertising companies know the 

power of this principle very well, as exemplified when they show famous actors, singers and 

athletes using various products. Probably, people copy such individuals because they believe 

their success stems from the types of commercial commodities they use (Henrich and McElreath 

2003) While there are other psychological biasing mechanisms (see Figure 4.1 ), conformist and 

prestige biased transmission have been most widely discussed and have seen the greatest 

application in archaeological research (Eerkens and Lipo 2007). 

The mode of transmission depends also on how information is related to other cultural 

knowledge. As in some biological cases, cultural information may be transmitted because it 

"hitchhikes" with other information (O'Brien and Lyman 2003). In many cultural transmission 

cases, complex technological information is packaged as a "cultural recipe" (Neff 1992), similar 

to a recipe for making pottery for example. Individuals acquiring complex information are 

unsure which characteristics make an excellent ceramic vessel, therefore copying the entire 

recipe. This results in a high degree of covariation between different attributes, which will leave 

empirical signals in the archaeological record (Eerkens and Lipo 2007). Boyd and Richerson 

(1985) refer to the hitchhiking process in cultural transmission as "indirectly biased 

transmission." The process is analogous to "junk DNA" in genetic transmission (Gibbs 2003), 

where pieces of genetic code are somehow able to insert themselves onto the DNA chains and 

get replicated. 
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Effects ofvarious transmission modes on ceramic production 

For the purpose of presenting a more complete theoretical framework on cultural 

transmission, various hypothetical scenarios will be considered, which will include both 

technology and decoration. However, specific focus will be given to the outcome of various 

modes of transmission on pottery decorations. Four scenarios will be discussed: (1) vertical 

transmission, (2) horizontal transmission, (3) one to many transmission, and (4) many to one 

transmission. Each scenario will be accompanied by examples from archaeological literature. 

Vertical mode. When vertical transmission is the dominant mode of transmission, then 

the variation between individual pottery-making lineages within a community will be high. The 

overall variability of pottery decorations within a community will depend on the number of 

pottery artisans and the number of offspring per artisan. At the same time, even variation 

between communities will be high, because inter-community interaction is low with respect to 

pottery decoration. The rate of change will be low, due to the conservative nature of vertical 

transmission. 

Surveys of ethnographic literature on the learning of craft technology has revealed that 

transmission was predominantly vertical/oblique rather than horizontal (Shennan and Steele 

1999). This is found in the archaeological record as well. More fine-tuned information comes 

from cases where dendrochronology was available. In a Neolithic lake village in France, 

contemporary houses were found to have their own decorative micro-traditions, where the 

transmission was vertical/oblique, displaying also the predicted inter-household variation 

(Arbogast et al. 1997). McClure (McClure 2004) suggests that pottery technology in the 

Catalonia Region in Spain, was transmitted primarily vertically in the Early Neolithic but 

changed to obliquely during the Late Neolithic. 
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Tehrani and Collard (2002) use phylogenetic methods to examine the transmission of 

decorative elements on historic Turkmen textiles. Their findings reveal that almost 90% of the 

variation in Turkmen carpet designs can be explained by vertical transmission (Tehrani and 

Collard 2002; Collard and Tehrani 2005). 

Horizontal mode. Horizontal transmission will not necessarily have the opposite effects 

of the vertical transmission. Pottery decoration, due to its visibility and its selective neutrality 

could fall into either the conformist or prestige biases ( or even a "hitchhiking" situation). 

Depending on the quality of inter-community interactions, decoration can become an "emblemic 

marker" [sensu Wiessner (1983)] , therefore exhibiting low intra-community variation and high 

inter-community variation. Change can be either fast or slow, depending on the population size. 

However, horizontal transmission is always associated with high levels in the acceptance of 

innovations. 

Jordan and Shennan (2003) apply phylogenetic methods to distinguish the influence of 

horizontal from vertical transmission in an ethno-historic study from Native American basket 

making communities in California. The study reveals that although basket-making technology is 

mostly vertical, there was an increasing influence of significant horizontal transmission, which 

crosses even linguistic boundaries, creating sub-regional traditions. 

One-to-many mode. This transmission mechanism is found in many modem relationships, 

such as teacher-pupil, leader-citizen, or even media-citizen (Hewlett and Cavalli-Sforza 1986; 

Guglielmina et al. 1995). Due to the authority of the transmitter, the acceptance of innovation is 

easy. Consequently, cultural change is rapid. Spatially, the mechanics of one-to-many 

transmission have a tendency to homogenize cultural manifestations within a community. 

Decorations would show a similarity in design, but small differences in execution. The variation 
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between communities can be high. Chronologically, one would notice a constant change in 

ceramic decoration within a community. 

Many-to-one mode. This type of transmission is the most conservative for allowing 

change into the system. It resembles a situation where high priests control the consumption of 

cultural information by a community. The acceptance of innovation is very difficult. The 

variation within a community is very small. The variation between communities is small as well. 

The pottery decoration should exhibit uniformity in space and time. New technology will be 

adopted very slowly. Conformist transmission is usually a many-to-one mode. 

Many-to-one mode also has been used to explain the formation of group identity through 

the perpetuation of a shared iconography (Kohler et al. 2004). Kohler et al. (2004) noticed a 

drastic decrease in vessel decoration variation during the Late Coalition period on the Pajarito 

Plateau, New Mexico. He suggests that conformism may have encouraged internal cooperation 

that provided communities an economical edge in the access to the best lands, food resources, 

and the like. 

A many-to-one mode coupled with oblique transmission correlate with an increase in 

ritual behavior in some other cases (Aldenderfer 1993; McClure 2004). McClure 2004 suggests 

that Cardial pottery in Neolithic Spain, due to its ritual nature, was produced by a sub-sector of 

potters and this knowledge extended across multiple communities, leading to a low variability in 

decoration. Similarly, Aldenderfer (1993) argues that conformity in rituals served as a leveling 

mechanism for social relations among the Gabrielenos of Southern California, therefore leading 

to social cohesion. 

In another example, MacDonald (1998) operates within cultural transmission framework 

to explain the widespread geographic range of Folsom technologies and the conservative rates of 
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change for the lithic techniques and flint-knapping, and suggested that knowledge about flint

knapping was probably transmitted using a many-to-one strategy in a vertical mode. 

4.2 Archaeological units and transmission units 

As with any scientific theory, the explanatory success of cultural transmission rests upon 

the explicit definitions of its components. Obviously, the most important component of cultural 

transmission theory is the specific unit that is transmitted between individuals of a population, 

because it is the variant frequencies of this unit that allow for change to be measured. Within an 

evolutionary paradigm, the goal of defining artifact classes that meet the criteria for measuring 

cultural relatedness ( a necessary step in detecting transmission lineages) makes the distinction 

between homologous traits versus analogous traits is quite important. Strictly speaking, 

homologous traits contain information that infers a similarity based on common descent, while 

analogous traits arise solely from similar responses to external conditions (i.e. environments). 

The latter are shaped and controlled by selective forces , and consequentially, they exhibit 

different detectable patterns from the former, which are shaped mostly by random behavior 

(Gould et al. 1977). Theoretically, the temporal distribution of frequencies for traits under 

selection should be different than the temporal distribution of traits under drift (see Figure 4.2). 

In archaeology, the dichotomy of homologous and analogous traits has been developed 

under the theoretical distinction between the behavior of stylistic vs. functional artifact attributes 

(Dunnell 1978; Bettinger et al. 1994; Lipo and Madsen 2001 ; and the various papers in Hurt and 

Rakita 2001). Dunnell (1978:199) defines stylistic attributes as "those forms that do not have 

detectable selective values," and functional attributes as "those forms that directly affect the 

Darwinian fitness of the populations in which they occur." The definition of stylistic attributes as 
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homologous traits makes them particularly important for studying cultural relatedness, because 

they demonstrate historical relationships . 

The first use of the term "style" in reference to the choice of terminology for describing 

attributes comes from Holmes (1886), who employs the notion of style to suggest decoration in 

contrast to functional properties of artifacts (Lipo and Madsen 2001 :93). Stylistic attributes were 

used more frequently as markers of cultural continuity since the inception of archaeology as a 

discipline, within the culture-history paradigm (Lyman et al. 1997). The earliest culture 

historians noticed this historical quality of stylistic attributes, which helped them construct 

chronologies ofmaterial culture (Kidder 1915; Kroeber 1916a; Kroeber 1916b; Nelson 1932; 

Spier 1917). They observed that similarity in artifact assemblages, which was quantified through 

formal variation of artifacts, could be used to arrange assemblages ( consequentially: sites, 

cultures, etc.) according to their chronological order. The reasoning was : "the more similar two 

assemblages or artifact types were, the more historically related and closer in time they were 

assumed to be" (Eerkens and Lipo 2007:240). Building on these ideas, Kroeber suggested that 

diffusion influenced the way culture-historical types were spread over space and time (Kroeber 

1940), therefore suggesting a theoretical link between style, cultural transmission and 

chronological order. 
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Figure 4. 2 Three examples ofexpected temporal behavior oftrait frequencies under selection 
versus drift. Trait A appeared, then drifted along in the population. After that it came under 
selective control, increasing rapidly in expression and then getting selected against and 
disappearing. Trait B never came under selective control but rather drifted through time, 
eventually disappearing. Trait C was also selected for, but much more quickly than trait A was. 
After O'Brien and Lyman 2000. 

Hence, for culture-historians artifact typologies were a means to measure time, which is 

quite similar to the way taxonomy is used in paleontology (Lyman 2000; Lyman et al. 1997). 

Even after the culture-history paradigm fell out of flavor in North American archaeology, style 

was still considered as an essential tool for seriation (Deetz 1965; Hill and Nelson 1985; Plog 

1980; Plog 1983). Later, mostly as a rebuke to the culture-history paradigm, processual 

archaeologist shifted their focus toward functional traits (O'Brien et al. 2005). 

The empirical manifestations of style as a theoretical concept fit particularly well with 

pottery decoration, because parsimony dictates that formal similarity in decoration is an indicator 

of phylogenetic relationship. Decoration is apparently non-functional; a specific decorative motif 
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doesn't display clear engineering advantages versus other decorative motifs. As Meltzer 

(1981 :314) suggests that "in many instances, the choice between certain kinds of design elements 

on ceramics is not a functional consideration, but rather is historically determined and selectively 

'neutral,' because there is no inherent advantage between one element and the next." 

Another topic of paramount importance to the process of cultural transmission is the 

nature of the replicative unit, especially when one considers that the unit of transmission in 

genetic transmission - the gene - has been clearly defined. Various names have been proposed 

for the replicators in cultural transmission, with the most well-known being culturgens (Lumsden 

and Wilson 1981) and memes (Dawkins 1976). Dawkins (1976) defined the term meme as any 

cultural trait capable of being transmitted. Defined in this way, a cultural transmission unit is any 

packet of information that is copied through human interaction. Others have refined the 

definition of cultural transmission units to include only "the largest units of socially transmitted 

information that reliably and repeatedly withstand transmission" (Pocklington and Best 

1997:81). As Lipo and Madsen (2001) explain: "cultural transmission units are measurements of 

the effect of transmission on variability." Explained as such then, cultural transmission units can 

be any class of artifact trait ( at any scale) that allows for measuring of transmission effects on 

archaeological assemblages. 

The theoretical relationship between style, neutral theory ( drift, unbiased transmission), 

and archaeological assemblages will be thoroughly explored in the next section, where 

mathematical simulations adopted from epidemiology (read: horizontal diffusion of biological 

entities) are used to develop a null hypothesis for cultural transmission. 
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4.3 Drift, Unbiased Transmission, and the Archaeological Record 

In an evolutionary theoretical framework, the distribution of spatial and temporal 

attributes ofneutral variation will be affected mostly by stochastic forces (a.k.a. drift) (Wright 

1931). In biology the neutral theory of molecular evolution was first introduced by Kimura 

(1983), who went on developing vigorous mathematical models to support this theory for most 

of his career. The idea that archaeological patterns could be explained by cultural drift was put 

forth since the middle of the 20th century (Binford 1963). However, it was Robert Dunnell who 

began exploring the theoretical dynamics of this dichotomy, by developing an understanding on 

how functional attributes of material culture were influenced by selective forces , and stylistic 

attributes by neutral forces (Dunnell 1978). 

The most robust theoretical development on the means by which drift interacts with the 

archaeological record came through the seminal work of Fraser Neiman (1990; 1995). Neiman' s 

research represents the first attempt to introduce the theoretical underpinnings of stochastic 

forces in the transmission of cultural traits as observed in archaeological assemblages. He 

demonstrated through computer simulations that drift destroys within-group variation, and that 

the speed of the decrease in the number of variants within a population depends on the size of 

said population. Then, he introduces other opposing forces to drift in his models, explicitly in 

situ innovation and new variants introduced by neighboring groups (a.k.a. diffusion). The 

combined effects of drift and neutral innovation on cultural variant frequencies in a single 

population over time produced lenticular trajectories that resemble the battleship curves we see 

in frequency seriation (Neiman 1995:12-13) (Figure 4.3). 
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Figure 4. 3 The effects ofdrift in variant frequencies under unbiased cultural transmission. New variants 
are introduced at a given rate (from Neiman 1995). 

Neiman also argued that one can infer social-learning rates among groups and the 

effective population size (population of potters in this case), by using diversity measures as 

estimates of neutral variation measures. In an algebraic formulation, he established that 

homogeneity is inversely proportional to twice the effective population (Ne) size, times the 

innovation rate (µ), plus 1: 

1 
or F = -- (4.1)

0 +1 

In other words, the homogeneity of neutral variants within a population will decrease 

with the increase of the effective population size and the innovation rate. Neiman called the 

parameter 2Neµ as 0. The term "effective population" refers to the number of potters within a 

population, but it could be used as a proxy for actual population. The innovation rate, on the 

other hand, includes both in situ innovation and novel variants introduced from other 

neighboring groups via intergroup cultural transmission (Neiman 1995 :12). However, in situ 
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innovation, which is innovation that arises within a group, is considered as constant between 

groups of a population (Dunnell 1978:197; Leone 1968:1150; Neiman 1995). This means that the 

innovation rate will be affected mostly by the rates of intergroup transmission ( diffusion). 

Within-assemblage homogeneity can be expressed also as a function of the relative 

frequencies of the variants in its assemblages. This is useful since it makes use of empirically 

derived data - in this case, variant frequencies of stylistic attributes - for providing a quantifiable 

estimate of homogeneity: 

(4.2) 

Neiman (1995: 14) explains the reasoning as follows : "the probability of choosing a given variant 

at random is its relative frequency (pi), which is also the probability ofpicking another copy of 

this same variant on the second try. The probability of getting this variant twice in a row is 

therefore p/ . The total probability of getting any of the i = 1 to k variants twice in a row is the 

sum of all these probabilities." By combining Equation 4.1 and Equation 4.2, and solving for 0, 

we get Equation 4.3 , which allows us to estimate 0 (called fr) through the reciprocal of the sum 

of squares ofvariant frequencies in a population: 

(4.3) 

Neiman also argued that for a stronger theoretical model on neutral variation of 

archaeological assemblages, one needs to take in consideration two influencing issues : (1) 

discard rates; and, (2) sample size (Neiman 1995: 15). The first one is taphonomic in nature, 

which means that the discard rates should influence the way assemblages are created and, as a 

consequence, how we infer cultural behavior from said assemblages. This consideration, 

however, is not as problematic as it seems. When assemblages are attritional, due to time-
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averaging processes, the frequency of variants in a population closely mirrors the frequency of 

modes in an assemblage (Neiman 1990:182-193). 

The second topic is statistical in nature and deals with the relationship between sample 

size and actual population size. Because the distribution of attribute classes over the number of 

cases within an assemblage is affected by sample size, a large variation in sample sizes between 

assemblages could influence the conclusion. However, if variants are selectively neutral, the 

expected number of different variants (E (k)) found in a sample picked from a population is a 

function of the population size (n) and the parameter 0 (Ewens 1972; Neiman 1995 :16): 

n-1 

(4.4)E(k) = I 0 ~ i 
i=O 

Equation 4.4 has no analytic solution, but Neiman (1995: 16) suggested to iteratively change the 

value of 0 until the expected number of variants (E(k)) is the same as the observed number of 

variants in the sample. For analytical purpose, Neiman calls this estimate of 0 as IE to distinguish 

it from tp_Then, the two estimates of 0 (from Equation 3 and Equation 4) are compared to detect 

confounding size effects by assessing the extent to which the difference between the two 

estimates depart from zero. The calculations of the two estimates (and their consequent 

comparison) are also used to test the neutrality of the data, and can be considered as a first step 

leading to the following two analyses: (1) within-assemblage diversity; and, (2) between

assemblage distance. 

4.4 Within-Assemblage Diversity and Between-Assemblage Distance 

In statistics, various indices have been developed to measure the quantity and distribution 

of types (categories) within a dataset. Two of the most commonly used in archaeology are 
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Shannon-Weaver' s index and Simpson' s Diversity index (Shannon and Weaver 1949; Simpson 

1949). Both of them take into account two basic entities of datasets : richness and evenness. 

Richness refers to the number of classes (types) within a sample and evenness refers to the 

distribution of proportions among those classes (Jones and Leonard 1989:2) 

The Shannon-Weaver index is a statistic that measures the probability that a specific 

individual will be chosen within a population. It was developed first as an information measure 

in communication studies (Shannon and Weaver 1949). Later it was adopted in plant ecology 

analyses, as an index to measure species diversity within an ecosystem (Pielou 1969). The 

premise of the statistic is that the smaller the probability of choosing an individual from a 

population the more diverse is that particular population. The first attempts to explore 

assemblage diversity by using the Shannon-Weaver information statistic in archaeology were the 

works of Yellen (1977), Conkey (1980), Rice (1981), and others. A large number of papers 

regarding the use of this statistic was presented in a volume edited by Leonard and Jones (1989). 

However, issues pertaining to the way sampling interacts with the archaeological record have 

made some of these studies vulnerable to methodological issues (Baxter 2001). In addition, 

Bobrowsky and Ball (1989) have shown that the Shannon-Weaver index is susceptible to 

sample-size variations, which is the case for most of the archaeological studies which deal with 

ceramic assemblages. 

Simpson's diversity index (or Simpson' s D) is similar in structure to the Shannon

Weaver index, except that the latter uses logarithmic parameters in its calculations. However, 

Simpson's diversity index bears a striking similarity to the homogeneity formula (Equation 4.2). 

One should note that homogeneity is the reciprocal of diversity. The reciprocal of the 

homogeneity estimate calculated with Equation 4.2 above would provide then a measurement for 
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diversity. Thus, algebraically speaking, diversity is measured by calculating the reciprocal of the 

sum of squared proportions of the artifact classes in a given assemblage: 

(4.5) 

This also means that changes in the diversity measures will approximate changes in 0. So, 

changes of diversity measures through space and time will reflect changes in either the 

population size, or the innovation rate, or both, where the innovation rate is mainly a function of 

the between-group transmission occurrences, assuming the in-situ innovation variation is very 

small (Smith 2009). 

In addition to the aforementioned model explaining the relationship between drift and 

assemblage diversity in a single population, Neiman (1995 :21) developed a theoretical 

framework regarding the effects of drift and innovation in two ( or more) separate demes. The 

principal objective of this model is to check the outcomes of the changes in 0, by developing a 

way to empirically measure the effects of drift and innovation that is conceptually separate from 

the sample size and the number of variants. Based on migration matrix models adopted from 

population genetics (Smith 1969; Carmelli and Cavalli-Sforza 1976), and again, using computer 

simulations, Neiman modeled the effects of intergroup transmission rates on between-group 

similarity. The building block of this model is a measure of divergence, which is presented in 

calculations as a squared Euclidean distance between the pair of demes i andj: 

n 

d[1=L(Pik-PJk) 2 (4.6) 
k=l 

where pk is the frequency of the k'th variant. 
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This algebraic simulation demonstrates that the opposing forces of drift (reducing 

variation) and intergroup transmission (increasing variation), after some time, will create an 

equilibrium state, where new variants introduced will cancel out the depletive effects of drift. In 

addition, the simulations showed that the equilibrium distance is reached more rapidly when 

there is a higher intergroup transmission rate (Neiman 1995 : Figure 5a and b). Therefore, the 

squared distance score should be lower for cases where the relationship between two groups is 

associated with higher rates of cultural transmission. Recall that in the previous section, higher 

rates of cultural transmission were found to increase intragroup diversity, which means that 

intragroup diversity and intergroup distance are negatively correlated (Neiman 1995; Smith 

2009). 

Since in most cases a specific group will interact with more than one group ( and this is 

true for this study as well), the intergroup distance should be a measure that takes in 

consideration the dynamics ofmultiple groups simultaneously interacting together. For this, a 

different calculation comes at hand; one that calculates the mean Euclidean distance: 

n 
-2 ~ 2 
di = L diJ /(n - 1), i * j (4.7) 

J=l 

-2 
In Equation 7, di is the mean squared Euclidean for a given assemblage, presented as a distance 

score for each paired comparison between that assemblage and all others (Neiman 1995; Smith 

2009). This allows for direct comparison between diversity and distance measures (groups with 

higher transmission rates should have higher estimated values of 0 and lower mean squared 

-2 
distances di than more isolated groups). 

Departure from Neiman' s model could signal that the variants chosen for analysis are not 

neutral with respect to selection, or that some other force is at play that favors one variant over 
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the others. As Neiman (1995 :26) also argued, there could be instances where change in 

decoration is not only a result of innovation and drift. For example, when applied in a study of 

ceramic variation from Central European settlements, it was noted that change in decoration of 

LBK vessels could not be accounted for by the neutral model (Shennan and Wilkinson 2001). 

Initially, drift was responsible for the patterns exhibited by the LBK decorative variation, but 

then, in the later phases, individuals adopted a learning rule that favored novel variants, which is 

an anti-conformist transmission bias (Boyd and Richerson 1985). 

In another intriguing example (Smith 2009), the squared Euclidian distance followed the 

same temporal outline as the intragroup diversity score (instead of the expected negative 

correlation between the two). In this study, the changes in ceramic decoration diversity were 

explained as changes in residential mobility patterns, where one single group of people moved 

across landscape, instead ofmultiple groups interacting with each other. Even more interesting 

was that the temporal changes in interregional interaction corresponded to the regional climatic 

shifts, which led to shifts in residential mobility patterns through space and time. 

While neutral model can be falsified, the theory serves as a practical starting point for 

exploring cultural transmission, which means that the random copying model is basically a null 

hypothesis (Eerkens and Lipo 2007). As Eerkens and Lipo (2007) also argue: "Before we can 

invoke alternative processes shaping cultural variability, we must first determine the degree to 

which random copying of neutral traits alone can account for our observations." Therefore, the 

neutral theory is not an overarching explanation for how all the traits should work, but a means 

to generating null models, against which we can detect the action of drift, selection, and other 

evolutionary mechanisms (Wayne and Simonsen 1998). A unified theoretical framework, 

connecting the style concept, cultural transmission, and neutrality provides a strong operational 
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foundation for exploring why specific cultural attributes have distinctive distributions in time and 

space (Eerkens and Lipo 2007:256). 
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Chapter 5. A CONTINUOUS CHRONOLOGY FOR THE EARLY NEOLITHIC PERIOD 

In scientific endeavors, methodologies are intricately linked to the theoretical paradigm, 

and their explicit treatment is imperative to identify data collection procedures and for the 

interpretation of results. The successful exploration of the research questions developed within 

the current theoretical framework will depend mostly on the construction of a chronological 

structure, a time "skeleton," which in this case will be generated through various seriations of 

decoration types of impressed pottery. The seriation methods will be followed by a 

correspondence analysis, which will examine the seriation data for the detection of cultural 

phases and will provide fine-grained regional chronologies. And finally, a new seriation method 

will be used to explore the data. This method makes use of the usual frequency seriation scores; 

however, instead of generating linear solutions as in traditional seriation, it constructs branched 

lineage graphs. In addition to the expected chronological information, this new method is able to 

provide evidence regarding the network of interactions of these communities through space and 

time. 

This approach will result in building cultural lineages, referred by some as historical 

chronicles (O'Hara 1988), and then constructing explanations of those lineages, which will serve 

as evolutionary narratives (O'Hara 1988; Szalay and Bock 1991). The goal is to describe 

historical patterns of changes in stylistic frequencies , accompanied by arguments on the 

processes that produced such patterns. Seriation methods, unlike absolute dating techniques, 

provide the means to order the artifact assemblages in a continuous manner and with 

considerable temporal resolution (Plog 1974). Therefore, seriation methods are quite useful in 

exploring inter-settlement information networks. 
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5.1 Seriation Methods in Archaeology 

In general terms, seriation is a statistical ordering technique that, in essence, orders 

phenomena based on their similarity to each other. A more useful definition that captures all the 

major aspects of seriation comes from Irving Rouse, who characterizes it as follows : "It is the 

procedure of working out a chronology by arranging local remains of the same cultural tradition 

in the order which produce the most consistent patterning of their cultural traits" (Rouse 

1967: 157). However, even this definition relegates the nature of seriation to a mere dating 

technique rather than as a useful scientific methodology, a distinction of paramount importance 

to some scholars (Dunnell 1970; Lipo et al. 1997). The history of uses of seriation in archaeology 

is particularly revealing regarding this distinction. Seriation has been used as relative dating 

technique since the inception of prehistoric archaeology, distinguishing it from the previous 

phase of antiquarianism, when dates were obtained primarily through written sources (Trigger 

2006:121). 

The first scholar to use a rudimentary version of the technique in archaeology was 

Christian Jurgensen Thomsen who organized collections of artifacts from the Danish National 

Museum into three major chronological periods : Stone Age, Bronze Age, and Iron Age. He 

accomplished this based on the material composition of the artifacts and their association with 

( or better, their presence or absence) of each other. In a nutshell, the approach was based on the 

intuitive rule that culture develops from simple to complex, which was not always true. In fact, 

the entire validity of this approach relied on the credibility of the rule itself, and not in some 

well-developed theoretical framework (Rowe 1961:326). 

Thomsen did recognize that his periodization system was based also on similarities of 

specific attributes of artifacts, such as style, decoration and context, but he didn't have enough 
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data to develop it further (Rouse 1967: 154). The principle of material culture similarity was put 

to use for the first time by John Evans (1850), who seriated prehistoric British coins in the 

middle of the 19th century. This new approach, which was later called phyletic seriation , was 

based on the assumption that "cultural units which are close to one another in time can be 

expected to resemble each other more, at least in certain features , than objects or cultural units 

which are further apart in time" (Rowe 1961:326). 

Flinders Petrie (1899) was the first archaeologist to use both approaches in his studies of 

prehistoric Egyptian burials (Rouse 1967:154). He is attributed to be the first archaeologist to use 

the principles of incidence matrices and to single-handedly discover statistical archaeology 

(Kendall 1969; Ihm 2005). Petrie had to date over 900 pre-dynastic Egyptian graves, which 

contained approximately 800 varieties of pottery, which translated into a vast amount of data for 

any one person to seriate. This was a formidable task, which proved to be difficult even when it 

was duplicated using modem computers (Kendall 1969; Trigger 2006:295). In addition, Petrie 

was also the first to use the criteria of "frequencies of occurrence," leading to the use of the 

technique in many parts of the Old and New Worlds (Rouse 1967). 

It was, however, Kroeber 's (1916a) seminal frequency seriation that allowed for the 

ordering of entire assemblages of artifacts, opening up the possibility to date sites. Kroeber, who 

was conducting ethnographic work among Zufii Native Americans of western New Mexico, 

seriated pottery assemblages from surface collection of Pueblo sites, working back in time from 

historic pueblos to the prehistoric cultures of the area (Trigger 2006:295-296; Rouse 1967). Not 

much later, Spier (1917) adopted Kroeber' s method and developed it further to include 

stratigraphic information that corroborated the findings of seriation. However, using stratigraphic 

excavations to corroborate seriation-derived sequences was originally introduced by Manuel 
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Gamio during his 1911 investigation of Aztec centers in Atzcapotzalco, Mexico (Adams 1960). 

Gamio, encouraged by Franz Boas, tested the latter 's seriation sequences of ceramics from 

surface finds of refuse deposits. In this sense, Franz Boas seems to be the first scholar to have 

seriated refuse deposits (Rouse 1967:155). 

In the following decades, especially from mid-1930s to the early 1950s, seriation became 

the backbone of American archaeology (Lyman et al. 1997:121). Working in the southeastern 

United States, James Ford could be the first archaeologist to think of seriation as more than just a 

dating instrument. He noticed that culture change was a gradual process, represented by the 

waxing and waning of pottery a style ' s popularity (read: frequencies) through time (Lyman et al. 

1997:128). Ford also perfected an analytical technique of using bar graphs to manually sort 

collections into a chronological sequence (Lyman et al. 1997:128). Despite the tremendous 

insight that Ford displayed throughout his career, he lacked the statistical training to transform 

the technique into a universal methodological tool. 

The introduction of computers in the 1960s facilitated the use of statistical methods in 

archaeology. This was particularly important for seriation techniques which dealt with large 

matrices and enormous amount of data. Data collection went hand-in-hand with the goals ofNew 

Archaeology, which stressed "objective" data collection as a contrast to the more empirical 

endeavors of Culture History. Since then there have been a number of statistical techniques that 

deal with the ordering of assemblages according to similarity principles (Marquardt 1978). 

From the three main types of seriations used in archaeological research - phyletic 

seriation, frequency seriation, and occurrence seriation - the first one is the only technique that is 

based solely on the similarity principle. It provides no assurance that the sequence represents 

heritable continuity, or that it has no gaps in it (O 'Brien and Lyman 2000). Only the latter two -
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frequency seriation and occurrence seriation - are methods that allow for tracing heritable 

continuity. In addition, their relationship with cultural transmission theory has been found to be 

sound (Lipo et al. 1997). In the following sections, I briefly discuss the two aforementioned 

seriation methods. In addition, I review also correspondence analysis, an underutilized but very 

effective ordering technique. In the last section, I introduce Iterative Deterministic Solutions 

(IDSS), which is a new technique for ordering assemblages using artifact frequencies to create 

tree-like chronological structures. These techniques bring to light different types of information 

about artifact distributions across time and space; therefore all four of them will be used in the 

following chapter to develop a continuous chronology for the study area. 

5.2 Occurrence Seriation 

A less commonly used seriation method is occurrence seriation, introduced initially by 

Dempsey and Baumoff (1963). In essence, occurrence seriation is a visual investigation of the 

presence and absence of specific artifact types in assemblages. The sole criterion of the 

occurrence seriation model is that each type must have a single, continuous distribution, meaning 

that types should not appear, disappear, and then reappear (see Table 5.1). The method is a two

way Petrie matrix, which is a version of an incidence matrix in which "there is a single block of 

1's with O's to either side" (Baxter 1994:118). 
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Table 5.1. An Example of an Occurrence 
Seriation Procedure (after O'Brian and Lyman 

1999:120 Table 4.2.) 

Historical type 

Assemblage 1 2 3 4 5 

Unordered 

A - ---

B ---

C - - -

D --

E -- -
F --

Ordered 

E 

C -
A -
B 

D/F 

Dempsey and Baumoff (1963) expressed concern that relative frequencies, as used in 

frequency seriation, have the potential to introduce error in short lived artifact types occurring 

completely within a specific chronological range. In addition, Dempsey and Baumhoff 

(1963 :498) suggested that data from occurrence seriation data would be more sensitive to short

lived chronological events, because "types that occur with low frequency may be among the best 

time-indicators; the presence of single specimens of certain types may be crucial in establishing 

chronologies." On the other hand, O'Brien and Lyman (1999 :123-124) argue that although 

occurrence seriation could eliminate statistical errors from high-frequency types, the technique 

lacks the temporal resolution of frequency seriation, because the latter generates greater volume 
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of information in comparison with the former. However, occurrence seriation can become a 

valuable chronological tool in instances when percent-frequencies of ceramic types are not 

available (Smith 2009). 

Occurrence seriation is an easy and inexpensive dating method, yet it is rarely used in 

archaeological research (O 'Brien and Lyman 1999: 120). Michael Graves is one of the few 

scholars who has used the technique frequently and successfully. He has used it to date ceramics 

in the Southwest (Graves 1982; Graves 1984); and, religious sites in Hawai ' i, based on their 

masonry architectural traits (Graves and Cachola-Abad 1996). As suggested by O'Brien and 

Lyman (1999:121) as well, his studies are important because they go beyond the mere 

application of occurrence seriation as a dating technique. In both papers that dealt with 

Southwestern ceramics, he suggests that occurrence seriation works because it reflects the slow 

and gradual change of cultural traits through time (Graves 1982:322-323), and also "the orderly 

transmission of information across generations" (Graves 1984: 17). Here, again we notice the 

connection between seriation methods and cultural transmission theory, although not formulated 

as such by Graves. 

5.3 Frequency Seriation 

Frequency seriation uses abundance measurements, or percentage of artifact types to 

develop sequences of assemblages. As with occurrence seriation, the method begins with the 

construction of a matrix of frequency values, where the columns are artifact types, and the rows 

denote the assemblages being seriated. As mentioned above, the defining criterion of occurrence 

seriation is the continuous distribution of types through time. Frequency seriation also stipulates 

the criterion of continuous distribution, but adds also another defining criterion - the unimodal 
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distribution of artifact classes through time (Table 5.2). This means that historical (temporal) 

classes follow unimodal distributions (the so-called "battleship" curves) along the "time" axis 

(Dunnell 1970:309). In other words, type frequencies do not increase, then decrease, and then 
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Figure 5.1 An Example ofa Frequency Seriation Procedure (after Smith 2009:67 Figure 15.) 

In contrast with the previous British-invented seriation techniques from the 19th century, 

frequency seriation is strictly an American innovation (O'Brien 2014:1467). Alfred Kroeber is 

credited for inventing the fully developed version of the frequency seriation method during his 

efforts to make sense of Zuni pottery chronology (Kroeber 1916a; Kroeber 1916b ), despite 

earlier investigations of similar ideas by Evans (1850), Petrie (1899) and other scholars (Lyman 

et al. 1997:55; Lyman et al. 1998). Interestingly, Kroeber himself never referred to his method as 

"frequency seriation." In fact, there seemed to be a confusion among scholars of the first half of 

the 20th century, on what technique was used by whom, which was partly due to a lack of a clear 

definition on the methodology each one was deploying (Lyman et al. 1998:240-242). 

During the culture-history period, James Ford is the American archaeologist who 

contributed more heavily to the understanding of frequency seriation as a method. In addition, he 
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singlehandedly invented various analytical techniques for measuring time with artifact form, 

including his famous bar-graph technique (Lyman et al. 1997:122-133). Throughout his career, 

Ford also perfected other chronological ordering techniques, such as percent stratigraphy and 

interdigitation (Ford 1949; Ford 1952). A slightly different method to Ford's frequency seriation 

was developed by Brainerd (1951), who with the help of statistician W.S. Robinson (1951) 

devised a statistical technique for measuring how similar pairs of assemblages are (Lyman et al. 

1997: 133-13 7). This method was based on rearranging a matrix of similarity coefficients in such 

a way that all the high values are clustered along the principal diagonal. 

Numerous techniques have been developed since then, but the mathematical problem is 

the same for all of them, no matter if the data matrices are composed of coefficients, percentages, 

ratios, or presence/absence of cultural features (Marquardt 1978). They are all based on the 

assumption that "units which are most similar to one another in terms of historical or temporal 

classes are closest together in time" (Dunnell 1970:310). However, there is no reason to believe 

that the visual method developed by Ford (1962) is worse than the statistical techniques 

mentioned above, rather they seem to be procedurally more efficient (Dunnell 1970). 

One important point brought up by Rouse (1967) and emphasized later by Dunnell (1970) 

is that the unit of seriation is not the object itself, but the event that created the attributes being 

seriated. As Dunnell (1970:307) explains, objects themselves cannot be dated, because "they 

persist from the time of their creation to the present." Events, on the other hand, have a temporal 

range between the first and the last unit of that particular artifact class ( or type) . 

Robert Dunnell (1970) sets up three main conditions for a successful seriation. These 

conditions, which are listed and explained below, are merely a condensed version of the myriads 
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of other conditions developed by many preceding authors . However, Dunnell reduced the 

number to three; these are discussed below: 

1. All groups included in a seriation must be of comparable duration. This condition was 

initially mentioned by Ford et al (Phillips et al. 1951) and amended by Rouse (1967). 

This condition was meant to assure that seriation is not skewed by large variation in 

settlements' durations . 

Dunnell correctly indicated that when employing a seriation, the settlements' temporal duration 

cannot be a priori assumed to be of equivalent periods of time (Dunnell 1970:312). Instead, 

groups with substantially large variation that would affect the distribution of classes for seriation 

will either not seriate, or destroy the unimodal pattern of the seriation curve. Dunnell (1970:313) 

suggest for the removal of groups that lead to such outcomes. It is important to note that this 

condition affects only the distributional patterns of frequency seriation; therefore, occurrence 

seriation proves to be more advantageous in circumventing this condition (Dempsey and 

Baumhoff 1963). However, if the ordering of frequency values leads to a successful seriation, 

then we can assume that this condition has been satisfied. 

2. All the groups included belong to the same cultural lineage (tradition). This condition 

is related to the main criterion (mentioned above) advocated for both occurrence 

seriation and frequency seriation, and that is that 'groups must display cultural 

continuity' (bear in mind that this is the essence of cultural transmission) . This 

assures that distributions used by seriation are not products of different stylistic 

traditions, with the main goal of eliminating the inclusion of convergent stylistic 

similarity. 
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Similarly, as with the previous condition, the second condition cannot be easily assessed until the 

seriation has been generated. If the groups seriated will produce a single order, rather than a 

disjunction of two or more segments within a single graph, then, we could assume that this 

condition has been met as well (Dunnell 1970:313). 

3. All the groups must come from the same local area. This condition is meant to 

eliminate the inclusion of spatial variation into the chronological sorting of the 

groups. 

This condition introduces further challenges to seriation as a methodology, because stylistic 

attributes vary through both dimensions - space and time. Therefore, the elimination of the 

effects of spatial variation from seriation is not an easy task. In fact, Dunnell (1970:315) states 

that the third condition cannot be satisfied by removing groups (assemblages) from the 

procedure, because it is impossible to eliminate the spatial variation from the distribution of 

attribute classes. It is, however, possible to reduce the distributional effects of spatial variation 

by choosing artifact classes that will diminish these effects in support for a temporal ordering. 

There is also little doubt that the inclusion of large geographical areas would be problematic for 

the seriation procedure. Therefore, the success of seriation as a chronology is inversely 

correlated to the area of a specific study. 

Some scholars seem to have made use of this property of seriation to benefit their 

understanding of the interaction of various groups within the area. In a classic study, Lipo and 

colleagues (Lipo et al. 1997; Lipo 2001) suggested that the failure to produce successful 

seriations might be exploited to investigate the history of interaction in a specific region. They 

noticed that seriation results over large areas might conceal levels of interactions between 

smaller local-learning communities. Their answer to the "same local area" condition was to 
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generate smaller seriation solutions that would be perfectly unimodal; then, test hypothetical 

higher levels of interaction between local areas by creating nested sets of artifact classes in order 

to see how interaction changed with level (Lipo et al. 1997). 

Lipo et al expanded the original use of seriation as a dating tool; they saw seriation as a 

means to delineate lineages of cultural traditions. Their simulations also investigated the spatial 

components of the neutral model put forth earlier by Neiman (1995), indicating that the 

unimodality of the neutral model breaks down when several locally interactive groups are 

lumped together into a single lineage (Lipo et al. 1997:308-309). And finally, using a diverse set 

of classes, Lipo et al concluded that basically, the level of community interaction noticed in the 

archaeological record depends on the level of artifact classification that is chosen for the 

analysis . Their most important contribution to the methodology is the elevation of seriation from 

a simple dating tool to a method for exploring cultural phylogenies through space and time. 

5.4 Correspondence Analysis 

Correspondence analysis is simply an ordination statistical technique that, similarly to the 

"principal component" concept, provides a way of visualizing complex data matrices in fewer 

(preferably two or three) dimensions. The technique has been invented and developed 

independently multiple times since the 1930s (Hirschfeld 1935; Benzecri 1969), which shows its 

utility in various disciplines. Consequently, correspondence analysis has been known also as RQ

technique (Hatheway 1971), reciprocal averaging (Hill 1973), dual scaling (Nishisato 1980), and 

others (Legendre and Legendre 2012:464). The technique found wide applicability in ecological 

research for analyzing species abundance data (Ter Braak 1986; Hill and Gauch 1980; Legendre 

and Legendre 2012; Palmer 1993). 
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The most important incentive for using correspondence analysis as an ordination 

technique is its capacity to arrange units in some order, which for archaeological research means 

a chronological order. However, another important aspect of correspondence analysis (that 

mirrors the effects of frequency seriation) comes from its connection with the indirect-gradient 

analysis. In archaeology the gradient of interest is time and artifact types are unimodally 

distributed across that gradient (Smith and Neiman 2005; Smith 2009). 

Correspondence analysis is a statistical method for representing data in a Euclidean space 

using the chi-square distance between rows and between columns of a matrix. In a chronological 

ordination case, this would mean that the correspondence analysis would measure the Euclidian 

distance between sets of assemblages and artifacts types. In formulaic representation, the 

distance used in correspondence analysis is presented as follows: 

C (;;: - ;;:)2, __ 
(5.1)L P+j 

j=l 
P++ 

"where pij is the frequency of the j 'th type in the i 'th assemblage, expressed as a proportion of 

the total number of sherds in all the assemblages" (Smith and Neiman 2005 :55). The formula 

quantifies the total amount of variation in the data set as an association between assemblages and 

types (rows and columns) at the same time, which in correspondence analysis is a property 

referred to as "inertia" (Smith and Neiman 2005:56). 

In correspondence analysis, the first axis ( dimension) accounts for more of the inertia 

than does any other axis (Baxter 1994). This is important because we would hope that the first 

dimension in our analysis should be time. The problem is that time is not always the major 
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contributing dimension to variation among datasets. And again, as with frequency seriation, the 

type of historical classes chosen to perform the analysis is important. The goal is to use artifact 

classes that are temporally sensitive. If time is the main underlying factor to the variation among 

assemblages, then the first-dimension scores of correspondence analysis will order the dataset 

along a temporal gradient (Smith 2009). 

In contrast to frequency seriation and occurrence seriation, the use of correspondence 

analysis in archaeology is both more recent and rarer, as Smith and Neiman (2005:55) have 

indicated (Shennan 1997). There are however a few well-designed studies that have successfully 

used correspondence analysis for deriving an order among archaeological assemblages (Baxter 

1994; Duff 1996; Madsen 1988; Robertson 1999; Ramenofsky et al. 2009; Smith and Neiman 

2005). The point that needs to be overemphasized is that correspondence analysis is formally 

identical to occurrence and frequency seriations. 

5.5 Iterative Deterministic Seriation Solution 

All three previously mentioned methods - occurrence seriation, frequency seriation, and 

correspondence analysis -provide a linear arrangement of data, which is inferred to be a 

chronology. However, the spatio-temporal flow of information in a network of settlements is 

rarely linear. In fact, this data compression into a linear arrangement obscures our ability to 

distinguish if the order is spatial, temporal, degree of contact, or a mixture of the these factors 

(Lipo et al. 2015: 1 ). More recently, Lipo and colleagues (Lipo et al. 2015; Madsen and Lipo 

2016) have developed a new technique for making use of the information hidden in the linearity 

of seriation outcomes. This technique called Iterative Deterministic Seriation Solution (IDSS) 

uses a deterministic approach to seriation data, constraining the search for potential orders of 
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assemblages. It creates multiple solutions groups of assemblages that are then phylogenetically 

graphed, resulting in new information regarding the structure of cultural transmission networks 

of the populations under study. 

A useful starting point for describing the new technique is the introduction of the 

dichotomy - probabilistic seriation vs. deterministic seriation methods. Deterministic approaches 

to seriation require an exact fit with the unimodal model ( or the continuity principal for 

occurrence seriation) before considering the arrangement as chronological; whereas probabilistic 

approaches could accept the best probabilistic outcome of a seriation solution, even if it means a 

departure from unimodality. This is the case no matter what sorts of data are used for the 

calculations, be it raw data (identity approaches) or transforming the raw data into coefficients 

(similarity approaches) (Lipo et al. 2015 :5). This information is summarized in the figure below. 

Seriation 

Frequency 

/ /
Deterministic Probabilistic Deterministic Probabilistic ' ' /\ /\ /\ /\

Identity Similarity Identity Similarity Identity Similarity Identity Similarity 

Figure 5.2. Classification ofseriation techniques. The first level shows the difference between 
occurrence seriation (presence/absence data) vs. frequency seriation (ratio ofabundance in percentage). 
Then, both these methods can take the form ofdeterministic algorithms (requiring an exactfit with 
unimodality) or probabilistic algorithms (accepting departures from an exact fit). Identity approaches 
employ raw data (whether frequency or occurrence); while similarity approaches use coefficients (e.g., 
Brainerd Robinson) (after Lipa et al. 2015:5 Fig 1.). 
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The inception of the development of an IDSS methodology began with Lipo 's and 

colleagues previous work (Lipo et al. 1997; Lipo 2001), where it was determined that the 

unimodality of the neutral model breaks down when several locally interactive groups are 

lumped together into a single linear seriation. To better understand why this happened, they 

began taking a closer look at the requirements of the seriation method (Lipo et al. 2015:6). And it 

was precisely Dunnell ' s (1970) third requirement- spatial boundary- that gave rise to the 

seriation outcomes ' departure from the unimodality principle. 

Lipo and colleagues argue that seriation methods would be greatly improved if they go 

back to using the deterministic method instead of the widely used probabilistic method, because 

unimodality is a much stricter criterion than the monotonic ordering of similarity indices (Lipo et 

al. 2015). When this criterion is coupled with the constrains of trait continuity (no large jumps, 

no discontinuities), it can be used to as a way to weed out seriation solutions that display large 

gaps in frequency scores but are otherwise unimodal (Madsen and Lipo 2016). Further 

investigating these relative discontinuities in frequencies is important because they could 

indicate to the possible presence of multiple cultural traditions in the sample, a violation of 

another important criterion of seriation (Dunnell 1970). This step should be made explicit by the 

researcher by specifying the maximum discontinuity allowable within a set of assemblages that 

are conceived as culturally closely related to each other. For the algorithmic procedure, this 

means setting a "maximum frequency difference in any one type or the maximum allowable for 

the sum of frequency differences across all types" (Lipo et al. 2015: 13). Lipo et al (2015) suggest 

that good sampling should ensure continuous change in frequency scores among a set of 

assemblages. 
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The main goal of the IDSS is to use the continuous unimodal distributions of groups of 

assemblages to identify spatial-temporal patterns that are products of cultural transmission. For 

the detection of these patterns, IDSS starts with an iterative process, where first the algorithm 

finds the smallest combination of unimodal patterns, which consists of three assemblages 

(triplets). Only the triplets that have frequencies which show a steady increase, steady decrease, a 

middle peak, or no change at all are kept. These are used as building blocks for the subsequent 

steps of the process. Then, the algorithm begins adding to either end of these triplets to create 

groups of four assemblages without violating the deterministic seriation model. After that, more 

assemblages are added, and the "process is iteratively repeated until no additional larger sets of 

seriation solutions can be validly created" (Lipo et al. 2015: 10). There is a possibility that one or 

more assemblages will show up in more than one of the ordering groups. These assemblages will 

serve as "nodes" in the cultural transmission network graphs (see below) and will serve as a 

crucial element in the later stages of methodological process. 

A follow up step in the IDSS method is the agglomeration of the aforementioned ordering 

groups into larger ones. It is a very valuable step because it does restrict the search space quite 

considerably, allowing for the use ofrelatively large (and archaeologically relevant) datasets 

(Lipo et al. 2015: 12). As the authors stated in a preliminary paper: "the goal of the new 

algorithm for deterministic multiple group seriations is, therefore, to employ heuristics to 

drastically reduce the size of the solution space" (Madsen and Lipo 2014:8). This has also a more 

practical reason, because once a subset is determined to be part of a larger set, then, it does not 

need to be evaluated. 

The end result of the IDSS method is a graphical representation of the spatio-temporal 

distribution of transmission lineages (networks) among the set of the communities represented by 
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the assemblages under investigation. In evolutionary sciences, relatedness among different 

entities is encapsulated in cladistics and/or phylogenetic trees (Lipo et al. 2006). Despite their 

usefulness, these trait-relationship mapping techniques have shown to display various 

weaknesses. For example, the nodes in the phylogeny trees represent hypothetical ancestors, 

rather than actual ones, which makes connected samples ( assemblages, cases, etc.) as sister taxa 

even though they may not be (Lipo 2006). A related problem to the visual representation in 

cladistics is the inability of phylogenic trees to capture accurately the differentiate between 

chronological distance and relatedness. 

Graphs and other network analysis tools have been more successful to model complex 

patterns of evolutionary relatedness, such as hybridization, recombination, and lateral transfer 

(Bryant and Moulton 2002). Non-phylogenetic tree-like network graphs are more appropriate for 

less ideal data (Huson 1998), which is usually also the case with data derived from 

archaeological assemblages. In essence, all these graphing tools have arisen from mathematical 

applications (algorithms) to structure interconnected data, which is called graph theory (Harary 

1969; Wasserman and Faust 1994; Diestel 2010). For the simplest kind of graph, the algorithm 

orders a pattern solely by the principle of parsimony. These graphs, which consist of a series of 

nodes ( or vertices) connected with edges, are a simple way of characterizing data structures that 

are nonlinear and nonhierarchical (Harary 1969; Wasserman and Faust 1994; Lipo 2006). 

In IDSS, the nodes represent assemblages which are connected with each other via edges 

following the sequences produced by the previous steps (Lipo et al. 2015). However, as it was 

noticed also during the seriation step of the method, some assemblages might appear in more 

than one seriation group. Despite seeming as a hindrance, this represents an opportunity; these 

particular assemblages will serve as connecting vertices between two or more lineages. In 
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addition, the number of various versions of the graph's solutions will serve as hypotheses about 

the structure of the relations among assemblages. Following this, further additional analytic step 

must be taken to reduce the number of the results to a final hypothetical pattern. The procedure 

involves the accumulation ofvalid solutions, followed by trimming redundant edges (Lipo et al. 

2015). The end result is a "minmax" graph, referring to the process in which the graph is 

produced by including the "maximal set of vertices from the starting solutions but using the 

minimum number of edges that represent smallest distances between vertices and includes all 

equivalent values as options" (Lipo et al. 2015 :14). The process is summarized in Figure 5.3. 

Various statistical techniques are deployed during the IDSS process to make sure that the 

seriations of the assemblages derived from the archaeological record reflect inheritance-related 

variability. An important assumption for seriation methods is that the sample size should be 

sufficient to ensure statistical confidence in the frequencies of classes deployed for analysis . Lipo 

and colleagues suggest using bootstrap tests to assess when samples are large enough to meet the 

specific confidence levels (Lipo et al. 1997; Lipo et al. 2015). The bootstrap test is a way of 

assessing whether the richness of the sample adequately reflects the richness of the underlying 

population (Cochrane 2003). For IDSS the goal is to create a large number of new bootstrap 

assemblages with the same sample size by resampling the original assemblage. 
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Figure 5.3. /055 Procedure. The first step in Lipa and colleagues' example begins with three valid 
seriation solutions for a set of nine assemblages. As added layer of information, the edges are 
represented with varying thickness lines, reflecting the summed differences in frequencies between each 
pair of assemblages (the thicker the line, the more different are the assemblages). The second step is to 
merge the three seriations, creating a single aggregate solution composed of all vertices and edges from 
the previous three graphs. The third step is to "trim down" the graph by leaving the edges that have the 
most weight, and edges with equivalent weight values. 
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CHAPTER 6. A CONTINUOUS CHRONOLOGY FOR THE EARLY NEOLITHIC 
PERIOD 

Relative chronologies as dating techniques have been absent in the study of Albanian 

archaeology, due mostly to Albania's long academic isolation from the western world during the 

Cold War period (Cabanes 1998; Bejko 1998). In addition, the development of archaeology in 

Albania is closely tied to European archaeological development, where the discipline is more 

closely related to history rather than anthropology. In North American archaeology, on the other 

hand, methods such as frequency seriation were developed within the field of anthropology, thus, 

they were used far more frequently. The analysis presented in this chapter represents the first 

time these dating techniques are used for Neolithic assemblages in Albania. 

The advent of radiocarbon dating in the mid-20th Century made possible the anchoring of 

relative chronologies in specific calendric periods. Therefore, the integration of relative 

chronologies with absolute dating creates robust timeframes, which allow for other kinds of 

analyses to occur. For the same reasons as mentioned above, no radiocarbon dating analyses 

were conducted in Albania prior to 1990s (see Guilaine and Prendi 1991 for the earliest 

example). Since then, archaeological fieldwork in the form of institutional cooperation between 

Albanian universities and foreign organizations have increased the number of sites subject to 

absolute dating (Gjipali 2017). 

Section 6.1 describes how the data was collected, followed by the rationale of choosing 

Impressed Pottery as the unit for this analysis. This section then continues with an explanation 

for the type of classification deployed for the creation of classes of impressed pottery, and 

ultimately with the actual classification. Section 6.2 presents an initial relative chronology for 

Early Neolithic sites in Albania, starting first with a preliminary analysis via Occurrence and 

Frequency seriations. Then, other sources of variation are investigated with Correspondence 
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Analysis. A complete chronological structure is then developed through the deployment of the 

more recent technique - IDSS, which provides both a chronology for the assemblages under 

investigation and their phylogenetic relationship across space and time. And finally, in Section 

6.3 , the available radiocarbon dates for some of the assemblages is introduced, which are then 

integrated with the relative dating structure developed in the previous section. This is followed 

by a discussion in Section 6.4 arguing for the relevance of this chronological analysis for 

Albanian prehistory and the methodological merits of using Impressed Pottery as tool for such 

analysis. 

6.1 Data Collection and Classification 

The ceramic collections used in this investigation were generated by searching through 

all the artifact crates located at the Institute of Archaeology in Tirana, the largest depository of 

archaeological materials in Albania. There was no clarity or uniformity in the repository method 

for the artifacts, so all the crates containing material from excavations of Early and Middle 

Neolithic sites were inspected for sherds with impressed decorations. Once these crates were 

located, they were pulled aside for recordation. 

The crates contained sherds from all the archaeological expeditions, including the ones 

from sites involved in this study. Each crate had a label indicating the name of the site and the 

year of excavation. However, one of the sites, Podgori, had a large ceramic assemblage and had 

crates specifically for Impressed Pottery. Other sites, such as Rajce, Kolsh, Nezir, and Katundas, 

had mixed ceramic crates, where all the sherds from all decoration types were combined together 

into a single crate. Regardless of the label, all the crates were inspected for sherds with 

impressed decoration, for obtaining the maximum number of sherd samples. 23 crates contained 
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sherds with archaeological material pertaining to this study, which were collected during the 

excavations of the following sites: Podgori (Lera 1983); Bary (Lera 1993); Katundas (Korkuti 

1981 ; Belli and Starova 1983); Blaz (Prendi and Andrea 1981); Burim (Prendi and Andrea 1981 ; 

see also Bunguri 2010); Nezir (Andrea 1989); Cakran (Korkuti 1984; Korkuti and Andrea 1974); 

Kolsh (Korkuti 1983); Rajce (Gjipali 1987; Gjipali 1997); Vashtemi (Korkuti 1982) and 

Konispol (Korkuti et al. 1996; Schuldenrein 1998). 

The recordation process began with a photo of the crate 's ID label, which was found on 

the side of each crate. The goal of this step was to record the location of specific sherds, if there 

was a need to revisit the sherds again. In addition, it also provides photographic evidence for the 

provenience of the sherds, such as the name of the site and year of excavation. The total number 

of photos taken is 3526. A two-person team was responsible for photographing the artifacts with 

various means, such as iPads and photo cameras. For many sherds, multiple photos were taken 

for the same specimen, and this was done for two separate reasons. First, based on the angle of 

the light, the impression on the surface of the sherd changed shape, which might have 

constrained or complicated the proper identification of the sherd during the classification 

process. Second, some of the assemblages came from radiocarbon dated strata, and the 

information on the specific stratum for each sherd was written in the back. Hence, a photo was 

taken of the back of the sherds from these absolute dated assemblages . In the end, the total of 

number of sherds photographed was 1558. 

Some samples (sherds) were discarded during the classification procedure. The reason for 

this is multifold. In most cases, the surface of the sherd was eroded enough to make the 

identification very difficult. In some other cases, the sherd was too small to make a better 

determination between classes of decorations. Additionally, in a handful of cases, sherds were 
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exhibiting attributes that were unclear for classification, as if during the pottery making process 

the decorative motif was changed. These were found in the larger assemblages such as Podgori 

and Bary, thus they wouldn't have any effect in the analysis. These were noted but not included 

in the classification. 

Why Impress a? 

There are various reasons why impressed pottery was chosen as the preferred decorative 

type to analyze inter-community interactions during the Early Neolithic in the study area. These 

and reasons for not using other types of pottery classes are listed below: 

1) Undecorated pottery is usually not counted in seriation methods. Since decoration is not 

uniformly distributed across the body of the vessel, the breakage of such vessel will lead 

to sherds with decoration and sherds without. Therefore, the quantities of sherds of the 

plain type disproportionally represented within an assemblage (Lipo 2001:51). 

Additionally, plain pottery classes are less sensitive for detecting diachronic changes 

among assemblages (Phillips et al. 2003 :220; Smith and Neiman 2005). 

2) Excavations during the socialist period in Albania were extensive and intensive. Large 

areas of archaeological sites were exposed, and almost all the decorated pottery was 

collected (Gjipali, personal communication). 

3) Painted decoration has been associated with fine pottery, which has a different function 

than coarse or medium ceramics. This has been noticed in Early Neolithic Greece (Vitelli 

1993), but also in Albania in the assemblages ofKorya Region (Prendi 1990; Korkuti 

2010). Thus, the inclusion of painted pottery in the seriation analysis would violate the 
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neutrality principle, because the function of the vessel would have skewed the proportion 

of the decorative types in favor of one versus another. This is a process called hitchhiking 

(O'Brien and Lyman 2003). In this case the painted decorative type would "hitchhike" 

with the function of the vessel, thus exhibit different frequencies based on the functional 

properties alone. Impressed pottery was common in many Early Neolithic sites, because 

it is a simple way of decorating a pot, especially when compared with painted pottery. 

For the latter, additional technological knowledge is needed to execute it. Issues such as 

mineral procurement, paint preparation, and other steps, such as heat control during the 

process of firing, etc. , would make the application of paint as a decoration method quite 

more technologically challenging than impressed decoration. 

4) Impressed pottery is a ubiquitous decoration type in Early Neolithic assemblages in 

Albania. In fact, it is the only decoration found so far in every single Early Neolithic site, 

regardless of the regional cultural complexes (see Chapter 3 for a synthesis). 

5) Impressed pottery exhibits a large variation of decoration types and subtypes, as 

demonstrated by Muller's classification (Muller 1988; Muller 1991). More variants could 

lead to a more robust classification able to capture change through space and time 

(Dunnell 1971). This allows the researcher to move up or down in scale thus answering a 

wider range of research questions (Lipo et al. 1997). 

Classification 

A large chunk of the time dedicated to this study was used to develop a more useful 

classification method for the analyses deployed in chapters 6 and 7. Initially, numerous hours 

were spent visually inspecting the sherds to create a sense of the variation in impression types 

between and within the assemblages. One of the first considerations that sprang out during this 
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process was that the high variability exhibited by the impressed decoration allowed for the 

possibility of creating different orders of classes. Consequentially, a hierarchical taxonomic 

classification was conceived as the best classificatory system to create these classes. 

A hierarchical taxonomy is a non-dimensional classification, which uses an ordered set of 

oppositions; thus, creating a classificatory field comprising of various classes, sub-classes and so 

on (Dunnell 1971:76). In a hierarchical taxonomy, the various attributes used to create the 

classes are weighted differently from level to level. This means that the higher orders of the 

classification are constituted with more important defining criteria than the lower orders. This 

characteristic of hierarchical taxonomy obliges the researcher to carefully develop solid criteria 

for defining higher order classes, because errors in higher orders could easily compromise the 

lower order classes as well. Dunnell (1971:76-84) examines additional aspects of hierarchical 

taxonomies, which are briefly discussed below. 

First of all, taxonomies do not need to be symmetrical. The goal is to divide the attributes 

field into several "ideational boxes," not to create a symmetry of the variation. It is in fact 

atypical and unnecessary for a taxonomy to display symmetry in the distribution of class 

attributes. Another important aspect of taxonomies in general is that the taxon is defined as a set 

of attributes derived through a series of oppositions, starting from the phenomenon that is being 

classified (in this case - impressed pottery) to the lowest level of classes. The process is 

illustrated by Dunnell (1971 :78, fig. 6) in Figure 6.1 , where the first level of the classification of 

phenomenon F is created though the opposition of attributes 1 and 2; the second level is created 

through the opposition of attributes a, b and c; and so on. In addition, the higher-level attributes 

restrict the field of the possible members of a class to only those objects that exhibit the 

attributes of the higher order, thus shrinking the portion of the classification for the subsidiary 
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levels. However, this does not mean that objects classified in one branch of the taxonomy will 

not display the attributes of another (parallel) branch. To illustrate this, we can return to our 

example (Figure 6.1): class A objects could contain attributes found in C, D and E classes, but 

since class A attributes are created from the opposition ofhigher-level b (vs. c), those common 

attributes will not be considered. 
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Figure 6.1 Dunne/l's illustration of Hierarchical Taxonomy (1971:78, Figure 6}. The 
definitions of the lowest level classes are written out; although, this depends on the 

level used in the analysis. 

Two important aspects of a scientific classification needs to be kept in mind, especially 

when dealing with phenomena that exhibit continuous distributions: (1) explicitness - classes are 

explicitly defined, which allows for repetition and verification; and (2) consistency- classes are 
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subjectively defined by the researcher (intensionally defined, sensu Dunnell (1971), and if the 

researcher is consistent across assemblages, then, each sherd will be placed in one and only one 

classificatory "bin." 

Considering all the aspects of taxonomic classification, the identification of classes began 

initially with the realization that the entire collection could be divided in two major types of 

impresso: (1) finger-made impressions; and (2) tool-made impressions. This distinction is 

important, as it has also been used by Albanian archaeologists to identify two different impressed 

pottery tradition in Albanian Neolithic (Korkuti 1982; Korkuti 1995; Prendi 1982; Gjipali 1987; 

Bunguri 2010; Lera 1993). The former has been called "Adriatikase" or Adriatic style, mostly 

because it was more prevalent in the Adriatic sites of Albania and elsewhere on both sites of the 

Adriatic. The latter has been called Devollite by the Albanian archaeologists, although their 

definition of this type of decoration is narrower than just "tool made Impresso." It is defined as a 

type of impressed pottery characterized by irregularly arranged, sharp-tool impressions, covering 

the entire body of the pot (excluding the neck, rim, and bottom). However, since the size of the 

sherd prohibited the inclusion of some of these characteristics into the classification procedure, 

they were not considered as distinctive attributes for the creation of classes ( with the exception 

of sharp-tool, which is called pointy-tool in this study). Additionally, syntax, which deals with 

the way impression units are arranged across the surface of the sherd, was not considered in this 

study, despite the fact some sherds did show regularity in their surface distribution. This was 

clear in some of the finger-made type as well, where the thumb and index finger were used to 

create rows ( or columns) of abutting oval impressions, an arrangement called "Kalli Gruri," in 

Albanian, or wheat stalk in English. Nevertheless, syntax was not considered in the classification 

of neither, the tool-made, nor finger-made impressions. 
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A number of other attributes were considered to develop the second and third level 

classification orders (see Figure 6.2 for an entire chart). For the second-level order, the finger

made impressions were divided into two different classes : (1) four finger impressions, where all 

four fingers were used to create impressions; and (2) index-and-thumb impressions, where only 

those two digits were used. The distinction was extremely clear in the overwhelming majority of 

the cases, leaving only a handful of sherds where a more meticulous inspection was necessary. 

Another clear distinction was encountered between small, sharp (pointy) tool-made 

impressions and the larger, dull tool-made impressions. The former represents the largest type of 

impressed decoration by numbers after finger-made impressions, and are more prevalent in the 

Podgori, Blaz, Bary Konispol and Vashtemi assemblages. Whereas, the latter are found in much 

smaller numbers. However, the classification rationale for the dull-tool impressions needs further 

clarifications, because initially they were categorized as part of two different classes, called dull

tool and scoop-tool impressions (see classes ITDD and ITDW, at Table 6.1). Then, after further 

scrutiny, it was rationalized that they could be classified in the same category, because they are 

more similar to each other and more different from the rest of the decorative classes (in the third

level, they are separated again). 

Two other classes of impressions were found exclusively in the Podgori assemblage. One 

of them, a scar-like impression (see class ITSc, at Table 6.1), was quite common in this 

assemblage. These were made probably during the leather-dry stage of the pottery-making 

process, which creates irregular-shaped impressions that resemble either skin scars that are 

caused by a loss of tissue, or lacerations made with a sharp tool. The second, shell-made 

impressions (see class ITSh, at Table 6.1 ), was found in only three sherds, again exclusively in 

the Podgori assemblage, although according to the literature it has been encountered in Blaz and 
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Kolsh (Korkuti 1983; Prendi and Andrea 1981 ). This type of impression exists in two versions: 

(1) impressions made with the edge of the shell creating a zig-zag pattern on the clay (two sherds 

found) ; and, (2) impressions made with the back of the shell, creating groups of straight, mostly 

parallel lines on the clay (only one sherd of this kind). However, they were not considered as 

different classes, because neither was found in other assemblages, other than Podgori. 

The last two kinds of decoration types are the incised lines variety ( see class ITI at Table 

6.1 and comb-made incised lines variety ( class ITC at Table 6.1 ). The latter is created by 

dragging a comb-like tool across the surface of the sherd, producing a set of parallel incised 

lines. These lines can be short, more than 1cm, or long. The only condition is that they are 

created with a single multi-point tool, at the same time simultaneously. The incised lines variety, 

on the other hand, is generated by dragging a tool, with a single point, throughout the body of the 

ceramic. In contrast to the comb-made impressions, the lines are not parallel. 

The incised variety presents a challenge for the classification deployed in this analysis. In 

the Albanian Neolithic literature, incised pottery has been conceived as a different category of 

decoration type, thus, it has always been considered as distinct type separate from impressed 

pottery. Although one could assume that the same kind of tool can be used to create both 

decorative variants, they do exhibit different final forms of decorative display. In addition, they 

are made with different movement of the hand, where the impressions are impressed and 

incisions are incised. Another complicating (and more important) factor for the inclusion of 

incised decoration in this analysis is that during the data collection stage, incised pottery might 

have been omitted from recordation; thus, skewing the analysis in favor of those crates that 

contained the incised pottery together with impressed sherds. For this reasons, incised pottery 

was included cautiously in the chronological analyses implemented here. 
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Shell Comb 

On On Shell Comb Fingernail FingernailWet Clay Dry Clay 

Figure 6.2 Classification chart for decoration types used in this study. The chart displays a three-level hierarchical classification. The field, in this case -
Impressed Decorations, is divided initially into two major classes: Tool lmpresso and Finger lmpresso. Then, these two are divided into other classes, which 
make up Level 2 of the hierarchical structure. Further divisions create the bottom 13 classes of Level 3 - the last level in the classification. Only the bottom 
levels, Level 2 and Level 3 are used in this analysis. The classes are described in Table 6.1 below. 
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Eight second-level classes were generated applying the distinctions mentioned above. 

The classification process continued with a new set of distinctions that split each of the second

level classes further into third-level classes. The third-level classes, their descriptions and 

representative images are listed in Table 6.1. Some of second-level classes were not divided any 

further. These include: ITC - Comb-tool impressions; ITI - Incised lines; ITSc - Scar-like 

Impressions; and, ITSh - Shell-made impressions. The others, on the other hand, were further 

divided to create a total of 13 third-level classes. 

Both levels were used at different times in the following chronological analyses. The use 

of both levels created the opportunity to test which level classes would be able generate 

chronological orderings that obeyed the two criteria - continuity and unimodality. Additionally, 

it would provide a chance to see if there is a substantial difference between the two levels, by 

comparing the outcomes of their chronological orderings. This will be accomplished by using 

both levels in all four kinds of chronological analyses: Occurrence Seriation, Frequency 

Seriation; Correspondence Analysis; and, IDSS. 

Table 6.1 Third-level classes of decoration types 

Photo Class Name Description 

ITC - Comb-tool Impressions made with a 
. .
1mpress1ons comb-like tool, consisting of 

parallel incised lines. The 
lines can be short (> 1 cm) or 
long. 
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Photo Class Name 

ITDW - Wet clay dull 
tool impressions 
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ITDD - Dry-clay, dull
tool impressions 

IFFT - Fingertip, four
fingers impressions 

Description 

Impressions are made with a 
dull tool on the wet surface of 
the pot These are larger than 
one centimeter; the bottom of 
the impression is visible to 
the naked eye; and, have a 
clear curvilinear shape. 
Impressions are oval or 
circular in shape. Some of 
these impressions could have 
been made with fingerprints , 
but this is hard to determine 
by looking at photos only. 
Impressions are made with a 
dull tool on the leather-dry 
surface of the pot These are 
larger than one centimeter; 
the bottom of the impression 
is visible to the naked eye; 
but, don't have a clear shape. 

Impressions are made with 
the tip of the fingers , using 
usually all four fingers of the 
hand ( excluding the thumb). 
These class includes all the 
finger impressions with short 
nails too. In some cases, the 
clay is raised up, creating 
some sort of "eyelid" shape 
on the surface of the pot 
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Photo Class Name 

IFFN - Finger nail, four 
fingers 

ITI - Incised lines 

ITPG - Polygonal 
shaped pointy 
. .
1mpress10ns 

Description 

Impressions are made with 
the fingernails , using usually 
all four fingers of the hand 
( excluding the thumb). 

Lines made by dragging a 
sharp tool on the surface of 
the wet surface of the pot. An 
incised line has been defined, 
in this case, as any linear 
impression that is more than 
2cm long to differentiate it 
from other thin impressions 
made with a sharp tool 
through a stabbing motion. 

Any impression made with a 
pointy tool that has a two
dimensional shape with 
straight lines. These can be 
triangles, trapezoids, and 
other more complex shapes 
with straight edges. 
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Photo 

- r 

Class Name 

ITPC - Curvilinear 
shaped, pointy tool 
. .
1mpress1ons 

ITPP - Dot-size (point), 
sharp tool 

ITSc - Scar-like 
Impressions 

Description 

Any impression made with a 
pointy tool that has a two
dimensional shape with at 
least one curved edge. These 
can be ovals, circles, arches, 
semi-circles, convex lenses, 
teardrop shapes, etc. 

Any impression made with a 
pointy tool that creates a 
single point or hole in the 
clay. These include even 
groups of points that seem to 
be made with a single multi
point tool. 

Impressions made probably 
during the leather-dry stage 
of the pottery-making 
process. This process creates 
irregular-shaped impressions 
that resemble either skin scars 
that are caused by a loss of 
tissue, or lacerations made 
with a sharp tool. These types 
of impressions were found 
only in Podgori. 
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Photo Class Name 

ITSh - Shell-made 
. .
1mpress10ns 

IIF - Index-and-thumb, 
fingernail impressions 

IIP - Index-and-thumb, 
pinched clay 
. .
1mpress10ns 

Description 

These are impressions made 
by shells of the Cardium 
species ( or other similarly 
shaped species). This type of 
impression exists in two 
versions: (1) impressions 
made with the edge of the 
shell creating a zig-zag 
pattern on the clay; and, (2) 
impressions made with the 
back of the shell, creating 
groups of straight, mostly 
parallel lines on the clay. 
Only three sherds exhibited 
clear shell impressions. All 
three were found in the 
Podgori assemblages. 

Impressions are made using 
the fingernails from the 
thumb and index finger. 
Sometime the impressions are 
organized in rows and/ or 
columns. 

Impressions are made using 
the thumb and index finger. A 
pinching motion is sometimes 
used, where the portion of the 
clay between the fingers is 
raised by pinching. Sometime 
the impressions are organized 
in rows and/or columns. The 
latter include a special kind 
of finger Impresso, referred 
by Albanian archaeologists as 
"Kalli Gruri" or "Wheat 
Stalk" in English. 
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6.2 A New Chronology for the Early Neolithic Settlements in Albania 

The Impressed Pottery Dataset 

Two distinct datasets were developed based on the classification procedure mentioned 

above. The first dataset contains all the counts of ceramic classes for the higher order of the 

taxonomic structure (Table 6.2). Whereas, the second dataset contained all the counts of the 

lowest taxonomic order, chosen as such initially for the analytical purpose (Table 6.3). Counts of 

ceramic classes were used for three chronological analyses: frequency seriation, correspondence 

analysis, and IDSS. Frequency datasets were created from these count datasets as well. These 

were used to calculate the diversity and distance scores, which are presented in the next chapter. 

Preliminary analysis - Occurrence Seriation and Frequency Seriation 

Preliminary analyses were performed on the datasets using occurrence and frequency 

seriations. The goal of the analyses was twofold; first, to test the strength of these two common 

ordering techniques on these particular assemblages; and second, to get an initial impression on 

how well did the decoration classes follow the distribution criteria of the techniques ( continuity 

and unimodality). 
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Table 6.2 Count Data for Level Two Classes 

Assemblage Comb Dull Tool 
Four 

Fingers 
Incised 

Sharp 
tool 

Scar Shell 

Index-
and-

thumb 

Total 

Podgori 5 139 40 5 402 25 3 89 708 

Ban;: 1 18 17 12 so 0 0 203 301 

Katundas 0 0 17 0 0 0 0 2 19 

Blaz 1 0 131 8 37 0 0 83 260 

Burim 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 8 9 

Nezir 0 1 0 0 3 0 0 0 4 

Cakran 1 0 6 0 2 0 0 0 9 

Kolsh 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 4 

Rajce 0 0 5 0 2 0 0 12 19 

Vashtemi 0 7 0 1 12 0 0 5 25 

Konispol 8 1 18 13 18 0 0 8 66 

Table 6. 3 Count Data for Level Three Classes 

Assemblage Comb 

Wet 

Clay Dull 

Tool 

Dry Clay 

Dull Tool 

Four 

Fingers 

Fingertip 

Four 

Fingers 

Nails 

Incised 

Polygonal 

Sharp 

Tool 

Curvilinear 

Sharp Tool 

Point 

Sharp 

Tool 

Scar Shell 

Index-

and-

Thumb 

Nail 

Index-

and-

Thumb 

Pinch 

Total 

Podgori 5 88 51 20 20 5 234 120 48 25 3 26 63 708 

Ban;: 0 6 12 13 4 13 16 32 2 0 0 32 171 301 

Katundas 0 0 0 12 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 19 

Blaz 1 0 0 72 57 8 2 33 2 0 0 16 69 260 

Burim 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 8 9 

Nezir 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 4 

Cakran 1 0 0 5 1 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 9 

Kolsh 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 4 

Rajce 0 0 0 5 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 12 19 

Vashtemi 0 4 3 0 0 1 4 5 3 0 0 2 3 25 

Konispol 8 1 0 12 6 13 10 0 8 0 0 0 8 66 
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Occurrence Seriation Results 

Occurrence seriation analysis involved the permutation of assemblages by visual 

assessment, such as the decoration classes are continuously distributed in a matrix column. This 

procedure was initially performed on the higher order of classes (Level Two). Figure 6.3 shows 

the best outcome of the permutation procedure for all the assemblages. The results produced an 

unambiguous signal. Almost all of the assemblages could be ordered in such a way that 

decoration classes are continuous (there are no gaps between assemblages) . The only exception 

is Cakran, which is not surprising since it is the only site dated (based on comparative analysis) 

by Albanian archaeologists to the Middle Neolithic (Korkuti and Andrea 1974). 

Comb Dull Tool Incised 
Pointy 

Tool 
Scoop 

Thumb 

Katundas 

Burim 

Cakran 

Rajce 

Blaz: 

IConispol 

Podgoo 

Bare 

Vashtemi 

Figure 6.3. An occurrence seriation of nine assemblages performed only on seven higher order classes. 
The assemblages from Ko/sh and Nezir were not included in the seriation due to their small sample size. 
The "Thumb and Index" decoration type is not continuous as one would expect with a perfect seriation, 
resulting in a violation of the continuity criterion. Hence Cakran does not seriate perfectly with the rest 
of assemblages. 

A few other interesting observations are worth mentioning. First of all, Vashtemi, 

Podgori and Bary, which are all sites located in the Korya Plateau (SE Albania), are seriated 

together at the bottom of the graph. The second observation is the direction of the chronological 
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arrow (is time increasing or decreasing as we go up?). Vashtemi has recently been dated quite 

early, circa 6450 Cal BC (Allen et al. 2014), indicating that the bottom of the seriation contains 

assemblages that are earlier in age. 

Third-level classes were tested with the occurrence seriation technique, using again a 

visual assessment (see Figure 6.4). Contrary to the second-level classes result, third-level classes 

did not produce continuous distribution in five of the ten decoration classes. This is a good 

indicator that third-level classes might represent assemblage level innovations that were not 

transmitted between settlements. In other words, third-level classes could not be particularly 

appropriate for seriation analysis, because they capture more information than just chronological 

arrangements. Another possibility is that occurrence seriation is not capable to differentiate the 

chronological signal from the spatial signal, or from other sources of variation. For example, 

these five departures indicate possible splits in cultural transmission lineage, which are 

concealed within the structural linearity of the occurrence seriation outcome. 
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Figure 6.4. An occurrence seriation of nine assemblages performed with Level Three classes. The 
assemblages from Ko/sh and Nezir were not included in the seriation due to their small sample size. The 
"Incised" decoration class was not included in this analysis, due to sampling issues. "Shell" and "Scar" 
classes were also not included, because they were found only in the Podgori assemblages. There are 
multiple departures in five class distributions, resulting in a violation of the continuity criterion. 

https://lnd1e.oi
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The main issue with occurrence seriation is its reliance on incidence alone. The presence 

of a single artifact displaying a specific type of decoration is considered as important as the 

occurrence of many such items; hence, ignoring potentially interesting information (Marquardt 

1978:268-269). For example, occurrence seriation could conceal the signal from spatial variation 

within the chronological signal, a deficiency which it shares with frequency seriation as well (see 

Lipo et al. 1997 for a detailed analysis of the latter) . Based in the results of the seriation above, 

the question arises: Could the grouping ofVashtemi, Podgori and Bary be a function of their 

close spatial proximity, rather than their chronological relationship? The next subsections will 

address the question by utilizing seriation techniques designed to indicate spatial variation 

between assemblages 

Frequency Seriation Results 

The data was retested through a frequency seriation algorithm with a visual interface, 

using a Microsoft Excel macro package - Frequency Seriation Tool 3.0 - written by Tim Hunt 

and Carl P. Lipo (see Lipo et al. 1997; and Lipo 2001 for its application). Initially second-level 

classes were used in the analysis . The results are shown in Figure 6.5. In congruence with 

occurrence seriation, there is some level ofunimodality throughout the seriation sequence, which 

is true especially for the bottom half of the ordering. The unimodality criteria seems to hold for 

assemblages from Vashtemi to Rajce; after that, it breaks down due to multiple departures from 

the unimodal distribution model, where some classes decrease, increase, then decrease again. 

Contrary to the occurrence seriation results, in the frequency seriation solution, the Bary 

assemblage is not seriated near its spatially close neighbors - Vashtemi and Podgori; thus, 

suggesting again a more complex spatiotemporal relationship among the three settlements. 
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Generally, the assemblages exhibit a decrease in tool-made decoration frequencies and an 

increase in frequencies of finger-made impressions through time. However, there is an inverse 

relationship between the four-finger and index-and-thumb varieties at the top half of the 

seriation, where frequencies for the two types trade places. This suggests cultural lineage 

diversions occurring during the second half of the chronological interval, but again, due to the 

inherent structure of frequency seriation solutions, the spatiotemporal signals are jammed 

together into a "forced" linear arrangement. 

Four Index and 
Comb Dull Tool Fingers Sharp Tool Scar Shell Thumb Total (N) 

Kab.mdas -+- -8- 19 

Burim - • --E3- • - • -+- .... 9 

Cakran --E3- • ~ D • - 9-Bare ,s, ,s, 0 + 3- 288 

Rajce ~ -8- ~ 22 

Blaz I ... 3'- 0 +::::::::3- 252 

Konispol -8- + -E:::3- -E:::3- -8- 53 

703Podgori I 0 0 aE + It [J 
Vashtemi -E:::::::3- -B- 24 

Figure 6.5. Frequency Seriation result for the nine assemblages performed with Level Two classes. The 
assemblages from Ko/sh and Nezir were not included in the seriation due to their small sample size. The 
"Incised" decoration class was not included in this analysis, due to sampling issues. Clear horizontal 
bars show the graphical representation offrequencies for the decorative classes. Solutions are given at 
a=0.005 level of significance. This result shows an adherence to the unimodality principle for the 
bottom half of the seriation, with clear departures from it at the top half. Finger-made impressions 
seem to increase through time, whereas tool-made impressions decrease. 

Third-level classes frequencies were also used to seriate the assemblages; however, 

similarly to the results from occurrence seriation, the solution of the ordering had multiple 

departures from the strict unimodality principle. For this reason, the results are not shown here. It 

seems that second-level classes alone are quite capable of delivering good seriation solutions for 

both preliminary chronological analyses ( occurrence and frequency) . However, neither of the 

two seriation techniques is able to deliver a better understanding of the spatial components 
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contributing to artifact attribute distributions. If cultural transmission theory suggests that 

decoration type frequencies are a function of transmission through both time and space; then, we 

need to be able to differentiate between the signals of both these dimensions. In this way, we can 

generate a better picture of the interaction history between these Early Neolithic communities. 

Results ofCorrespondence Analysis 

Correspondence analysis has the capacity to provide information other than mere chronology 

from distributions of artifactual attributes due to its multidimensional analytical structure. For 

this study, correspondence analysis plots were generated using an excel script created by 

XLSTAT (XLSTAT 2018). The results of plotting of the assemblages are shown in Figure 6.6. 

The contribution effect of each decorative type on specific assemblages is shown in Figure 6.7 
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Figure 6.6 Correspondence Analysis row plot of the first and second dimensions for all assemblages 
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In Figure 6.6, the plotting of the first two dimensions creates an organization of the 

assemblages, which resembles closely to a horse-shoe shape. This is because, in correspondence 

analysis, the second dimension is conceived as a quadratic equation of the first dimension (hence 

the parabola shape), while the other dimensions are polynomials of the first one (Hill 1974; 

Madsen 1988; Madsen 1989). The arrow was added to show the parabola-shaped distribution of 

the assemblages along a temporal gradient. The temporal relationship between the assemblages 

is captured by the first dimension (x-axis) with the earlier Vashtemi located on the bottom left of 

the parabola and the later Bary located on the bottom right. Therefore, the time-arrow goes from 

left to right. 

However, there is a surprising revelation if one looks at the geographical distribution of 

the settlements at the top of the graph when compared with the ones at the bottom of the graph. 

Konispol, Blaz, Katundas and Cakran are all located in the Albanian Western Lowlands, along 

the coasts of the Adriatic and Ionian seas. Whereas, Bary, Burim and Rajce are all located in the 

east, along the river valleys of the inner mountainous part of the country. This suggests that the 

second dimension ( the Y-axis) of the correspondence analysis is capturing a spatial component 

of the variation as well. As it was also seen in the previous analyses, the temporal signal is again 

"diluted" by other sources of variation. This also could explain why we don't see the perfect 

parabola-like shape, which is an indicator of unimodality. 

Gaps between assemblages could also be explained as violations of one or more 

conditions of the unimodal model (Smith and Neiman 2005; Smith 2009). The most obvious 

gaps are between Podgori and Konispol; and, between Blaz and Rajce. These could be 

interpreted as divisions of the chronological distribution of the assemblages into possible cultural 

phases. However, the gaps between the clusters could also indicate that data might be missing, 
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and that assemblages from other unidentified settlements could fill the gap. Due to the limited 

number of assemblages included in this study, there is a higher chance that the latter could be 

true. More research is needed and more assemblages need to be included to answer this question. 

Possible locations where we could find settlements with assemblages that could "fill the gap" are 

the mid river valleys ofVjosa, Osum, Devoll, and Shkumbin, in southern Albania, which 

connect the coastal Albanian Western Plain with the fertile inner mountain plateaus. 

Another valuable way to use correspondence analysis is to explore the relationship 

between assemblages and artifact types within the same plots . Correspondence analysis achieves 

this be creating asymmetric plots, where columns are included in the row graphical space 

( columns from the standard coordinates and rows from the principal coordinate). The 

interpretation begins with the projection of the row points (assemblages) in relation to the 

column vectors (decoration types). Figure 6.7 presents an asymmetric plot of the assemblages 

and decorative types . From the graph we observe that the tool-made Impresso types (both sharp 

and dull) are contributing heavily to the separation of the Podgori and Vashtemi assemblages 

from the rest of the samples. The geographical difference mentioned above is also captured in the 

distribution of their contributing decorative types. The second dimension opposes the four finger 

impressed pottery assemblages from western Albania against the thumb-and-index types from 

eastern Albania. 
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Asymmetric row plot of Assemblages and Decoration Types 

(axes Fl and F2: 89.51 %) 
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Figure 6. 7. Correspondence analysis plot of first and second dimensions for the assemblages and 
contribution vectors of each decorative type. 

Results ofIDSS 

IDSS is a powerful new tool for investigating inter-community relationship across time 

and space. For this study, a Python derived script was used, developed by Carl P. Lipo and Mark 

Madsen (This software is provided as open-source software under the Apache Public License 

2.0. (Lipo and Madsen)) . First, the second-level data were used to generate the min-max seriation 

graph, which is shown in Figure 6.8. The unimodality noticed in the previous analyses is present 

here again for assemblages from Vashtemi to Blaz, as exemplified by the linear structure of their 

relationships. The traditional linear ordering breaks down after Blaz, creating locally 

interconnected groups sets of assemblages. Two nodes are noticed within the tree-like structure, 

Blaz and Rajce, which create three separate lineages: (1) Blaz - Cakran - Katundas; (2) Rajce -
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Burim; and (3) Rajce - Bary. All the lineages are linked through the nodes in a "nested" 

interaction configuration, creating groups of increasing interconnected networks. The IDSS is 

able to capture such structure, showing the strength of the algorithm as expected by the model 

(Lipo et al. 2015). 

The first node, Blaz, leads to the first divergence in the tree-like structure, where two 

branches are created, exemplified by the split between lineage 1 on one hand, and lineages 2 and 

3 together on the other. This first split reiterates the spatial nature of these lineages, eastern vs . 

western Albania, which was noticed in the correspondence analysis graphs as well. However, the 

latter was not able to capture the second split starting at the Rajce assemblage, separating Burim 

from Bary. The first split has a geographical component, but the second cannot be explained by 

geography alone. Other lines of evidence are needed to explain this split. 
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Figure 6.8. /055 results for the nine assemblages using Level Two classes. The minmax graph displays a 
spatiotemporal relationship between the nine assemblages. The results show a linear arrangement of 
the assemblages from Vashtemi to Blaz, followed by a series of clustered branches. The main branches 
follow closely the spatial distribution noticed in the correspondence analysis. 
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The data from third-level classes were also analyzed through the IDSS algorithm to see if 

the chronological structure obtained would have differed from the structure of second-level 

classes. Figure 6.9 shows the new configuration, which does not change substantially from the 

one generated by the second-level classes. In fact, it is almost identical with the exception that 

Katundas now takes the place of Cakran after Blaz, which is more accurate because Cakran is a 

Middle Neolithic sites as indicated by the presence of Muller's type B Impresso in its repertoire 

(Korkuti 1984; Korkuti and Andrea 1974). Another hypothesis explaining this alternation could 

be that Katundas is a cave site, and the function of the settlement might skew the frequencies of 

certain decorative types . 
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Figure 6.9. /055 results for the nine assemblages using Level Three classes. The structure of 
the minmax graph is remarkably similar to the Level Two results. The position of the graph 
is not important. As with regular seriations, the direction of the chronological arrow needs 
to be established by independent means. However, Katundas now takes the place of 
Cakran immediately after Blaz. 
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The lineage splitting shown in Figure 6.9 in the IDSS graph requires more explanation as 

to what particular decoration types contribute to the divergence among these branches. 

Correspondence analysis revealed that the first split, which separated the assemblages into 

eastern and western communities, was caused by different frequencies of two specific Impresso 

types (respectively): the index-and-thumb Impresso (types IIF and IIP); and the four finger 

Impresso (types IFFT and IFFN). 

6.3 Radiocarbon Dates for the Assemblages 

The goal of this section is to integrate the classification generated by the IDSS algorithm 

with radiocarbon dates extracted during various projects in the study area. However, very few 

radiocarbon dates exist for Early Neolithic sites in Albania. The reasons are similar as for 

relative dating techniques : a lack ofresources caused by the country's long isolation during the 

communist period. The first radiocarbon dating effort was conducted in 1991 by Guillaine and 

Prendi (1991) from a charred grain seed encountered during the excavations ofMaliq, thus 

providing a date for the Late Neolithic period of Albania. The period after the fall of communism 

saw a modest increase in inter-institutional, collaborative research projects between the Albanian 

Institute of Archaeology and other international universities. Two of these projects managed to 

provide the first dates for the Early Neolithic period, for the sites of Konispol and Sovjan. 

Excavations at the cave site ofKonispol occurred between 1989 and 1994, directed by 

Muzafer Korkuti from the Albanian Institute of Archaeology, Karl Petruso from the Texas 

Univeristy at Arlington. A wealth of data came out of this project, including one of the earliest 

instances of geoarchaeological, paleoenvironmental and paleozoological studies of an 

archaeological site in Albania (Petruso et al. 1994; Korkuti et al. 1996; Schuldenrein 1998; 
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Russell 1998; Harrold et al. 1999). Radiocarbon dates for the site were published between 1994 

and 1996, giving a date range for the Early Neolithic at Konispol (Konispol Illa) between 6170-

5800 cal BC (Petruso et al. 1994; Korkuti et al. 1996; Harrold et al. 1999). 

Between the years 1993-2006, a French - Albanian team conducted excavations at the 

site of Sovjan in the Korya Plateau (Touchais et al. 1997; Touchais and Fouache 2007). The 

stratigraphic sequence consisted of 14 inhabitation levels, spanning from Early Neolithic to the 

beginning of the Early Iron Age. From these, levels 11-14 have been considered as belonging to 

the Early Neolithic period; however, only levels 11 and 13 have yielded radiocarbon dates. Both 

levels contained burned wattle-and-daub architectural fragments (wood beams and burned clay), 

but only level 11 had a handful of ceramics, all of which were of the Impresso type (Lera et al. 

2007). Level 11 was dated to around 5500 cal BC. Level 13, on the other hand, had two 

radiocarbon dates starting at 7000 cal BC, albeit they came out of structural wooden beams. 

These dates, so far, represent the earliest radiocarbon dates for the Early Neolithic in Albania, 

but their validity has been disputed (Gjipali 2017). 

More recent radiocarbon dates came out of the preliminary survey of the Southern 

Albania Neolithic Archaeological Project (SANAP) in 2006, and the following excavation 

seasons of 2009-2015 (Allen and Gjipali 2012; Allen et al. 2014). The project was a cooperation 

between the University of Cincinnati and the Albanian Institute of Archaeology, with the specific 

aim to investigate the transition from Mesolithic to Neolithic, focused mostly in wetland 

adaptation of the Early Neolithic communities. During the preliminary survey season, seven 

dates were extracted through coring and rescue excavation in three locations: Vashtemi, Podgori, 

and Pogradec. Vashtemi was dated by a single core to a range between 6470-6370 cal BC. In 

Podgori three dates were extracted by a single core, providing a range of dates between 6070-
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5520 cal BC. Whereas in Pogradec, the data came from a rescue excavation, which lead to dates 

between 6000-5700 cal BC. More radiocarbon samples were collected during the excavation 

seasons of 2009-2015 , but they have not been fully published. 

Recent research on the prehistory of Albania by the German-Albanian Paleolithic (GAP) 

project have been yielding new dates for the Upper Paleolithic to Neolithic strata of the Blaz 

Cave (Hauck et al, 2017). Although the project is focused in the Upper Paleolithic and 

Mesolithic occupations of Blaz ( and the Mati region in general), the team was able to extract a 

few dates from the Early Neolithic stratum of the cave. These dates indicate for a beginning 

occupation of the site at around 6150 cal BC. 

In addition to the aforementioned radiocarbon dates derived from large archaeological 

projects, additional dates were obtained by a recent effort by Ilir Gjipali and colleagues (Bakiu 

and Gjipali 2016; Gjipali 2017) at the Institute ofNuclear Physics in Tirana. The C14 data was 

collected by extracting collagen from two animal bones from the earliest strata of Podgori and 

Rajce. The date range for Podgori (at 2cr) between 6216-5616 cal BC. Whereas Rajce was dated 

between 5791-5291 cal BC. 

No other radiocarbon dates are known thus far from the other sites whose assemblages 

are used in this study. It is precisely during the establishments of these settlements that we see 

the branching observed in the IDSS analysis. More radiocarbon dates are needed to pinpoint 

when in calendric years these branching events took place. Nevertheless, the dates we have from 

Vashtemi, Podgori, Konispol, Blaz and Rajce give us a starting point, where we can begin 

integrating the radiocarbon dates with the chronology developed through the seriation analysis 

previously discussed. 
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The available radiocarbon dates and the information obtained from IDSS was merged 

into a single chart, which presents a complete chronology for the Early Neolithic of Albania (see 

Figure 6.10). The few radiocarbon dates available for these assemblages provide support for the 

relative chronological ordering generated by the seriation methods introduced in this chapter. 

This indicates that the distribution of classes selected for these analyses may capture the 

temporal aspect of the variation. When coupled with the strong unimodal signal of the sequence 

Vashtemi-Podgori-Konispol-Blaz, combined with corroboration from the C14 data, the 

chronology allows for the exploration of the temporal trends of the data in terms ofrelatedness 

by measuring the within-assemblage diversity and inter-assemblage distance, which will be 

introduced in the next chapter. 
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Figure 6.10 Chart displaying the integration of the radiocarbon dates with the relative 
chronology of the settlements. Solid lines are segments of time established by radiocarbon 
dates. Dotted lines are hypothetical extensions of the radiocarbon dates based on 
comparative data. Curvy dotted lines indicate the branching observed in /055. 
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6.4. Discussion 

Previous research has failed delivering a definitive answer on the chronological ordering 

of Early Neolithic settlements in Albania. Relying heavily on supraregional comparative 

descriptions, the efforts of Albanian archaeologists have proven effective in some cases, but 

inaccurate in others. While some of them have been more consistent in their support of one 

chronological narrative versus another, others have shifted their position. The goal of the 

following discussion is to explore some of the previous thoughts on this issue, and to contrast 

them with the results of this study. 

Four main issues of the Albanian Early Neolithic chronology will be considered in this 

section: (1) the identification of the earliest settlement in SE Albania, which has been alternating 

between Vashtemi and Podgori; (2) the position of Burim in the chronological ordering; (3) the 

chronological relationship of the three main cultural groups of this period (the Adriatic West, SE 

Albania, and NE Albania); and (4) the origin of the Albanian impressed pottery phenomenon. 

The latter two are related and have wider implications for research in Early Neolithic, beyond 

just the area of this study. 

Podgori has been identified as the earliest Early Neolithic site in SE Albania, which 

includes the Korya Plateau and the Devoll River valley, and for that reason the entire cultural 

group has been referred as Podgori I- Vashtemi (Korkuti 1982; Prendi 1982; Korkuti 1981 ; 

Prendi 1990). Even in more recent publications, the chronological ordering of the three sites in 

SE Albania has been presented as Podgori - Vashtemi -Bary (Prendi 2008). Korkuti relegates 

Vashtemi to a later phase of Early Neolithic, stating also that an early phase of this period has 

not been found in the Kor ya Plateau (Korkuti 1982: 117). However, latest radiocarbon dates have 

put into question the identification ofPodgori as the earliest site in this area (Allen et al. 2014), 
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and more Albanian archaeologists are questioning the previous chronological syntheses 

regarding these two sites (Gjipali 2012 :241-242). Preliminary studies in ceramic chemical 

composition and ceramic technology have also noticed a possible chronological disconnect 

between the two sites (Ruzi 2013). 

The chronological analysis presented in this study suggests that although Podgori is one 

of the oldest early Neolithic sites in Albania, Vashtemi is still older. All four seriation techniques 

consistently positioned Vashtemi at the beginning of the orderings. Nevertheless, more fieldwork 

and radiocarbon dates are needed for getting a better understanding on Podgori. The 

overwhelmingly large numbers of pottery amassed from this site come from surface collections 

and small-scale excavations only. The lack of sufficient C 14 samples from Podgori prevents a 

thorough comparison between the two sites. When considering that Podgori has a horizontal 

stratigraphic component spanning multiple acres, a couple of dates cannot be sufficient. 

Another contested topic in the archaeological literature is the chronological position of 

Burim in relation to the other sites of the Early Neolithic. The topic led to the formulation of two 

competing hypotheses : (1) Burim was established during the final phase of Early Neolithic, 

because its assemblages contained large amounts ofBarbotine pottery (Gjipali 1997; Korkuti 

2010:86-92; Gjipali 2012:239-242); and (2) Burim belongs to an earlier phase of Early 

Neolithic, due to the lack ofpainted pottery and the presence of crudely made incised pottery 

(Prendi 1982:191 ; Bunguri 2010:65 ; Prendi and Andrea 1981 ; Korkuti 2008:19). 

The results of the correspondence analysis (figure 6.6) and IDSS (figures 6.8 and 6.9) 

place Burim firmly after Rajce, thus, supporting the first hypothesis . It represents a final phase of 

Early Neolithic in Albania, tied chronologically to the establishment of Bary in the Korya 

Plateau. Burim, which displays a Staryevo-like pottery repertoire, could be consigned to one of 
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the earliest settlements of the Staryevo complex in the Balkans. However, similarly to Podgori, 

more research and radiocarbon dates are needed to develop a chronological relationship among 

the Staryevo cultural complex settlements in Albania, which include thus far the sites of Burim, 

Kolsh, Cetush, Kroneza, Pogradec, and even possibly Rajce as a forerunner. Since all these sites 

are located along Drin River valley and its tributaries, the detection of a directionality for the 

flow of Staryevo cultural elements along this valley could lead to finding a possible source for 

this cultural complex into Albania. 

One important outcome of the chronological analysis is the clear consecutive ordering 

of the major cultural complexes ' entry into the territories of Albania. Previous scholars have 

placed a paramount importance to the Early Neolithic Adriatic Impresso Complex as the source 

of impressed pottery in settlements of this period in Albania (Prendi 1982; Prendi and Andrea 

1981). Prendi suggests that Impressed Pottery could be an intrusion of this kind of decorative 

type from Adriatic cultural complexes into Vashtemi (Prendi 1982:193). Prendi and Andrea also 

allude to an Adriatic origin for Blaz, again indicating that impressed pottery made its way from 

the Adriatic coast into SE Albania and from there into Thessaly, Greece (Prendi and Andrea 

1981). In a more recent synthesis, Bunguri sees the settlements of SE Albania as part of a third 

wave ofNeolithization in Albania, following that of the coastal sites such as Konispol and Blaz, 

which are assigned to a second phase (Bunguri 2014) 

A different picture emerges from the results of the correspondence analysis and IDSS. 

Impressed Pottery begins in SE Albania with the settlements ofVashtemi and Podgori and after 

that moves into the Adriatic coast, starting with Konispol first, followed by Blaz immediately 

after. Then, the branching out after Blaz defines the simultaneous creation of a purely Adriatic 
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group (Katundas - Cakran), and ta Staryevo influenced group (Rajce - Bary, Rajce - Burim). 

This synthesis is shown in Figure 6.11. 
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Figure 6.11 Chronological ordering of the major Early Neolithic complexes 
following the results of correspondence analysis and IDSS. Group 1 is 
related to Proto- and Pre-Sesklo cultures; group 2 belongs to the Adriatic 
Impresso Complex; and, group 3 includes sites of the Starc;evo Complex 
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Therefore, the search for the origin of the Adriatic Impressed Complex moves away from 

Ionian coast of Greece. The earliest assemblages containing impressed pottery are Vashtemi and 

Podgori, two sites which are situated in the Korya Plateau, near the present border with Greece 

and the Republic of Macedonia. This is also supported by the lack of very early Impresso sites 

along the entire western coast of Greece, with the exception of Sidari ( circa 6200 cal BC), which 

is very near Konispol and their Early Neolithic levels are contemporaneous. 

New evidence comes from more recent excavations at the Early Neolithic settlement of 

Mavropigi in western Macedonia (Greece), not very far from the Korya Plateau. Radiocarbon 

dates for this site indicate very early dates for the strata containing impressed pottery, providing 

evidence for uninterrupted occupation from 6470 to 6200 cal BC (Karamitrou-Mentessidi et al. 

2013). These are comparable to the dates from Vashtemi. In addition, various authors have found 

the cultural repertoire of Vashtemi and Podgori to be closely related to Nea Nikomedeia, which 

is located at the northwestern comer of the Aegean Sea (Lera 1983 :54; Prendi 1990:418; Bunguri 

2014:87; Korkuti 1982). It has also been suggested that the appearance oflmpressed wares in 

Northern Aegean coincides with the establishment of new sites that contain such pottery even in 

the earliest strata, such as Nea Nikomedeia, Yannitsa and Anzabegova on the Vardar/Axios Plain 

(<;ilingiroglu 2010:15). With the results of this study, it is now almost certain that this particular 

kind of pottery decoration comes into Albania not from the Adriatic or Ionian coast, as it has 

always been assumed, but from the east, the northern Aegean Coast, through the Pindus 

Mountain range. This also puts into doubt the entire notion that impressed pottery is a purely 

coastal phenomenon. 

In addition to the chronological results presented above, two methodological caveats need 

also some discussion. First, the data collected here comes purely from museum collections, thus, 
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no fieldwork was involved. This is an important fact to acknowledge, because quite often a 

wealth of data in the form of 'previously excavated collections' are in still hidden in the 

basements of various museums around the world. 

And a second argument that relates to the methodology of this study needs to be stated. 

Impressed pottery seems to be more than capable for generating chronologies of Early Neolithic 

sites, without even the inclusion of other types of decorative types into the analysis. This 

argument finds support in the unimodal distribution of decorative types among settlements from 

the earlier stages of Early Neolithic, exemplified in this case in the sequence Vashtemi - Podgori 

- Konispol - Blaz. In the later stages of the Early Neolithic, this unimodality model breaks 

down, indicating that at least one of the criteria of unimodality has been violated. In Chapter 5, 

we mentioned three criteria for obtaining unimodal seriations: (1) settlements need to be of the 

same duration; (2) they need to be of the same cultural tradition; and (3), they need to be from 

the same local area. Since the area of the seriation with unimodal distribution is exactly the same 

as the area without unimodal distribution, we can rule out that that the third criterion has been 

violated. Even the first criterion does not seem to present a problem for unimodality, because all 

the sites dated after Blaz are not very different in function from the sites dated before Blaz. We 

don't expect different duration between the two. Moreover, even sample sizes don't differ much 

between linearly seriated assemblages and branched assemblages. 

The branching out that is observed among the assemblages dated later than Blaz should 

be viewed as consequence of changes in cultural affiliations in the study area, which is a 

violation of the second criterion of unimodality. This means that in the later parts of the Early 

Neolithic in Albania, we see the creation of multiple lineages of cultural traditions; a western 

group Blaz - Katundas - Cakran; a northeastern branch, represented by Burim together with 
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other sites such as Cetush and Kolsh; and a southeastern branch, represented by Barv and its 

synchronous neighbors (late phase remnants of Podgori and Vashtemi settlements). 

The cause of such branching need to be investigated with other means, which go beyond 

the capabilities of this chronological analysis. In the following chapter, the chronological 

structure developed here serves as a framework for investigating observed unimodality in the 

beginning of the Early Neolithic, and why this unimodality breaks down later. Using other tools 

derived from cultural transmission theory, such as diversity and distance, each chronological step 

observed in the IDSS tree-like seriation will be used as a temporal segment for analyzing the 

changes in type-frequencies from one assemblage to the next. 
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CHAPTER 7. EARLY NEOLITHIC INTERCOMMUNITY INTERACTION 

The chronological order developed in the previous chapter, and especially the tree-like 

structure generated through IDSS, permits the answering of more profound questions regarding 

the intercommunity interactions during the Early Neolithic in Albania. In Chapter 4, I briefly 

introduced the concepts of within-assemblage diversity and inter-assemblage distance. In this 

chapter, these two concepts will be used to investigate how intercommunity interactions changed 

through space and time. Section 7.1 will focus on diversity and inter-assemblage distance scores 

for the assemblages . These will be integrated analytically to provide a measure of diachronic 

change in interaction intensities for the period. 

Since evolutionary phenomena are historically contingent, hypothetical sources for the 

changes in interaction will also be explored. In Section 7.2, I introduce one such event, the 8200 

BP Climate Cooling event, as a possible source for the increase in intercommunity interaction 

during the Podgori-Konispol transition. The final section (Section 7.3) summarizes other 

possible causes of change that led to the interruption and subsequent fragmentation of 

intercommunity cultural continuity. I also discuss the effects of the introduction of Staryevo 

cultural elements into Albania and their effects in assemblage diversity in the latter phases of 

Early Neolithic. 

7.1 Diversity and Distance 

Neiman's (1995) model presented in Chapter 4 suggests that diversity and distance are 

negatively correlated, which means that as diversity increases, interassemblage distance should 

decrease. Although these two measures are both product of the same two parameters (population 

size and innovation rate), they do measure different aspects of intercommunity interactions 
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within a population. For this reason, they will be introduced separately in the following sections, 

after that, an analysis of their mutual effect on settlement interconnectivity will also be explored. 

Assemblage Diversity Results for the EN Settlements 

In Neiman's (1995) model, diversity was presented as a measure affected by two related 

forces: effective population size and innovation rate. The latter was conceptualized mostly as 

innovation introduced through interactions with other related pottery-making communities, 

rather than in situ innovation, which has a negligible effect in Neiman's calculations. Since there 

is no reason to expect that the population size of these Early Neolithic settlements varied much 

among them to affect the number of in situ innovations, we should expect intercommunity 

interaction to be the principal contributor to changes in innovation rates within assemblages 

through time. This simply means that changes in diversity scores should track changes in 

intercommunity interaction through time. 

Diversity is an assemblage-specific measure that does not change with the inclusion or 

exclusion of other assemblages in the analysis (see Equation 5 in Chapter 4). If we have a 

number of assemblages arranged in a chronological sequence, the diversity score of each 

assemblage along the sequence stands as a proxy for the overall intercommunity diversity at that 

particular point in time. In graph mode, once the assemblages are arranged in a chronological 

order in the x-axis, and diversity scores are plotted along the y-axis, we would have a line plot 

that traces the diachronic fluctuations of diversity across all the assemblages under investigation. 

In the following analysis, diversity scores for each assemblage were generated using 

Simpson's diversity index (Equation 5 in Chapter 4). Recall that Simpson's diversity is measured 

by calculating the reciprocal of the sum of squared proportions of artifact classes in a given 
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assemblage. Proportions of artifact classes in our case means frequencies of each Impresso type 

within each specific assemblage. The seriation macro package used in the frequency seriation in 

Chapter 6 converts the type counts into type frequencies automatically. These were used here to 

generate the diversity scores for each assemblage. 

The scores are plotted in three charts in Figures 7.1 , and 7.2. There are three charts, 

because based on the IDSS results, we have three distinct branches formed within the tree-like 

structure. Although the first four assemblage scores are unchanged in all three charts, the 

subsequent assemblages in the right end of each chart are different. However, the first four are 

included in all charts to provide a better visualization of the diversity score changes through time 

for all three lineages. 

In the chart in Figure 7 .1 are plotted the diversity scores of the lineage containing the 

assemblages of the Western Albanian Lowlands. The diversity is basically unchanged from 

Vashtemi to Podgori, but then it increases sharply from Podgori to Konispol. This would seem 

surprising if one loosely takes a look at the number ofvariants for both these two assemblages, 

because Podgori has more Impresso variants than Konispol. However, recall that the Simpson's 

diversity index is based in both richness and evenness of the dataset, where richness refers to the 

number of classes (types) within a sample and evenness refers to the distribution of proportions 

among those classes (Jones and Leonard 1989:2). Despite having more variants in its assemblage 

(more than anyone in the dataset), Podgori has a skewed frequency distribution favoring mostly 

the sharp-tool impressed decoration to the detriment of the other types. This decreases the 

diversity score for Podgori. Whereas, Konispol has a relatively high number of variants coupled 

with a more even distribution of frequencies among said variants. 
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The diversity scores after Konispol continue to fall for Blaz and Katundas. After that 

there is a moderate increase for Cakran. As showed in the previous chapter, the chronological 

relationship between the Katundas and Cakran is not very clear. No radiocarbon dates are 

available for the two sites, and the relative chronology from the IDSS analysis was inconclusive. 

Earlier research have demonstrated that Cakran dates to an early phase of Middle Neolithic, 

because it exhibits other categories of material culture which relate it with similar 

contemporaneous sites in the Balkans, such as Servia in Greece and Obre I in Bosnia; and also 

Sentinella cultures in Italy (Korkuti 2010:159). 
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Figure 7. 1 Plot of diversity scores for the sequence Vashtemi - Cakran. 
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Figure 7. 2 Plots for diversity scores for sequences Vashtemi - Barr (left) and Vashtemi - Bu rim (right) 

' In Figure 7.2 are shown the temporal trends in diversity scores for the chronological sequences 

Vashtemi-Bary and Vashtemi- Burim. The plots are obviously the same with the one in Figure 

1 for assemblages from Vashtemi to Blaz. The new assemblages added here are Rajce and Bary 

in the plot on the left; and, Rajce and Burim in the plot on the right. The diversity score 

decreases for Rajce, but remains virtually the same for Bary. Whereas, in the plot to the right, the 

score further decreases from Rajce to Burim. The diversity trend shows an overall diminution 

from Blaz and on in the three plots, which is an indicator of low intercommunity interaction. The 

diversity nadir noticed with Katundas, Rajce, Bary and Burim is marked by the overdominance 

of finger-made Impresso in their respective assemblages. The difference is that in Katundas the 

most dominant type is the four-finger type (fingertip and fingernail). Whereas in the latter three, 

there is a prevalence of the index-and-thumb type. The long drop in diversity seen in the right 

side of the graph, starting after Konispol, explains why we don't see a perfect parabola 

(unimodal distribution) in the correspondence analysis (see Chapter 6, fig . X) . 

There are four observations from these charts that need explanations : (1) the sharp 

increase from Podgori to Konispol; (2) the sharp decrease after Konispol; and (3) the difference 

scores between Burim and Bary. Observation 1 and 2 are related and could be explained by a 
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single event that triggered the sudden increase in diversity at Konispol and the subsequent 

decrease after that. These observations and their possible explanations will be revisited after a 

simultaneous analysis of within-assemblage diversity and inter-assemblage distance scores in the 

following subsections. 

Inter-Assemblage Distance Results for the EN Settlements 

Neiman's initial motivation for developing a between-assemblage distance model was to 

create an independent measurement to check the effects of drift on assemblage diversity scores 

(Neiman 1995). The model began with a conceptualization of a measure to detect "the effects of 

intergroup transmission on between-group similarity" (Neiman 1995 :15), which commanded to 

the use of a divergence measurement, as a squared Euclidian distance formula (Equation 6 in 

Chapter 4). The formula captures what would happen to the similarity between the assemblages 

of two settlements during episodes of intergroup transmission. However, since in the real world 

intergroup transmission rarely occurs only between two settlements, Neiman introduces another 

formula which provides scores of mean squared Euclidian distance between one settlement's 

assemblage and all the others at a specific time period interval (Neiman 1995:26). 

Distance scores for the assemblages in this study were calculated using the inter-group 

mean squared Euclidian distance formula (Equation 7 in Chapter 4, for the tables of distance 

scores, see Appendix 2). The dataset used for the distance scores consists of the same type 

frequency table used for generating the diversity scores. And comparably to the diversity 

analysis, settlement sequence intervals serve as analytical units to track trends in inter

assemblage distance scores. Therefore, three charts were produced as well, each one displaying 

the changes in distance scores through time for the three specific IDSS generated lineages. 
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Contrary to diversity scores, distance scores for specific assemblages change with the inclusion 

or exclusion of other assemblages in the analysis; therefore, it is expected to have different 

distance scores for the same assemblage in the three charts. The three charts are shown in figures 

7.3 , 7.4 and 7.5. 
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Figure 7. 3 Plot of inter-assemblage distances scores for the sequence Vashtemi - Cakran 
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Figure 7. 4 Plot of Inter-Assemblage Distance scores for the sequence Vashtemi - Barr 
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Distance scores Vashtemi - Burim 
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Figure 7. 5 Plot of Inter-Assemblage Distance scores for the sequence Vashtemi - Burim 

The inter-assemblage distance plot in Figure 7.3 shows an undulating pattern of distance scores, 

closely resembling the fluctuations of the diversity scores. The pattern marks periods ofrelative 

isolations at the peaks and periods of relative increased interactions at the troughs. The series 

begins with a period of isolation for Vashtemi and Podgori (there is a small increase in the 

distance score in the latter), followed by an increase in interaction at Konispol. The isolation 

level increases with Blaz and Katundas, finalizing with another increase in interaction at Cakran. 

The patterns observed at figures 7.4 and 7.5 mimic the one from Figure 7.3 for the 

chronological sequence Vashtemi - Blaz, ending again with an isolation period at Blaz. This 

changes at Rajce, which in both plots shows an increased level of interaction, and another final 

period of isolation for both Bary and Burim (Figure 7.4 and Figure 7.5 respectively) . Compatibly 

with its low diversity score, the high distance score of Burim at Figure 7.5 speaks for a relatively 

high isolation for this settlement during the latter stages of Early Neolithic. This observation 

calls also for an explanation. Could this settlement represent a different cultural group that is 

only tangentially related to the rest of the settlements included in this study? How are the effects 

of this isolation observed in assemblage diversity and interassemblage distance contributing to 

our understanding of the forces of drift and neutral variation? Answering the first question 
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requires a further examination of other aspects of the material culture from Burim and 

neighboring settlements, such as Rajce, Bary, and other sites not included in this study. 

Plotting the diversity and distance scores in the same chart would provide an answer to 

the both questions. Neiman (1995) predicted that if diversity and distance scores inversely 

correlate with each other, then, the key force shaping the variation is drift, which means that the 

variation is not under any other selective process, such as transmission biases, or other cultural 

phenomena. This is the fundamental premise of the neutral theory. Departures from this model 

would require explanation. 

Diversity and distance scores were concomitantly plotted in the same chart for all the 

three lineages. Figure 7.6 covers the mutual diachronic interaction of diversity and distance for 

the lineage Vashtemi - Cakran. Figures 7.7 and 7.8 show the same but for the lineages Vashtemi 

- Bary and Vashtemi - Burim respectively. Score measurements per se are not as important as 

the relationship between diversity and distance within a single time sequence. Each time 

sequence presents a case study for measuring the effects of drift within that particular 

chronological period. 

In Figure 7.6, diversity and distance scores are inversely correlated for all six time slots 

represented in the graph by the six assemblages. First of all, the inverse correlation provides a 

higher level of confidence in both the diversity and migration models (Neiman 1995 :26). 

Secondly, Neiman's neutral theory justifies the notion that the variation of this lineage as 

completely under the effect of drift. Therefore, no other forces are substantially affecting the 

changes in ceramic type frequencies through time. 

It is also important to underscore the curious situation of Konispol, where the sharp 

increase in diversity is correlated with a relatively equally sharp decrease in distance. This 
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observation suggests that not only there is an increase in interaction during Konispol, and that the 

assemblages were more similar during that time (the low distance scores), but this occurrence 

stands out when compared with the preceding and succeeding situations. According to Neiman's 

model, Konispol 's high diversity- low distance situation indicates that during this time, the 

Early Neolithic community structure consists of well-connected settlements, where their 

individuals are frequently learning from each other (Neiman 1995:26). 
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Figure 7. 6 Simultaneous graphs of diversity and distance scores for the lineage Vashtemi - Cakran. The 
numbers on the X-axis represents the sites: Vashtemi = 1, Podgori=2, Konispol =3, Blaz=4, Katundas=S, 

Cakran=6. 
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Diversity and Distance scores for Vashtemi - Bare 
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Figure 7. 7 Simultaneous graphs of diversity and distance scores for the lineage Vashtemi - Barr. The 
numbers on the X-axis represents the sites: Vashtemi = 1, Podgori=2, Konispol =3, Blaz=4, Rajce=S, 

Barr=6 
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Figure 7. 8 Simultaneous graphs of diversity and distance scores for the lineage Vashtemi - Burim. The 
numbers on the X-axis represents the sites: Vashtemi = 1, Podgori=2, Konispol =3, Blaz=4, Rajce=S, 

Burim=6 
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A similar situation as in the Vashtemi - Cakran lineage was expected for the other two 

lineages too, however that was not the case. Diversity and distance scores inversely correlate for 

all the assemblages, except Rajce, where both diversity and distance decrease, a clear departure 

from Neiman' s model. As predicted by Neiman, another force or cultural process is affecting the 

relationship between the effective population size and the neutral transmission of the decorative 

variants. It is surprising that during Blaz - Rajce, diversity decreases, but it is accompanied by 

the absence of an isolation signal from the distance scores. Why would diversity decrease during 

a time of increased interaction? 

A possible explanation is the effect of the introduction of new varieties of pottery 

decorations by new, culturally different, external groups. In the final stage of Early Neolithic in 

Northeast Albania, we have the insertion of new types ofpottery decoration in the cultural 

repertoire of these settlements - the Barbotine pottery. The low diversity scores for assemblages 

Rajce and Burim cannot be interpreted as a consequence of the population decrease. They 

should, however, be explained as an overall diminishing importance of Impresso as a type of 

decoration in light of the introduction of the Barbo tine variety. 

This finds support in the abundance of Barbotine decoration in the ceramic assemblages 

collected during the excavation of these two sites. Barbotine pottery constitutes 90% of the total 

count of decorative varieties encountered during the 1987 excavations ofRajce (Gjipali 

1997:34). A similar situation is noticed at Burim, where 62% of the sherds collected during both 

the excavations of 1978 (Prendi and Andrea 1981) and 2007 (Bunguri 2007) had Barbotine 

decoration (Bunguri 2010:50-51). When these two assemblages are compared with the Blaz 

assemblage, which had only 5% Barbotine in its repertoire (Prendi and Andrea 1981 :21 ), or even 

with Bary, which had 21 % Barbotine (Lera 1993), an important distinction emerges : Rajce and 
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Burim represent the two southernmost Early Neolithic settlements of the Central Balkans ' 

Staryevo Cultural Complex. Thus, the assemblages from settlements established after Blaz 

contain large percentages of Barbotine pottery leading to the diminishing in diversity of other 

decoration types, specifically of Impresso in this case. 

Consequently, the importance of choosing Impresso as a decorative motif was waning 

among the potters ofRajce. Although the distance score shows an overall assemblage similarity 

with its contemporaries, due to the interaction of this settlement with Blaz, Burim and Bary, the 

effective population ( the number of people choosing Impresso) was decreasing. It is particularly 

during the Blaz - Rajce sequence that we see this phenomenon, which probably is some form of 

a "similarity transmission bias" (Boyd and Richerson 1985), representing the separation of the 

Adriatic and Staryevo communities into two distinct group identities. This is the reason why 

Barbotine pottery abundance is even higher in the Rajce assemblage than in the chronologically 

later Burim. 

With this new information in mind, the IDSS branching observed at Blaz and the spatial 

separation into eastern and western groups observed at the correspondence analysis charts take 

new meaning. The split into two main branches is not only chronological and spatial in nature, it 

is cultural as well. During the Early Neolithic, there is a smoother cultural transition from the 

early phase settlements of SE Albania, represented by Vashtemi and Podgori, to the Adriatic 

Complex settlements ofKonispol and Blaz. The same thing cannot be said about the transition 

from the Adriatic settlements and the later phase Staryevo settlements, represented by Rajce and 

Burim. The latter situation demonstrates a clear break in cultural continuity, hinting at another, 

possibly more external setting for the origins of Staryevo cultures in Albania. This would be best 

presented as a hypothesis, which can be tested through a chronological analysis of the 
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spatiotemporal relationship ofBurim with other neighboring settlements further north along the 

Drin Valley, including Kroneza, Cetush, and Kolsh. Although, the very low diversity score and 

especially the very high distance score of Burim are clear indicators of its relatively high 

isolation. 

The difference in diversity scores between Burim and Bary, which was introduced in 

the diversity analysis subsection as an observation requiring attention, follows a similar 

interpretation. Burim and Bary could not be seriated together, which was demonstrated by the 

IDSS splitting them in two groups rather than a linear ordering. Thus, Bary is not culturally 

related to Burim and is connected with it only indirectly through Rajce. The Bary settlement is 

considered as the latest phase of the Early Neolithic subculture Vashtemi-Podgori (Lera 1993). 

Despite the abundance of index-and-thumb Impresso in its assemblage, suggesting a later 

chronological phase, it still retains some of the older decorative elements (for example dull-tool 

and sharp-tool) of its neighboring ( and possibly ancestral) Vashtemi and Podgori. This spatial 

proximity manifested as a retention of cultural traits from ancestral settlements, pulls the distance 

scores of Bary closer to the interassemblage mean distance score, which is again a sign of a 

relatively greater intercommunity connectivity of this settlement compared to Burim. The 

archaeological record indicates that the three settlements from SE Albania maintain some level 

ofregional cultural character even in the later periods ofNeolithic, as exemplified by the 

architype sites ofDunavec (Middle Neolithic) and Maliq (Late Neolithic) . 

Now we tum to the high upswing in community interaction during Konispol, illustrated 

by the peak in diversity scores and the concomitant trough in distance scores from the graphs in 

figures 7.6, 7.7, and 7.8. The intensity of this increase in interaction seems to be amplified by it 

being "sandwiched" between two periods of low interactions during the preceding Podgori and 
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the succeeding Blaz. This sharp increase in interaction elicits even more interest, because the 

three sites are dated very close to each other (see Figure 6.10 in Chapter 6) . The following 

section focuses on interpreting this particular upswing by exploring the effects of climate change 

on intercommunity interactions. 

7.2 The 8200 BP Climate Event and its Effects in Intercommunity Interaction 

Climate trends have been used quite frequently to make sense of the archaeological 

record, since the beginning of the discipline (Childe 1951 ; Wright Jr 1977). The essential 

difficulty for linking cause and effect rests in the synchronicity between the climate event and 

the changes in cultural patterns we observe in the archaeological record (Biehl and 

Nieuwenhuyse 2016:3-5). Another multitude of issues arise from attributing strict causality 

between climatic events and cultural change, starting with a lack of secure and precise 

radiocarbon dates for specific cultural events (Roberts 2015 ; During 2016). On the other hand, 

others have argued that the reason for not accrediting more frequently climate for cultural change 

comes exactly from chronological imprecision; thus, the increase in climate data records and 

radiocarbon dates should bring about the causal link expected between climate and social 

collapse (Weiss and Bradley 2001). 

The 'collapse of civilization' theme is one of the most widespread among all 

interpretations of the intersection climate change / cultural change. It has been applied to explain 

observable cultural discontinuities for various civilizations in the Middle East (Bar Y osef 2000, 

Cullen et al 2000), South America (Shimada et al 1991 , Binford et al 1997, Kolata et al 2000, 

Abbott et al 1997), Mesoamerica (Brenner et al 2001), and North America (Dean et al. 1994; 
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Benson et al. 2015). However, the supra-regional scale of the archaeological inquiry in some of 

these studies of climate effects on culture, which are packaged in notions such as "collapse" or 

"migration," hide within themselves small - scale patterns of cultural change. In the case of Late 

Neolithic Upper Mesopotamia, for example, Nieuwenhuyse et al (2016) argue that climate 

change resulted in profound cultural transformations and innovations, rather than in demographic 

disruptions and breakage in cultural traditions. 

Other explanations revolve around less calamitous terms than outright collapse. 

'Habitation abandonment' and subsequent relocation has been noticed in many prehistoric 

settlements, such as in the case ofKhiriotikia in Cypress (Daune-Le Brun and Le Brun 2016), in 

Catalhoyiik in Turkey (Biehl et al. 2012), in Nea Nikomedeia (Ghilardi et al. 2012), and others. 

As in the case of collapse theme, there is a large variation of interpretations even within the 

theme of abandonment/relocation. For example, a possible settlement relocation is noticed in 

Catalhoyiik, as demonstrated in the shift East Mound - West Mound during the so-called 8200 

BP Climate Event, but this change occurred slowly and without any abrupt abandonment of the 

East Mound (Biehl 2012). In fact, the changes observed in Catalhoyiik during this event were 

part of major cultural transformations occurring in a larger scale across Anatolia, which were 

manifested in various behavioral changes, such as in subsistence strategies, adoption of pottery 

production, changes in domestic configurations (both in symbolic and practical domains), and 

others (Willett et al. 2016). 

' Large scale migration' is another climate causality related interpretative theme that has 

been particularly used more frequently to explain the neolithization of Europe from Near Eastern 

farming communities at the end of the 7th Millennium BC. Quite often these types of 

interpretations rely on observed stratigraphic hiatuses as it is in the case of Sidari in Greece, or in 
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other cave sites in the Adriatic (Sardinas 1967; Skeates 2003 ; Berger and Guilaine 2009). Based 

on apparent synchronicity between radiocarbon dates and climate data, Weninger and colleagues 

attributed the dissemination of farming communities in the Aegean and Southeast Europe to the 

8200 BP Climate Event (Weninger et al. 2006; Weninger et al. 2009). However, a large number 

of new (and old) radiocarbon dates conflict with this interpretation. The neolithization of Europe 

was well underway before 6200 BC as exemplified by early dates in many Early Neolithic sites 

in West Anatolia, Thessaly, Greek Macedonia, the Republic of Macedonia and elsewhere (Brami 

and Heyd 2011). In a later paper, Weninger and colleagues attempted to rectify this conflict 

between the earlier dates and the narrow chronological span of the 8200 BP event by attaching 

the latter within a wider period of climate cooling interval, which began around 6600 BC and 

ended around 6000 BC (Weninger et al. 2014). The paper, however, diminished the causal power 

of the 8200 BP event as an abrupt climatic deterioration occurrence. In addition, as with their 

previous papers, there is a lack of discussion on the archaeological evidence for these climatic 

episodes on settlement patterns, subsistence strategies, or social interaction, as it has been 

critiqued rightfully so by Chapman (2017). 

Of course, even good chronological control by itself does not provide substantial 

anchoring evidence for tying it with specific climate change events, even if coupled with good 

absolute dates. It is not warranted to always infer causality between climate events and cultural 

changes observed in the archaeological record, but it would be a disservice to our understanding 

of human-environment relationship ifwe completely dismiss them. Another major problem with 

all these encompassing interpretations is the large scale of analysis deployed to investigate 

climatic events and cultural change. Both, climate events and cultural change will display local 

variations, thus need to be investigated at the local level. Climatic events can have very different 
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effects even on adjacent regions due to other factors such as orographic settings and wind 

patterns (Staubwasser and Weiss 2006). On the other hand, human responses to climate change 

will vary based on the intensity ofweather fluctuations , altitude, subsistence patterns, and more 

importantly in the social context of community interactions at the time of the event. Climate 

change resilience is dependent on the social capital and collective responses of individuals when 

faced with unforeseen hardship (Fiske et al. 2018). 

Climate Record during the Holocene and the 8200 BP RCC event 

The Holocene is divided into three large climatic stages based on general aridity trends, 

identified as an Early Holocene wet stage, an intermediate stage, and a later dry stage 

encompassing most of the Middle and Late Holocene (Galop et al. 2009; Brayshaw et al. 2011 ; 

Roberts et al. 2011 ; Peyron et al. 2011). These broad climatic trends were "peppered" with short 

term climatic incidents designated in the literature as Rapid Climatic Change (RCC) events 

(Denton and Karlen 1973), including the most widely quoted of them- the ' 8200 BP event' 

(Alley et al. 1997; Alley and Agustsdottir 2005; Barber et al. 1999). Although there is no clear 

agreement about the exact chronology for the beginnings and ends of the large climatic stages of 

the Holocene, and even for the timing of some of the RCCs (Magny 2006; Giesecke et al. 2011), 

there is some agreement on the ' 8200 BP event' (Chapman 2017:4). 

The 8200 BP RCC event occurred during a longer period of climate deterioration lasting 

the entire second half of the 9th millennium BP. However, the effects of this long period of 

deterioration were sharply amplified around 6200 BC (Rohling and Palike 2005). The cause for 

this climate deterioration has been explained as the following. Large ice-marginal lakes formed 

during the last episode of deglaciation of the Pleistocene. Two of the largest of these lakes, 
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Agassiz and Ojibway, drained catastrophically into the Northern Atlantic, near the coast of 

Greenland, around 8200 BP (Barber et al. 1999). The release oflarge quantities of cold water 

into the Atlantic brought about severe climatic fluctuations , ending in a long period of gradual 

decrease in temperatures and a major displacement of vegetative patterns across much of the 

North Atlantic (Alley and Agustsdottir 2005). 

Effects of this event in early agricultural communities, which brought cold and arid 

weather for the entire northern hemisphere, have been investigated in many areas of Europe and 

the Near East (Israel (Bar-Yosef2006), Turkey (Biehl 2012), Romania (Bonsall et al. 2002), 

France (Berger et al. 2002). It has been considered as an explanation for the movement of people 

westward in the Eastern Mediterranean (Weninger et al. 2006) and for the rapid replacement of 

Mesolithic populations in Mediterranean Europe (Berger and Guilaine 2009). Stratigraphic and 

chronological evidences for the latter derives from hiatuses observed in Sidari and from cave 

sites in the Adriatic (Sardinas 1967; Perles 2001 ; Biagi 2003). 

Nea Nikomedeia in N . Greece serves as an illustration for understanding the causes of 

this event on EN communities. The settlement was located on the edges of freshwater 

marshlands not very far from the coastal line of the Thermaic Gulf Increasing sea levels, 

concurrent with the 8200 BP event, caused an incursion of large amounts of seawater into the 

freshwater marshlands, making the land around it unsuitable for agriculture (Ghilardi et al. 

2012). This would explain the abandonment of the site during the end of the Early Neolithic. 

Paleoenvironmental studies conducted in Albania are concentrated in the southeastern 

portion of the country, specifically around the lakes area surrounding the Korya Plateau (Bordon 

et al. 2009; Denefle et al. 2000; Wagner et al. 2008; Fouache et al. 2010). Pollen records from 

the Lake Ohrid and the dried Lake Maliq have detected changes in the botanical biosphere in SE 
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Albania between 8300-8100 BP, where we see the replacing of the oak forests with plants of 

cooler and drier climates (Bordon et al. 2009; Denefle et al. 2000; Wagner et al. 2008). Based on 

coring data from Lake Maliq, Bordon and colleagues reconstructed the paleoclimatic conditions 

of the Korya Plateau, suggesting cold and dry conditions during the 8300-8100 time interval 

(Bordon et al. 2009). Fouache and collogues describe the 8200 BP RCC event as a short-lived 

arid episode, characterized with an annual rainfall drop of 250mm when compared with the 

average Holocene values (Fouache et al. 2010:527-528). This decrease in relative humidity 

coupled with low temperatures was responsible for forest degradation in the Korya Plateau. 

Paleoenvironmental data from Lake Ohrid paint a similar picture. A sharp but short-term 

increase in non-arboreal pollen is observed circa 8200BP, indicating cold and dry winter 

conditions (Wagner et al. 2008). Wagner and colleagues notice a distinct decrease in carbonate 

concentrations in the lake, indicating that a cooling episode brought a decline in primary 

productivity and "a distinct reduction of carbonate precipitation" in Lake Ohrid (Wagner et al. 

2008:423). 

At the time of the 8200 BP RCC event, SE Albania would have been in the Neolithic 

front, which is a line separating earlier dates in the south and east and later dates in the north and 

west (Berger and Guilaine 2009). According to Weninger and colleagues ' hypothesis (Weninger 

and Alram-Stem 2005; Weninger et al. 2009; Weninger et al. 2014), this event would lead to the 

abandonment ofmany EN settlements, especially the ones situated in high altitude plateaus, such 

as in the case ofVashtemi and Podgori. Climate deterioration would have triggered the 

relocation of the settlers into lower altitude, riverine environments, probably in the coastal plains 

of the Adriatic or the Aegean. This regional shift should be manifested as a temporary 
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interruption of social interactions in the existing networks, followed by a spatial rearrangement 

of the settlements and the emergence of new cultural forms. 

Incorporating the Climate Dataset into the EN Chronology 

So far there are no significant scientific mechanisms that would allow for attributing 

causality to climate events for affecting cultural phenomena (Behrensmeyer 2006; cited in 

Bonsall et al. 2016). We can only rely on the synchronicity of events. However, synchronicity 

needs to be coupled with anthropological theories to provide a convincing account for the 

correlation of climate events with cultural change. Quite often, archaeological studies ofhuman

environment interaction focus on the hypothetical consequences of climate change on cultures, 

rather than on detecting the sociocultural mechanisms that explain the range of human behaviors 

coping with such calamities. 

Using the chronological analysis presented in the previous chapter, the 8200 BP RCC 

event, which is assumed to have lasted 150-200 years, falls within the time interval captured by 

the establishment of the settlements Podgori - Konispol - Blaz. Podgori is expected to have been 

founded some time before 6200 cal. BC; Konispol dates to around 6150 cal. BC; and Blaz, 

sometime after 6100 cal. BC (see Figure 7.9). In Figure 7.9 the absolute chronology of the 

sequence Vashtemi- Cakran is integrated with the diversity-distance graph from Figure 7.6. The 

blue vertical ribbon represents the 8200 BP RCC event. The diversity-distance graph is used here 

because we are not interested in mere synchronicity between the event and the establishment of 

the settlements, but in the changes in interaction levels before, during, and after this climatic 

event. The most conspicuous observation in Figure 7.9 is the sharp increase in interaction during 

this climatic deterioration episode, exemplified by the diversity-distance scores of Konispol. 
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Therefore, we could explain the increase in interaction during this period as a result of the 8200 

BP RCC event. However, there is a need for providing a reasoning behind this explanation, 

which will be explored as a set of two inquiries: (1) why are we correlating the increase in 

interaction with the climate event and not the previous and/or subsequent decrease in interaction; 

and (2) why would intercommunity interaction increase during climate deterioration episodes. 

6600 6500 6400 6300 6 00 6100 6000 5900 5800 5700 5600 

Cakran / ......- - - ------------ . --
Katundas --- -_,....._ 

/ ----------------
Blaz - --------------

Konispol ---,----------------
Podgori ---.-----------------

Vashtemi ------ ------ --
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Figure 7. 9 Synchronicity between the 8200 BP RCC event, chronological sequence, and fluctuations in 
intercommunity interaction. 

The first inquiry revolves around establishing a hypothetical connection between the 

climate event and a specific trend in intercommunity interaction. Since the 8200 BP RCC event 

has been described as a short but powerful climatic occurrence (Rohling and Palike 2005; 

Wagner et al. 2008), it would make sense to look for an equally short but intense change in 
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interaction levels. The only noticeable change in interaction during this period is the sharp 

increase in interaction during Konispol, registered as a peak in the diversity scores ' (and as a 

trough in the distance scores ') chart. Before this peak, we have the slow and steady decrease in 

interaction from Vashtemi to Podgori. After this peak, the interaction levels decrease initially 

during the Blaz, but also continue to decrease even after that with Katundas. Therefore, logically, 

if we have to connect a specific trend in intercommunity interaction to the 8200 BP RCC event, 

that should be the interaction upswing that we see during Konispol. 

No settlement abandonment has been observed in Albania during this time. Although 

Vashtemi has a chronological hiatus in radiocarbon dates of about 200 years, Podgori was 

established at the beginning of this hiatus, so we could say that there was no hiatus at all. There 

are some hints to a possible increase in long range interaction occurring right after the 8200 BP 

RCC event. Some evidence for this comes from the introduction of impressed pottery in NW 

Thessaly in the last phase of the EN (Benvenuti and Metallinou 2002; Demoule and Perles 

1993a), and the appearance of farming communities in the Adriatic during the same time. 

The second inquiry examines the reasons why do we expect to see an increase in 

interaction during climate deterioration. The inquiry focuses on the range of responses we expect 

to see during some sort ofhardship, be it economic, politic, or as in this case, climate-driven. 

Here I argue that the 8200 BC RCC event brought about an increase in intercommunity 

interactions, which was concentrated in southwestern Albania. This increase in interaction was a 

coping mechanism to climate change, manifested as a risk minimization response. During 

periods of hardship, intercommunity interactions take the form of social networks, offering 

various groups living in diverse environments the possibility to share, a risk minimization 
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response called also "social storage" (O 'Shea 1989; Rowley-Conwy and Zvelebil 1989; 

Nieuwenhuyse et al. 2016). 

The social activity of food sharing represents one of the four categories of risk-mitigation 

practices, with the other three being: mobility, subsistence diversification, and physical storage 

(O ' Shea and Halstead 1989). These practices are observed at various levels in ethnographic case 

studies and in the archaeological record (see Winterhalder et al. 1999 for mathematical modeling 

and a literature review). In some cases, all four practices are found to operate during times of 

hardship. The emergence ofHalaf pottery in Upper Mesopotamia around the time of the 8200 BP 

RCC event, for example, has been considered a climate-driven phenomenon, which was 

accompanied with a diversification of cultural practices, such as an increase in resource sharing; 

changes in subsistence and mobility; and, the appearance of storage-related material culture 

(storage houses and vessels) (Mottram 2016). 

An interesting cultural system of food sharing has been observed among the Aka of 

Lobaye, in the Democratic Republic of Congo (Bahuchet 1988). To insure their livelihood 

against uncertainty, the Aka participate in two types of exchange networks: a circulation 

network, performed between in-laws and other extended family members between communities; 

and a mutual aid network, which entails an obligation to share without an immediate return 

between members of the same community (Bahuchet 1988:141). Similarly, the Machiguenga of 

Peru have developed various overlapping exchange systems, where at the intercommunity level 

they share information and practice cooperative hunting; and at the intracommunity level they 

exchange fish between households (Baksh and Johnson 1990). 

In the archaeological record, regional exchange systems, as means for storage and 

dissemination of perishable goods, have been noticed among the historic Navajo and Tewa 
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communities of the American Southwest (O'Shea 1981). The !Kung San of the Kalahari practice 

Hxaro, a delayed reciprocity system for storing social commitments, which is turned into actual 

food or help in times of necessity (Wiessner 1982). This is similar to the social storage concept 

proposed for the hunter-gatherer communities of Upper Paleolithic and Mesolithic Europe, 

where alliance networks develop as corollaries of actual food storage as a response to 

environmental conditions (Rowley-Conwy and Zvelebil 1989). 

The increase in interaction during the Konispol time interval, which coincides with the 

8200 BP RCC event, serves as evidence for the creation of regional community networks during 

this time. These networks would have operated as venues for sharing food, resources and ideas, 

facilitating risk minimization and survival for the communities in the southwestern Albania. The 

fact that this increase in intercommunity interaction was detected in the diversity/distance scores 

of ceramic assemblages is a revealing detail. First of all, it indicates that pottery was important 

for these communities. Secondly, ceramic vessels, could have been the very same means for 

storing and exchanging food among them as well, thus moving from one community to the next. 

In the Albanian Early Neolithic settlements, impressed decoration has been applied in 

overwhelmingly medium and large vessels, which are usually associated with storage. More 

support for an increase in large vessels used probably for storing during this period comes from 

the 2010 northern sector excavations at Vashtemi (Allen et al. 2014:111-113). Large amounts of 

very coarse, large ceramic vessels where encountered in this northern sector, which is dated 

around 6000 cal BC. This situation differed from the southern sector which contained many finer 

ceramics and it was dated between 6450-6300, indicating that storing foods became more 

important after the 8200 BP RCC event. 
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7.3 Discussion 

The analysis presented in this chapter provides a clearer picture on the intercommunity 

interaction histories within the study area. Based solely on ceramic type frequencies and 

anchored in a chronological structure, this analysis chronicles trends in intercommunity 

interaction during the establishment of Early Neolithic farming communities in the territory of 

modem-day Albania. The explanations introduced here are drawn from theoretically derived 

models, some formulated in the neutral theory of trait frequency change, and some others in 

various thoughts on how human behavior is expected to perform during times of climatic 

pressure. 

The initial goal of the analysis was to scrutinize the influence of evolutionary forces such 

as drift on the temporal changes in ceramic frequencies in these Early Neolithic settlements. 

According to Neiman's model, as time goes by, drift causes ceramic assemblages to differ more 

between each-other. However, this divergence is counterbalanced by an increase in 

intercommunity interaction, which causes the effective population to rise. As Neiman puts it: 

"distance and diversity are functions of the products of the same parameters : the effective 

population size and the intergroup-transmission rate" (1995 :25). 

The diversity-distance interplay observed in the SE Albania - W Albania lineage agrees 

completely with Neiman' s model. If drift is the major force in shaping variation, we would 

expect the trends in diversity scores and distance scores to inversely correlate with each other. 

This means that the neutrality model holds true for this group. In the case of this group, both 

measurements, diversity and distance, produce identical results for the temporal and spatial 

variation under the operation of drift and neutral innovation, just as Neiman's model predicts 

(1995:27). Thus, the results dictate the interpretation that inter-community transmission began at 
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low levels in the earlier phases of Early Neolithic; it rose sharply at the onset of the Adriatic 

Cultural Complex; drops again in the later phases of Early Neolithic; then it increases again at 

the beginning of the Middle Neolithic period. 

Diversity increases during the establishment of Konispol with a more even distribution of 

Impresso types in this assemblage. Changes in interaction during Konispol indicate that 

something happened around 6200-6100 BC, which fostered a more frequent communication 

among the Early Neolithic communities in Albania. The radiocarbon dates suggest for a short

lived but considerable change in interaction, triggered by something equally short and quite 

profound. This increase in interaction is noticed only during Konispol; not in Podgori, which 

chronologically came right before Konispol; and not even in Blaz, which came right after. 

Because all these three sites were contemporaneous at one point in time, this begs the question: 

why don 't we see a more gradual increase in interaction from Podgori to Konispol, and a more 

gradual decrease from Konispol to Blaz? We should expect this because Konispol needs to 

"interact" with other settlements to have assemblage characteristics that display high levels 

richness and evenness, as manifested by its diversity score. How do we explain the low diversity 

/ high distance scores of Podgori and Blaz? 

These questions provide new avenues for future research. A possible answer to the above 

question is that Podgori and Blaz could have been in the margins of an exchange network 

centered on Konispol in southwestern Albania (including also the nearby Sidari in Corfu, 

Greece). However, this means that we should expect to find more local settlements in the vicinity 

of Konispol, and along the river valleys connecting it with southeast Albania and Aegean 

Greece. 
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The local character of the forager-farmer encounters provides another intriguing 

component of the archaeological record arguing for a more cooperative attitude among these 

different communities in southwestern Albania (where Konispol is located). Most of the 

Albanian Mesolithic sites are found in this area (Gjipali 2006; Francis et al. 2009; Runnels et al. 

2004; Runnels et al. 2009). In addition, there are a few cases where Mesolithic and Early 

Neolithic cultural components are found together or in close proximity to each other. At Vlush 

from the mountainous Skrapar region, Mesolithic microliths are found together with fragile 

pottery bearing incised and impressed decorations (Ylli 1990). This mirrors the situation 

observed at Sidari as well (Sardinas 1969). In addition, recent explorations around the Narta 

Lagoon have yielded multiple sites containing both Mesolithic microliths and Early Neolithic 

pottery in close spatial proximity to each other (Ruka et al. 2014). 

Konispol itself has also been interpreted as a site of an acculturated Mesolithic culture, 

which adopted pottery and domesticates from nearby farming communities (Russell 1998; 

Harrold et al. 2016). Based on some level of continuity in lithic technology and mixed 

subsistence of wild and domesticated fauna, Russell (1998) suggests that Konispol presents a 

case where local hunting groups interacted for very long period of time with the neighboring 

farming communities, resulting in long periods of exchange and intermarriages. Leaving aside 

the interpretations for the origin of Konispol, the fact that we do have hints of interaction 

between local hunters and migrating farmers suggests that the success of the survival of the latter 

was partly due to their relationship with the former. It also provides support for Zvelebil ' s (1996) 

"moving frontier" model, which argues for a longer coexistence between the forager and farming 

communities, with a possible adoption of agricultural techniques and pottery by the former. This 

leads to a "mosaic ' of different relationships between the two groups, where in some cases we 
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see mainly a colonization process, and in some others, a piecemeal adoption ofNeolithic cultural 

traits by the local foragers , as it has been suggested for southeast Europe as well (Zvelebil and 

Lillie 2000; Tringham 2000) 

This study suggests that during the 8200 BP RCC Event, the Early Neolithic communities 

experimented with various intercommunity interaction configurations and different 

environmental niches, allowing for an augmented repertoire of coping mechanisms, including an 

overall increase in subsistence capabilities and environmental knowledge. Once equipped with 

such knowledge, these communities began exploring similar environmental settings along both 

sides of the Adriatic coasts, in Italy and Western Balkans. Contrary to previous accounts of 

climate change as the trigger of collapse, mass abandonments and mass migration (Weninger 

2006), this study suggests that climate change provided an opportunity for change for the 

communities affected by it. And that the mass colonization of the Adriatic occurred after these 

communities were equipped with the right tools ( and knowledge) to explore further. 
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CHAPTER 8. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

A large number of archaeological studies have attempted to provide explanations for the 

dynamic nature between human societies and environmental phenomena. Very often these 

explanations have relied on the social landscape of the groups under study. Understanding how 

intercommunity interaction intersects with environmental change has been one of the goals of 

this research as well. The first step of this study was the development of a fine-grained 

continuous chronology, followed by an analysis of the cultural traditions within the study area. 

The second set of analyses relied on the use of theoretical models, which were then coupled with 

the chronological structure developed during the first step, to investigate the trajectory of 

interaction intensities through space and time. The historical picture that arises from this research 

reveals oscillations in interactive intensities, beginning at low levels in the earlier phases of EN; 

rising sharply at the onset of the Adriatic Cultural Complex; dropping again in the later phases of 

EN; and then, increasing again at the beginning of the Middle Neolithic period. 

The sharp rise in interaction during the onset of the Adriatic Cultural Complex coincides 

with the 8200 BP Rapid Climate Change Event, suggesting that climate deterioration provided an 

opportunity for change for the communities affected by it. Interestingly enough, this increase in 

interaction between EN communities in SW Albania occurred in areas where Mesolithic hunter

gatherer groups were still present. Hints of interaction between local hunter-gatherers and 

migrating farmers suggests that the success of the survival of the latter was partly due to their 

relationship with the former. In conclusion, the geographical variability in SW Albania allowed 

the Early Neolithic communities to experiment with various intercommunity interaction 

configurations, different ecological niches and coping mechanisms, including an overall increase 

in subsistence capabilities and environmental knowledge. 
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Impressed pottery makes its initial appearance for the first time in the Levant, the 

supposed origin of Pottery Neolithic for Eastern Mediterranean, occurring immediately after the 

development ofmonochrome pottery (Balossi and Frangipane 2002). After that impressed 

pottery appears in many locations in Anatolia. There it displays an interesting distribution of 

sites, where there are exclusively impression-decorated pottery areas and other areas with 

exclusively paint-decorated pottery. Even more fascinating is the fact that impressed pottery has 

been encountered mainly near the littoral areas of Turkey, such as along the southern Anatolian 

coast, the Lake District, the Central-West Anatolian coast, and near the Marmara Sea, offering 

support to the idea that impressed pottery was mainly a littoral phenomenon. 

The earliest dates for sites containing assemblages with impressed pottery in Greece are 

in the northwestern Aegean coast, at the eastern edge of Greek Macedonia. EN sites with very 

early dates for impressed pottery is Nea Nikomedeia, dated circa 6450 cal. BC (Reingruber and 

Thissen 2005), and Mavropigi, dated also circa 6450 cal. BC (Karamitrou-Mentessidi et al. 

2013). Impressed pottery enters Thessaly at the end of the EN period (the beginning of the 

Sesklo Phase), beginning first in the northwestern edge of the Thesalian Plain, which implies a 

northern or western origin. More important for this research is the lack of earlier dates for EN 

sites along the Ionian coast of Greece, supporting the conclusion that the Adriatic Impressed 

Pottery Complex originates from the NE Aegean settlements. 

Albania presents an important area for understanding both, the inception of the Adriatic 

Impressed Pottery Complex, and its relationship with the neighboring complexes (Staryevo-Cris 

in central Balkans, and Thessalian Sesklo ). Chapter 3 provides in more detail a synthesis of 

Albania's EN settlement history. All three major aforementioned cultural complexes are 

represented in the archaeological record of Albanian EN. Vashtemi and Podgori, in the Korya 
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Plateau (SE Albania), exhibit similarities with the Thessalian and Macedonian EN sites. The 

sites from the large coastal Western Albanian Plain, such as Konispol, Blaz and Katundas, have 

been designated as constituents of the Adriatic Impressed Pottery Complex. Whereas Kolsh, 

Burim, Cetush, and Rajce in NE Albania, bear similarities with the Staryevo-Cris Cultural 

Complex. 

The seriation analyses presented in Chapter 6 resulted in a wealth of information 

regarding the distribution of cultural lineages across space and time. Correspondence analysis 

managed to capture a spatial component of the impressed pottery variation, resulting in the 

creation of geographical clusters as well as a linear chronological arrangement of the settlements. 

The correspondence analysis plot of the assemblages positioned Vashtemi and Podgori at the 

beginning of the chronological timeline, followed by a western Albanian cluster with Konispol, 

Blaz, Cakran and Katundas. At the end of the chronological arrangement were the settlements of 

Rajce, Bary and Burim, all located along the river valleys of eastern Albania. These three clusters 

mirror the three major cultural complexes of EN Albania, specifically: the Thessalian/Aegean 

EN (Vashtemi and Podgori); the Adriatic Impressed Pottery Complex (Konispol, Blaz, Katundas 

and Cakran); and the Staryevo/Central Balkans Cultural Complex (Rajce, Burim and Bary). 

In addition, specific Impresso decorative types contributed to the creation of the three 

aforementioned clusters. The Vashtemi and Podgori group differed from the other two groups in 

the relatively large amount of tool-made impressed pottery in their assemblages. Whereas the 

Adriatic Complex assemblages had an overwhelmingly large amount of the four-finger 

impressed decoration variety. This contrasted the Staryevo sites where the thumb-and-index 

decorative types contributed the most to their assemblage variation. Future work should focus in 

determining whether this is true for other assemblages containing Impressed Pottery, especially 
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in areas where Adriatic and Staryevo cultural groups are found in vicinity of each other, such as 

in Bosnia or Croatia. 

The IDSS analysis provided supplementary information on the cultural traditions that 

were initially noted with correspondence analysis. Equipped with a network-like diagram output, 

and using both, unimodality and continuity principles of seriation, IDSS delivered a tree-like 

chronological configuration, where specific cultural lineages were shown as interconnected 

branches in the same graphic space. The diagram shows a continuous linear arrangement for 

most of sites established in the earlier parts of EN period, explicitly as Vashtemi - Podgori -

Konispol - Blaz. After Blaz, and consistent with the correspondence analysis seriation, the 

diagram splits the following settlements into two groups : a western group (Katundas and 

Cakran); and an eastern group (Rajce, Bary, and Burim). However, correspondence analysis was 

not able to capture the second branching episode starting at the Rajce assemblage, separating 

Burim from Bary. 

An important result of the chronological analysis in Chapter 6 is the clear consecutive 

ordering of the major cultural complexes' appearances into the study area. Previous scholars 

have placed a paramount importance to the EN Adriatic Impresso Complex as the source of 

impressed pottery for all the settlements of this period in Albania (Prendi 1982; Prendi and 

Andrea 1981). However, a different picture emerges from the results of the correspondence 

analysis and IDSS. Impressed Pottery begins in SE Albania with the settlements ofVashtemi and 

Podgori and after that moves into the Adriatic coast, starting with Konispol first, followed by 

Blaz immediately after. The results of this study reveal that this particular kind of pottery 

decoration comes into Albania not from the Adriatic or Ionian coast, as it has always been 

assumed, but from the east, the northern Aegean Coast, through the Pindus Mountain range. A 
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recent genetic study finds support for an Aegean origin for the Western Mediterranean Neolithic 

population as well (Veeramah et al. 2016). 

Equipped with Neiman' s theoretical model (introduced in Chapter 4), the analyses 

employed in Chapter 7 allowed for the investigation of additional questions regarding the 

intercommunity interactions during the EN in Albania. These analyses relied on two related 

measures of intercommunity interactions : within-assemblage diversity and between-assemblage 

distance. Neiman' s (1995) model suggests that for neutral variation diversity and distance should 

be negatively correlated. If that 's the case, then the key force shaping the variation is drift, which 

means that the variation is not under any other selective process, such as transmission biases, or 

other cultural phenomena. The results of the analyses show fluctuations of both diversity and 

distance scores throughout the chronological timeline. In most of the consecutive intervals, 

diversity correlated negatively with distance, indicating that drift was the major force influencing 

the decorative variation. There was however, a departure from this model at the Blaz - Rajce 

interval, which required explanation. In addition, a curious sharp peak in diversity ( and trough in 

distance) at Konispol, which is indicative of an increase in interaction, also required 

explanations. 

According to Neiman's model, Konispol 's high diversity- low distance situation 

indicates that during this time, the Early Neolithic community structure consists of well

connected settlements, where their individuals are frequently learning from each other (Neiman 

1995:26). This peak in interaction coincides with climatic deterioration episodes related to the 

8200 BP RCC Event. Ethnographic and archaeological case studies have argued that during 

periods ofhardship, intercommunity interactions take the form of social networks, offering 

various groups living in diverse environments the possibility to share, a risk minimization 
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response called also "social storage" (O 'Shea 1989; Rowley-Conwy and Zvelebil 1989; 

Nieuwenhuyse et al. 2016). 

A possible explanation for the departure from Neiman' s model at the Blaz -Rajce time 

interval is the effect of the introduction of new varieties of pottery decorations by new, culturally 

different, external groups. Rajce and Burim represent the two southernmost EN settlements of 

the Central Balkans ' Staryevo Cultural Complex, which brought about an overall diminishing 

importance of Impresso as a type of decoration in light of the introduction of the Barbotine 

variety. The concomitant drop of diversity and distance at Rajce is probably another case of a 

"similarity transmission bias" (Boyd and Richerson 1985), representing the separation of the 

Adriatic and Staryevo communities into two distinct group identities. 

The overall story of intercommunity interactions can be summarized as following. Very 

few settlements existed in the Early Neolithic landscape of Albania between 6500-6200 BC. This 

is supported by the relatively low diversity scores for Vashtemi and Podgori. A peak is reached 

in diversity during the establishment ofKonispol around 6170-6150 BC, explained by an 

increased level of interaction resulting probably as a way to cope with the outcome of the 8200 

BP RCC Event. The plunge in diversity coupled with an increase in inter-assemblage distance 

during the Konispol - Blaz interval is explained by the fragmentation of the existing 

communities and their subsequent dissemination across the landscape as a result of climate 

amelioration after 6100 BC. This latter explanation has support in the archaeological record 

exemplified by the sudden increase in numbers of settlements on both sides the Adriatic, in Italy 

and Dalmatia. Some time before 6000 BC, the Staryevo Complex makes a late entrance in NE 

Albania introducing new decorative variants in the repertoire, which led to the diminishing of 

Impressed decoration in the ceramic assemblages. This is supported by the observed 
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simultaneous further dropping of both the diversity score and the inter-assemblage distances 

during the interval Blaz - Rajce. This time interval was a period ofregionalization, which 

brought about the three major cultural complexes in Albania. 

The process ofneolithization has been a contested and well researched topic among 

scholars of European prehistory. An important reason for this interest is the association of this 

process with other contested issues in social sciences and current affairs - colonization and 

climate change. In the last decades, a great number of genetic studies have simultaneously 

elucidated and befuddled the understanding of the multilayered history of this continent. Despite 

the advances in genetics, archaeology has still an important role in pushing this understanding 

forward. Indeed, the results of this study have shown that even with simple data derived from 

cultural attributes such as ceramic decorations can deliver imperative insights on how people 

move across landscapes and interact with each other. The insights resulting from studying 

cultural and environmental change in prehistoric populations offer tremendous possibilities in 

providing answers to significant questions regarding issues that the world faces today. 

The final point of this study emphasizes the importance of legacy data and old collections 

in archaeological research. Although many of the excavation reports and collection datasets used 

here are decades old, they embody the meticulous and systematic work conducted by a 

generation of archaeologists who lacked the modem equipment used today in archaeological 

fieldwork. These legacy data contain a wealth of information to elicit future investigations. 

Furthermore, they provide an opportunity to re-examine and re-interpret the inferences drawn by 

their collectors through the use of contemporary methods and technologies. It is especially 

important to study and make use of the legacy data considering that the painstaking work that 

was spent in these excavations can never be reproduce. 
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Appendix A: Master Database with Image Identifications and Classification 

The master database spreadsheet contains the complete list of ceramic sherds used in this 

study. Each sherd is accompanied with a representative image ID (most sherds have more than 

one photo). During the classification process, each sherd was categorized in three hierarchical 

classes named Level 1, Level 2, and Level 3. Only Level 2 and Level 3 were used in this study. 

This table was used to produce the count data tables introduced in Chapter 6, specifically Table 

6.2 and Table 6.3. The raw data tabulated in this appendix can be used to perform other novel 

statistical analyses that were not utilized in this study. The table can be used as is; however, if the 

readers are interested in the images of the various sherds used here, they are listed in Appendix 

D, which is a catalogue of the photos organized by sites. 

Podgori 

Photo ID Sherd ID Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 

IMG_0855 PORl tool comb comb 

IMG_1246 P3156 tool comb comb 

IMG_2248 P16 tool comb comb 

IMG 1100 P2A19 tool comb comb 

IMG_1107 P2A23 tool comb comb 

IMG_2118 P41307 tool dull wet clay 

IMG_2365 P64 tool dull dry clay 

IMG_0790 PMG49 tool dull wet clay 

IMG 0794 PMG53 tool dull wet clay 

IMG_0795 PMG54 tool dull dry clay 

IMG_0799 PMG58 tool dull dry clay 

IMG_0816 PMG75 tool dull wet clay 

IMG_0821 PMG80 tool dull dry clay 

IMG 0830 PMG89 tool dull wet clay 

IMG 0831 PMG90 tool dull wet clay 

IMG_0839 PMG98 tool dull dry clay 

IMG_0840 PMG99 tool dull dry clay 

IMG_0841 PMGl00 tool dull wet clay 
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Podgori 

Photo ID Sherd ID Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 

IMG_0845 PMG104 tool dull wet clay 

IMG 0849 PMG108 tool dull wet clay 

IMG 0869 P2I4 finger four fingers fingertip 

IMG_0876 P2I11 tool dull wet clay 

IMG_0904 P2I31 tool dull dry clay 

IMG_0921 P2I40 tool dull dry clay 

IMG_0924 P2I42 tool dull dry clay 

IMG 0943 P2I52 finger four fingers fingertip 

IMG_0951 P2I56 finger four fingers fingertip 

IMG_0965 P2I63 tool dull dry clay 

IMG_0973 P2I67 tool dull wet clay 

IMG_1007 P2I84 tool dull wet clay 

IMG 1132 PSO8 tool dull wet clay 

IMG_1138 P3I1 tool dull wet clay 

IMG_1156 P3I10 finger four fingers fingertip 

IMG_1168 P3I16 tool dull wet clay 

IMG_1172 P3I18 tool dull wet clay 

IMG 1180 P3I22 tool dull wet clay 

IMG 1184 P3I24 tool dull dry clay 

IMG_1186 P3I25 tool dull wet clay 

IMG_1196 P3I30 tool dull wet clay 

IMG_1209 P3I37 tool dull wet clay 

IMG_1216 P3I41 tool dull wet clay 

IMG 1239 P3I52 tool dull dry clay 

IMG_1244 P3I55 tool dull wet clay 

IMG_1253 P3I59 tool dull wet clay 

IMG_1260 P3I62 tool dull dry clay 

IMG_1295 P3I76 tool dull wet clay 

IMG 1320 P3I86 tool dull wet clay 

IMG_1333 P3I93 tool dull wet clay 

IMG_1335 P3I94 tool dull dry clay 

IMG_1354 P3I101 tool dull dry clay 

IMG_1414 P4I19 tool dull dry clay 

IMG 1421 P4I22 tool dull dry clay 

IMG 1439 P4I30 tool dull dry clay 

IMG_1535 P4I73 tool dull wet clay 

IMG_1549 P4I77 tool dull wet clay 
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Podgori 

Photo ID Sherd ID Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 

IMG_1562 P4I82 tool dull wet clay 

IMG 1578 P4I88 tool dull wet clay 

IMG 1595 P4I96 tool dull dry clay 

IMG_1687 P4I124 tool dull wet clay 

IMG_1769 P4I155 tool dull dry clay 

IMG_1804 P4I168 tool dull wet clay 

IMG_1816 P4I173 tool dull wet clay 

IMG 1841 P4I182 finger four fingers fingertip 

IMG_1872 P4I195 finger four fingers fingertip 

IMG_1906 P4I210 tool dull wet clay 

IMG_1932 P4I221 tool dull wet clay 

IMG_1938 P4I224 tool dull dry clay 

IMG 1968 P4I239 tool dull wet clay 

IMG_1982 P4I246 tool dull dry clay 

IMG_1986 P4I249 tool dull wet clay 

IMG_1988 P4I250 tool dull wet clay 

IMG_2042 P4I275 tool dull dry clay 

IMG 2072 P4I286 tool dull wet clay 

IMG 2082 P4I290 tool dull dry clay 

IMG_2154 P4I325 tool dull wet clay 

IMG_2222 P6 tool dull wet clay 

IMG_2235 Pll tool dull wet clay 

IMG_2259 P21 tool dull wet clay 

IMG 2278 P29 tool dull dry clay 

IMG_2281 P30 tool dull dry clay 

IMG_2329 P48 tool dull wet clay 

IMG_2331 P49 tool dull dry clay 

IMG_2335 P51 tool dull dry clay 

IMG 2379 P70 tool dull wet clay 

IMG_2400 PFP4 finger four fingers fingertip 

IMG_2403 PFP5 finger four fingers fingertip 

IMG_2413 PFP8 finger four fingers fingertip 

IMG_0728 PMG3 tool dull dry clay 

IMG 0736 PMG7 tool dull wet clay 

IMG 0739 PMG8 tool dull wet clay 

IMG_0745 PMG12 tool dull dry clay 

IMG_0769 PMG28 tool dull wet clay 
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Podgori 

Photo ID Sherd ID Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 

IMG_0776 PMG35 tool dull dry clay 

IMG 1118 PSOl tool dull dry clay 

IMG 1127 PSOS tool dull dry clay 

IMG_1130 PSO7 tool dull dry clay 

IMG_2212 Pl tool dull wet clay 

IMG_0731 PMG4 tool dull wet clay 

IMG_0741 PMG9 tool dull wet clay 

IMG 0742 PMGl0 tool dull dry clay 

IMG_0760 PMG20 tool dull dry clay 

IMG_0778 PMG37 tool dull wet clay 

IMG_0782 PMG41 tool dull wet clay 

IMG_0802 PMG61 tool dull dry clay 

IMG 0807 PMG66 tool dull dry clay 

IMG_0811 PMG70 tool dull wet clay 

IMG_0815 PMG74 tool dull dry clay 

IMG_0829 PMG88 tool dull dry clay 

IMG_0870 P215 tool dull dry clay 

IMG 0934 P2147 tool dull dry clay 

IMG 0961 P2161 tool dull wet clay 

IMG_1012 P2187 tool dull dry clay 

IMG_1025 P2194 tool dull wet clay 

IMG_1039 P21101 tool dull wet clay 

IMG_1080 P2A7 tool dull dry clay 

IMG 1113 P2A28 tool dull dry clay 

IMG_1134 PSO9 tool dull wet clay 

IMG_1154 P319 tool dull dry clay 

IMG_1190 P3127 tool dull wet clay 

IMG_1198 P3131 tool dull dry clay 

IMG 1227 P3146 tool dull wet clay 

IMG_1242 P3154 tool dull wet clay 

IMG_1297 P3177 tool dull wet clay 

IMG_1305 P3180 tool dull dry clay 

IMG_1328 P3190 tool dull wet clay 

IMG 1331 P3192 tool dull wet clay 

IMG 1340 P3196 tool dull wet clay 

IMG_1366 P31106 tool dull wet clay 

IMG_1425 P4124 tool dull wet clay 
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IMG_1453 P4I37 tool dull wet clay 

IMG 1482 P4I52 tool dull wet clay 

IMG 1523 P4I68 tool dull wet clay 

IMG_1533 P4I72 tool dull dry clay 

IMG_1566 P4I83 tool dull wet clay 

IMG_1575 P4I87 tool dull dry clay 

IMG_1603 P4I99 tool dull dry clay 

IMG 1674 P4I120 tool dull wet clay 

IMG_1730 P4I139 tool dull wet clay 

IMG_1739 P4I143 tool dull dry clay 

IMG_1753 P4I148 tool dull dry clay 

IMG_1766 P4I154 tool dull wet clay 

IMG 1792 P4I163 tool dull wet clay 

IMG_1821 P4I175 tool dull wet clay 

IMG_1833 P4I179 tool dull wet clay 

IMG_1852 P4I186 tool dull dry clay 

IMG_1883 P4I199 tool dull wet clay 

IMG 1954 P4I232 tool dull wet clay 

IMG 2148 P4I322 tool dull wet clay 

IMG_2162 P4I329 tool dull wet clay 

IMG_2204 P4I346 tool dull wet clay 

IMG_2227 P8 tool dull wet clay 

IMG_2232 Pl0 tool dull wet clay 

IMG 2296 P36 tool dull wet clay 

IMG_0724 PMGl finger four fingers fingertip 

IMG_0733 PMG5 finger four fingers nail 

IMG_0735 PMG6 finger four fingers fingertip 

IMG_0744 PMGll finger four fingers nail 

IMG 0748 PMG14 finger four fingers fingertip 

IMG_0750 PMG15 finger four fingers fingertip 

IMG_0752 PMG16 finger four fingers fingertip 

IMG_0775 PMG34 finger four fingers nail 

IMG_0777 PMG36 finger four fingers fingertip 

IMG 0788 PMG47 finger four fingers fingertip 

IMG 0791 PMG50 finger four fingers fingertip 

IMG_0798 PMG57 finger four fingers fingertip 

IMG_0801 PMG60 finger four fingers nail 
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IMG_0865 P2I1 finger four fingers nail 

IMG 0902 P2I30 finger four fingers nail 

IMG 0913 P2I36 finger four fingers nail 

IMG_1102 P2A20 finger four fingers nail 

IMG_1152 P3I8 finger four fingers nail 

IMG_1255 P3I60 finger four fingers nail 

IMG_1397 P4I12 finger four fingers fingertip 

IMG 1466 P4I44 finger four fingers nail 

IMG_1541 P4I75 finger four fingers nail 

IMG_1586 P4I92 finger four fingers nail 

IMG_1732 P4I140 finger four fingers nail 

IMG_1940 P4I226 finger four fingers nail 

IMG 1990 P4I251 finger four fingers nail 

IMG_2045 P4I276 finger four fingers nail 

IMG_2139 P4I317 finger four fingers nail 

IMG_2174 P4I334 finger four fingers nail 

IMG_2315 P42 finger four fingers nail 

IMG 0890 P2I22 tool incised lines 

IMG 1357 P3I102 tool incised lines 

IMG_1460 P4I41 tool incised lines 

IMG_1574 P4I86 tool incised lines 

IMG_2266 P24 tool incised lines 

IMG_1551 P4I78 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG 1654 P4I115 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG_0774 PMG33 tool pointy curvilinear 

IMG_0787 PMG46 tool pointy curvilinear 

IMG_0819 PMG78 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG_0828 PMG87 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG 0836 PMG95 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG_0842 PMG101 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG_0843 PMG102 tool pointy curvilinear 

IMG_0847 PMG106 tool pointy curvilinear 

IMG_0857 POR2 tool pointy curvilinear 

IMG 0860 POR3 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG 0862 POR4 tool pointy curvilinear 

IMG_0866 P2I2 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG_0868 P2I3 tool pointy rectilinear 
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IMG_0871 P216 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG 0872 P217 tool pointy curvilinear 

IMG 0874 P219 tool pointy point 

IMG_0878 P2112 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG_0879 P2113 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG_0881 P2115 tool pointy point 

IMG_0884 P2117 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG 0886 P2118 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG_0887 P2119 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG_0889 P2121 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG_0891 P2123 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG_0895 P2125 tool pointy point 

IMG 0897 P2127 tool pointy curvilinear 

IMG_0899 P2128 tool pointy curvilinear 

IMG_0900 P2129 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG_0905 P2132 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG_0906 P2133 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG 0908 P2134 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG 0911 P2135 tool pointy curvilinear 

IMG_0917 P2138 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG_0922 P2141 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG_0926 P2143 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG_0928 P2144 tool pointy curvilinear 

IMG 0930 P2145 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG_0932 P2146 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG_0935 P2148 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG_0937 P2149 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG_0939 P2150 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG 0941 P2151 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG_0945 P2153 tool pointy curvilinear 

IMG_0947 P2154 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG_0949 P2155 tool pointy curvilinear 

IMG_0953 P2157 tool pointy curvilinear 

IMG 0955 P2158 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG 0957 P2159 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG_0959 P2160 tool pointy curvilinear 

IMG_0963 P2162 tool pointy curvilinear 
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IMG_0967 P2I64 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG 0969 P2I65 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG 0971 P2I66 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG_0975 P2I68 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG_0977 P2I69 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG_0979 P2I70 tool pointy curvilinear 

IMG_0981 P2I71 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG 0983 P2I72 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG_0985 P2I73 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG_0988 P2I75 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG_0989 P2I76 tool pointy curvilinear 

IMG_0990 P2I77 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG 0992 P2I78 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG_0998 P2I80 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG_1001 P2I81 tool pointy curvilinear 

IMG_1003 P2I82 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG_1009 P2I85 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG 1011 P2I86 tool pointy curvilinear 

IMG 1014 P2I89 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG_1016 P2I90 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG_1018 P2I91 tool pointy curvilinear 

IMG_1022 P2I93 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG_1027 P2I95 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG 1029 P2I96 tool pointy curvilinear 

IMG_1033 P2I98 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG_1035 P2I99 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG_1037 P2I100 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG_1041 P2I102 tool pointy point 

IMG 1043 P2I103 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG_1045 P2I104 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG_1047 P2I105 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG_1051 P2I107 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG_1054 P2I108 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG 1056 P2I109 tool pointy curvilinear 

IMG 1058 P2I110 tool pointy curvilinear 

IMG_1062 P2I112 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG_1064 P2I113 tool pointy curvilinear 
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IMG_1068 P2Al tool pointy point 

IMG 1070 P2A2 tool pointy curvilinear 

IMG 1076 P2AS tool pointy point 

IMG_1082 P2A8 tool pointy curvilinear 

IMG_1083 P2A9 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG_1084 P2A10 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG_1087 P2A12 tool pointy curvilinear 

IMG 1088 P2A13 tool pointy curvilinear 

IMG_1090 P2A14 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG_1092 P2A15 tool pointy curvilinear 

IMG_1094 P2A16 tool pointy curvilinear 

IMG_1096 P2A17 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG 1098 P2A18 tool pointy curvilinear 

IMG_1104 P2A21 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG_1105 P2A22 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG_1110 P2A25 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG_llll P2A26 tool pointy curvilinear 

IMG 1112 P2A27 tool pointy curvilinear 

IMG 1115 P2A29 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG_1120 PSO2 tool pointy curvilinear 

IMG_1124 PSO3 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG_1135 PSOl0 tool pointy curvilinear 

IMG_1140 P3I2 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG 1142 P3I3 tool pointy point 

IMG_1144 P3I4 tool pointy curvilinear 

IMG_1146 P3I5 tool pointy curvilinear 

IMG_1148 P3I6 tool pointy curvilinear 

IMG_1158 P3I11 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG 1164 P3I14 tool pointy curvilinear 

IMG_1166 P3I15 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG_1170 P3I17 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG_1174 P3I19 tool pointy curvilinear 

IMG_1178 P3I21 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG 1182 P3I23 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG 1192 P3I28 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG_1194 P3I29 tool pointy point 

IMG_1204 P3I34 tool pointy curvilinear 
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IMG_1206 P3I35 tool pointy curvilinear 

IMG 1208 P3I36 tool pointy point 

IMG 1210 P3I38 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG_1212 P3I39 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG_1218 P3I42 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG_1223 P3I44 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG_1225 P3I45 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG 1229 P3I47 tool pointy curvilinear 

IMG_1231 P3I48 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG_1233 P3I49 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG_1235 P3I50 tool pointy curvilinear 

IMG_1237 P3I51 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG 1240 P3I53 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG_1247 P3I57 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG_1258 P3I61 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG_1262 P3I63 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG_1263 P3I64 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG 1265 P3I65 tool pointy point 

IMG 1267 P3I66 tool pointy curvilinear 

IMG_1272 P3I67 tool pointy curvilinear 

IMG_1275 P3I68 tool pointy curvilinear 

IMG_1278 P3I69 tool pointy point 

IMG_1282 P3I70 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG 1284 P3I71 tool pointy point 

IMG_1287 P3I73 tool pointy curvilinear 

IMG_1290 P3I74 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG_1299 P3I78 tool pointy point 

IMG_1301 P3I79 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG 1306 P3I81 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG_1308 P3I82 tool pointy curvilinear 

IMG_1310 P3I83 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG_1324 P3I88 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG_1326 P3I89 tool pointy curvilinear 

IMG 1337 P3I95 tool pointy curvilinear 

IMG 1343 P3I97 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG_1347 P3I99 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG_1352 P3I100 tool pointy curvilinear 
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IMG_1358 P3I103 tool pointy curvilinear 

IMG 1363 P3I105 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG 1369 P4I1 tool pointy curvilinear 

IMG_1371 P4I2 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG_1377 P4I4 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG_1381 P4I6 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG_1386 P4I8 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG 1389 P4I9 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG_1392 P4I10 tool pointy curvilinear 

IMG_1400 P4I14 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG_1403 P4I15 tool pointy curvilinear 

IMG_1406 P4I16 tool pointy curvilinear 

IMG 1408 P4I17 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG_1411 P4I18 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG_1417 P4I20 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG_1419 P4I21 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG_1423 P4I23 tool pointy curvilinear 

IMG 1427 P4I25 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG 1430 P4I26 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG_1432 P4I27 tool pointy point 

IMG_1434 P4I28 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG_1441 P4I31 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG_1445 P4I33 tool pointy point 

IMG 1447 P4I34 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG_1449 P4I35 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG_1451 P4I36 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG_1462 P4I42 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG_1464 P4I43 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG 1468 P4I45 tool pointy curvilinear 

IMG_1472 P4I47 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG_1474 P4I48 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG_1476 P4I49 tool pointy curvilinear 

IMG_1478 P4I50 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG 1479 P4I51 tool pointy curvilinear 

IMG 1484 P4I53 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG_1487 P4I54 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG_1490 P4I55 tool pointy rectilinear 
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IMG_1500 P4I59 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG 1504 P4I61 tool pointy point 

IMG 1507 P4I62 tool pointy curvilinear 

IMG_1509 P4I63 tool pointy point 

IMG_1511 P4I64 tool pointy curvilinear 

IMG_1515 P4I65 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG_1520 P4I67 tool pointy point 

IMG 1528 P4I70 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG_1531 P4I71 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG_1537 P4I74 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG_1545 P4I76 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG_1561 P4I81 tool pointy point 

IMG 1567 P4I84 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG_1572 P4I85 tool pointy curvilinear 

IMG_1590 P4I94 tool pointy point 

IMG_1591 P4I95 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG_1597 P4I97 tool pointy curvilinear 

IMG 1605 P4I100 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG 1609 P4I102 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG_1613 P4I103 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG_1621 P4I105 tool pointy point 

IMG_1627 P4I107 tool pointy curvilinear 

IMG_1629 P4I108 tool pointy point 

IMG 1632 P4I109 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG_1636 P4I110 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG_1639 P4I111 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG_1642 P4I112 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG_1646 P4I113 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG 1650 P4I114 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG_1667 P4I118 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG_1670 P4I119 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG_1677 P4I121 tool pointy curvilinear 

IMG_1681 P4I122 tool pointy point 

IMG 1684 P4I123 tool pointy point 

IMG 1689 P4I126 tool pointy curvilinear 

IMG_1695 P4I128 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG_1698 P4I129 tool pointy rectilinear 
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IMG_1701 P4I130 tool pointy point 

IMG 1702 P4I131 tool pointy point 

IMG 1707 P4I132 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG_1711 P4I133 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG_1714 P4I134 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG_1716 P4I135 tool pointy curvilinear 

IMG_1720 P4I136 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG 1723 P4I137 tool pointy point 

IMG_1726 P4I138 tool pointy point 

IMG_1733 P4I141 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG_1744 P4I145 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG_1747 P4I146 tool pointy point 

IMG 1750 P4I147 tool pointy point 

IMG_1755 P4I149 tool pointy point 

IMG_1757 P4I151 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG_1764 P4I153 tool pointy point 

IMG_1772 P4I156 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG 1775 P4I157 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG 1778 P4I158 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG_1781 P4I159 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG_1784 P4I160 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG_1787 P4I161 tool pointy point 

IMG_1789 P4I162 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG 1795 P4I164 tool pointy curvilinear 

IMG_1798 P4I166 tool pointy curvilinear 

IMG_1801 P4I167 tool pointy point 

IMG_1818 P4I174 tool pointy point 

IMG_1824 P4I176 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG 1827 P4I177 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG_1830 P4I178 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG_1836 P4I180 tool pointy point 

IMG_1843 P4I183 tool pointy curvilinear 

IMG_1846 P4I184 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG 1850 P4I185 tool pointy point 

IMG 1854 P4I187 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG_1860 P4I190 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG_1864 P4I192 tool pointy curvilinear 
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IMG_1867 P4I193 tool pointy curvilinear 

IMG 1875 P4I196 tool pointy curvilinear 

IMG 1878 P4I197 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG_1881 P4I198 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG_1886 P4I200 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG_1888 P4I201 tool pointy point 

IMG_1890 P4I202 tool pointy curvilinear 

IMG 1891 P4I203 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG_1893 P4I204 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG_1895 P4I205 tool pointy curvilinear 

IMG_1898 P4I206 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG_1900 P4I207 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG 1903 P4I208 tool pointy curvilinear 

IMG_1908 P4I211 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG_1910 P4I212 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG_1923 P4I217 tool pointy curvilinear 

IMG_1934 P4I222 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG 1936 P4I223 tool pointy point 

IMG 1942 P4I227 tool pointy curvilinear 

IMG_1947 P4I229 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG_1951 P4I231 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG_1961 P4I236 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG_1964 P4I237 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG 1966 P4I238 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG_1972 P4I241 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG_1976 P4I243 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG_1977 P4I244 tool pointy curvilinear 

IMG_1980 P4I245 tool pointy curvilinear 

IMG 1984 P4I248 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG_1994 P4I253 tool pointy point 

IMG_1999 P4I255 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG_2002 P4I256 tool pointy curvilinear 

IMG_2004 P4I257 tool pointy curvilinear 

IMG 2007 P4I258 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG 2013 P4I261 tool pointy point 

IMG_2015 P4I262 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG_2017 P4I263 tool pointy curvilinear 
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IMG_2019 P4I264 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG 2021 P4I265 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG 2024 P4I266 tool pointy curvilinear 

IMG_2034 P4I271 tool pointy curvilinear 

IMG_2036 P4I272 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG_2038 P4I273 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG_2040 P4I274 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG 2048 P4I277 tool pointy point 

IMG_2051 P4I278 tool pointy curvilinear 

IMG_2055 P4I280 tool pointy curvilinear 

IMG_2058 P4I281 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG_2062 P4I283 tool pointy curvilinear 

IMG 2068 P4I285 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG_2077 P4I288 tool pointy curvilinear 

IMG_2093 P4I295 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG_2096 P4I297 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG_2100 P4I299 tool pointy curvilinear 

IMG 2105 P4I302 tool pointy curvilinear 

IMG 2108 P4I303 tool pointy curvilinear 

IMG_2111 P4I304 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG_2113 P4I305 tool pointy curvilinear 

IMG_2116 P4I306 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG_2120 P4I308 tool pointy curvilinear 

IMG 2125 P4I310 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG_2129 P4I312 tool pointy curvilinear 

IMG_2133 P4I314 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG_2140 P4I318 tool pointy curvilinear 

IMG_2142 P4I319 tool pointy curvilinear 

IMG 2144 P4I320 tool pointy curvilinear 

IMG_2150 P4I323 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG_2152 P4I324 tool pointy point 

IMG_2156 P4I326 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG_2158 P4I327 tool pointy curvilinear 

IMG 2160 P4I328 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG 2164 P4I330 tool pointy curvilinear 

IMG_2167 P4I331 tool pointy curvilinear 

IMG_2169 P4I332 tool pointy rectilinear 
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IMG_2178 P4I336 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG 2180 P4I337 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG 2182 P4I338 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG_2184 P4I339 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG_2186 P4I340 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG_2190 P4I341 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG_2193 P4I342 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG 2196 P4I343 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG_2198 P4I344 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG_2202 P4I345 tool pointy point 

IMG_2208 P4I348 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG_2214 P2 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG 2217 P3 tool pointy curvilinear 

IMG_2220 PS tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG_2224 P7 tool pointy rectilinear 
pgIMG_2230 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG_2237 P12 tool pointy curvilinear 

IMG 2239 P13 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG 2242 P14 tool pointy curvilinear 

IMG_2244 PlS tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG_2250 P17 tool pointy point 

IMG_2252 P18 tool pointy curvilinear 

IMG_2263 P23 tool pointy curvilinear 

IMG 2267 P25 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG_2269 P26 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG_2272 P27 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG_2290 P34 tool pointy curvilinear 

IMG_2293 P35 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG 2299 P37 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG_2303 P38 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG_2307 P39 tool pointy point 

IMG_2310 P40 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG_2312 P41 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG 2317 P43 tool pointy curvilinear 

IMG 2324 P46 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG_2337 P52 tool pointy curvilinear 

IMG_2339 P53 tool pointy curvilinear 
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IMG_2343 PSS tool pointy point 

IMG 2345 P56 tool pointy curvilinear 

IMG 2347 P57 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG_2350 P58 tool pointy curvilinear 

IMG_2354 P60 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG_2357 P61 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG_2360 P62 tool pointy point 

IMG 2362 P63 tool pointy curvilinear 

IMG_2368 P65 tool pointy curvilinear 

IMG_2370 P66 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG_2383 P72 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG_2388 PFPl tool pointy curvilinear 

IMG 2392 PFP2 tool pointy curvilinear 

IMG_2396 PFP3 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG_2406 PFP6 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG_2410 PFP7 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG_1129 PSO6 tool pointy curvilinear 

IMG 1944 P4I228 tool scar scar 

IMG 1992 P4I252 tool scar scar 

IMG_0873 P2I8 tool scar scar 

IMG_1150 P3I7 tool scar scar 

IMG_1160 P3I12 tool scar scar 

IMG_1176 P3I20 tool scar scar 

IMG 1188 P3I26 tool scar scar 

IMG_1200 P3I32 tool scar scar 

IMG_1215 P3I40 tool scar scar 

IMG_1220 P3I43 tool scar scar 

IMG_1248 P3I58 tool scar scar 

IMG 1315 P3I84 tool scar scar 

IMG_1318 P3I85 tool scar scar 

IMG_1322 P3I87 tool scar scar 

IMG_1330 P3I91 tool scar scar 

IMG_1345 P3I98 tool scar scar 

IMG 1360 P3I104 tool scar scar 

IMG 1379 P4I5 tool scar scar 

IMG_1395 P4I11 tool scar scar 

IMG_1437 P4I29 tool scar scar 
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Podgori 

Photo ID Sherd ID Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 

IMG_1492 P4I56 tool scar scar 

IMG 1494 P4I57 tool scar scar 

IMG 1517 P4I66 tool scar scar 

IMG_1556 P4I79 tool scar scar 

IMG_2381 P71 tool scar scar 

IMG_2322 P45 tool shell shell 

IMG_1162 P3I13 tool shell shell 

IMG 2009 P4I259 tool shell shell 

IMG_2372 P67 finger four fingers nail 

IMG_1005 P2I83 finger two fingers two nails 

IMG_0727 PMG2 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_0746 PMG13 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG 0754 PMG17 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_0758 PMG19 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_0762 PMG21 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_0763 PMG22 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_0764 PMG23 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG 0765 PMG24 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG 0766 PMG25 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_0767 PMG26 finger two fingers two nails 

IMG_0770 PMG29 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_0771 PMG30 finger two fingers two nails 

IMG_0772 PMG31 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG 0773 PMG32 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_0779 PMG38 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_0780 PMG39 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_0781 PMG40 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_0783 PMG42 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG 0785 PMG44 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_0786 PMG45 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_0789 PMG48 finger two fingers two nails 

IMG_0792 PMG51 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_0796 PMG55 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG 0797 PMG56 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG 0800 PMG59 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_0803 PMG62 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_0804 PMG63 finger two fingers pinch 
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Podgori 

Photo ID Sherd ID Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 

IMG_0806 PMG65 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG 0808 PMG67 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG 0810 PMG69 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_0812 PMG71 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_0813 PMG72 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_0820 PMG79 finger two fingers two nails 

IMG_0822 PMG81 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG 0823 PMG82 finger two fingers two nails 

IMG_0824 PMG83 finger two fingers two nails 

IMG_0825 PMG84 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_0827 PMG86 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_0832 PMG91 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG 0833 PMG92 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_0835 PMG94 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_0837 PMG96 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_0838 PMG97 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_0844 PMG103 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG 0846 PMG105 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG 0850 PMG109 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_0851 PMG110 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_0888 P2I20 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_0893 P2I24 finger two fingers two nails 

IMG_1031 P2I97 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG 1049 P2I106 finger two fingers two nails 

IMG_1060 P2I111 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_1072 P2A3 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_1074 P2A4 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_1108 P2A24 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG 1374 P4I3 finger two fingers two nails 

IMG_1456 P4I39 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_1458 P4I40 finger two fingers two nails 

IMG_1470 P4I46 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_1497 P4I58 finger two fingers two nails 

IMG 1502 P4I60 finger two fingers two nails 

IMG 1582 P4I90 finger two fingers two nails 

IMG_1588 P4I93 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_1660 P4I116 finger two fingers two nails 
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IMG_1737 P4I142 finger two fingers two nails 

IMG 1811 P4I171 finger two fingers two nails 

IMG 1863 P4I191 finger two fingers two nails 

IMG_1869 P4I194 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_1926 P4I218 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_1930 P4I220 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_1970 P4I240 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG 2026 P4I267 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_2030 P4I269 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_2061 P4I282 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_2065 P4I284 finger two fingers two nails 

IMG_2094 P4I296 finger two fingers two nails 

IMG 2102 P4I300 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_2127 P4I311 finger two fingers two nails 

IMG_2135 P4I315 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_2286 P32 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_2288 P33 finger two fingers two nails 

IMG 2320 P44 finger two fingers two nails 

IMG 2333 PS0 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_2352 P59 finger two fingers two nails 

IMG_2385 P73 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_2416 PFP9 finger two fingers two nails 

IMG 1527 P4I69 finger two fingers two nails 

Bare 

Photo ID Sherd ID Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 

IMG_2418 BAl0-1 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG 2420 BAl0-2 finger two fingers two nails 

IMG 2422 BAl0-3 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_2423 BAl0-4 finger four fingers fingertip 

IMG_2426 BAl0-5 tool pointy curvilinear 

IMG_2428 BAl0-6 finger two fingers two nails 

IMG_2429 BAl0-7 finger four fingers nail 

IMG 2432 BAl0-8 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_2434 BAl0-9 finger two fingers two nails 
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Photo ID Sherd ID Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 

IMG_2437 BAl0-10 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_2439 BAl0-11 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_2442 BAl0-12 finger two fingers two nails 

IMG 2444 BAl0-13 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG 2446 BAl0-14 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_2448 BAl0-15 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_2450 BAl0-16 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG_2456 BAl0-18 finger four fingers fingertip 

IMG_2458 BAl0-19 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG 2460 BAl0-20 finger two fingers two nails 

IMG_2462 BAl0-21 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_2464 BAl0-22 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_2467 BAl0-23 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_2469 BAl0-24 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_2472 BAl0-25 tool pointy curvilinear 

IMG 2474 BAl0-26 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_2476 BAl0-27 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_2478 BAl0-28 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_2480 BAl0-29 finger four fingers fingertip 

IMG_2482 BAl0-30 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG 2485 BAl0-31 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG_2487 BAl0-32 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_2489 BAl0-33 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_2493 BAl0-34 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_2495 BAl0-35 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG 2497 BAl0-36 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_2499 BAl0-37 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_2501 BAl0-38 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_2503 BAl0-39 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_2505 BAl0-40 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_2507 BAl-1 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG 2509 BAl-2 tool pointy curvilinear 

IMG_2511 BAl-3 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_2513 BAl-4 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_2515 BAl-5 finger four fingers fingertip 

IMG_2517 BAl-6 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG 2519 BAl-7 tool dull dry clay 
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Bare 

Photo ID Sherd ID Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 

IMG_2521 BAl-8 finger two fingers two nails 

IMG_2523 BAl-9 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_2525 BAl-10 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG 2527 BAl-11 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG 2529 BAl-12 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_2531 BAl-13 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_2533 BAl-14 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_2536 BAl-15 tool pointy point 

IMG_2538 BAl-16 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG 2540 BAl-17 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_2542 BAl-18 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG_2544 BAl-19 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_2546 BAl-20 finger two fingers two nails 

IMG_2547 BAl-21 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_2549 BAl-22 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG 2551 BAl-23 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_2554 BAl-25 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_2556 BAl-26 tool dull dry clay 

IMG_2559 BAl-27 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_2561 BAl-28 tool pointy curvilinear 

IMG 2563 BAl-29 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_2565 BAl-30 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG_2567 BAl-31 tool pointy curvilinear 

IMG_2569 BAl-32 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_2571 BAl-33 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG 2573 BAl-34 finger four fingers fingertip 

IMG_2574 BAl-35 finger four fingers fingertip 

IMG_2577 BAl-36 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_2579 BAl-37 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_2581 BAl-38 tool pointy curvilinear 

IMG_2583 BAl-39 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG 2587 BAl-41 finger two fingers two nails 

IMG_2589 BAl-42 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_2591 BAl-43 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG_2593 BAl-44 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_2596 BAl-45 finger two fingers two nails 

IMG 2598 BAl-46 finger two fingers pinch 
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Photo ID Sherd ID Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 

IMG_2600 BAl-47 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_2602 BAl-48 finger four fingers fingertip 

IMG_2603 BAl-49 tool pointy curvilinear 

IMG 2606 BAl-50 tool incised lines 

IMG 2608 BAl-51 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_2610 BAl-52 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_2614 BAl-53 finger two fingers two nails 

IMG_2616 BAl-54 finger two fingers two nails 

IMG_2617 BAl-55 tool dull wet clay 

IMG 2619 BAl-56 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_2621 BAl-57 tool pointy curvilinear 

IMG_2623 BAl-58 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_2625 BAl-59 tool pointy curvilinear 

IMG_2628 BAl-60 tool pointy curvilinear 

IMG_2632 BAl-62 tool pointy curvilinear 

IMG 2634 BAl-63 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_2637 BAl-64 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_2640 BAl-65 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_2642 BAl-66 finger two fingers two nails 

IMG_2644 BAl-67 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG 2646 BAl-68 tool pointy curvilinear 

IMG_2648 BAl-69 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_2650 BAl-70 tool pointy curvilinear 

IMG_2652 BAl-71 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_2654 BAl-72 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG 2656 BAl-73 tool pointy curvilinear 

IMG_2658 BAl-74 finger two fingers two nails 

IMG_2660 BAl-75 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_2662 BAl-76 finger four fingers fingertip 

IMG_2664 BAl-77 tool dull dry clay 

IMG_2668 BAl-79 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG 2671 BAl-80 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_2673 BAl-81 tool dull wet clay 

IMG_2675 BAl-82 tool dull wet clay 

IMG_2677 BAl-83 tool incised lines 

IMG_2679 BAl-84 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG 2682 BAl-85 tool pointy curvilinear 
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Photo ID Sherd ID Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 

IMG_2684 BAl-86 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_2686 BAl-87 tool pointy point 

IMG_2689 BAl-88 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG 2691 BAl-89 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG 2693 BAl-90 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG_2695 BAl-91 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG_2698 BAl-92 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_2700 BAl-93 tool incised lines 

IMG_2702 BAl-94 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG 2704 BAl-95 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_2706 BAl-96 finger two fingers two nails 

IMG_2708 BAl-97 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_2710 BAl-98 finger four fingers nail 

IMG_2712 BAl-99 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_2716 BAl-100 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG 2718 BAl-101 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_2721 BAl-102 tool dull dry clay 

IMG_2723 BAl-103 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_2726 BAl-104 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_2728 BAl-105 finger four fingers nail 

IMG 2730 BAl-106 tool dull dry clay 

IMG_2732 BAl-107 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_2733 BAl-108 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG_2737 BAl-109 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_2739 BAl-110 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG 2741 BAl-111 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_2744 BAl-112 tool dull dry clay 

IMG_2747 BAl-113 tool pointy curvilinear 

IMG_2749 BAl-114 tool incised lines 

IMG_2753 BAl-115 tool dull dry clay 

IMG_2756 BAl-116 tool dull wet clay 

IMG 2758 BAl-117 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_2760 BAl-118 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_2762 BAl-119 finger two fingers two nails 

IMG_2764 BAl-120 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_2766 BAl-121 tool pointy curvilinear 

IMG 2768 BAl-122 finger two fingers pinch 
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IMG_2770 BAl-123 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_2772 BAl-124 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_2774 BAl-125 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG 2777 BAl-126 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG 2779 BAl-127 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_2781 BAl-128 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_2783 BAl-129 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_2785 BAl-130 tool incised lines 

IMG_2786 BAl-131 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG 2788 BAl-132 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_2791 BAl-133 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_2793 BAl-134 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_2795 BAl-135 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_2797 BAl-136 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_2799 BAl-137 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG 2801 BAl-138 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_2803 BAl-139 finger two fingers two nails 

IMG_2805 BAl-140 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_2807 BAl-141 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_2809 BAl-142 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG 2811 BAl-143 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_2813 BAl-144 finger four fingers fingertip 

IMG_2815 BAl-145 finger two fingers two nails 

IMG_2817 BAl-146 finger four fingers pinch 

IMG_2822 BAl-148 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG 2826 BAl-150 finger two fingers fingertip 

IMG_2828 BAl-151 tool pointy curvilinear 

IMG_2833 BAl-153 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_2835 BAl-154 tool incised lines 

IMG_2837 BAl-155 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_2839 BAl-156 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG 2841 BAl-157 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_2844 BAl-158 tool pointy curvilinear 

IMG_2846 BAl-159 tool incised lines 

IMG_2848 BAl-160 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_2850 BAl-161 tool pointy curvilinear 

IMG 2853 BAl-162 finger two fingers pinch 
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IMG_2855 BAl-163 tool dull wet clay 

IMG_2857 BAl-164 finger two fingers two nails 

IMG_2859 BAl-165 finger two fingers two nails 

IMG 2861 BAl-166 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG 2863 BAl-167 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_2865 BAl-168 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_2867 BAl-169 tool dull dry clay 

IMG_2870 BAl-170 tool pointy curvilinear 

IMG_2873 BAl-171 finger two fingers two nails 

IMG 2875 BAl-172 tool pointy curvilinear 

IMG_2877 BAl-173 finger two fingers two nails 

IMG_2879 BAl-174 tool incised lines 

IMG_2881 BAl-175 finger four fingers fingertip 

IMG_2883 BAl-176 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_2885 BAl-177 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG 2888 BAl-178 tool pointy curvilinear 

IMG_2891 BAl-179 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_2893 BAl-180 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_2895 BAl-181 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_2897 BAl-182 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG 2900 BAl-183 finger two fingers two nails 

IMG_2903 BAl-184 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_2905 BAl-185 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_2907 BAl-186 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_2909 BAl-187 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG 2912 BAl-188 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_2914 BAl-189 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_2916 BAl-190 tool pointy curvilinear 

IMG_2920 BAl-191 finger two fingers two nails 

IMG_2922 BAl-192 tool pointy curvilinear 

IMG_2924 BAl-193 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG 2926 BAl-194 finger two fingers two nails 

IMG_2928 BAl-195 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG_2931 BAl-196 tool dull wet clay 

IMG_2934 BAl-197 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_2936 BAl-198 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG 2939 BAl-199 finger two fingers pinch 
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IMG_2941 BAl-200 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_2943 BAl-201 tool pointy curvilinear 

IMG_2945 BAl-202 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG 2947 BAl-203 finger two fingers two nails 

IMG 2949 BAl-204 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_2951 BAl-205 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_2953 BAl-206 tool pointy curvilinear 

IMG_2956 BAl-207 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_2958 BAl-208 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG 2961 BAl-209 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_2963 BAl-210 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_2965 BAl-211 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_2967 BAl-212 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_2969 BAl-213 tool pointy curvilinear 

IMG_2971 BAl-214 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG 2974 BA12-1 finger two fingers two nails 

IMG_2976 BA12-2 finger two fingers two nails 

IMG_2978 BA12-3 finger two fingers two nails 

IMG_2980 BA12-4 finger two fingers two nails 

IMG_2982 BA12-5 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG 2984 BA12-6 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_2986 BA12-7 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_2988 BA12-8 finger two fingers two nails 

IMG_2990 BA12-9 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_2992 BA12-10 tool dull dry clay 

IMG 2994 BA12-11 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_2996 BA12-12 finger two fingers two nails 

IMG_2998 BA12-13 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_3000 BA12-14 tool pointy curvilinear 

IMG_3003 BA12-15 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_3005 BA12-16 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG 3008 BA12-17 tool dull dry clay 

IMG_3010 BA12-18 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_3012 BA12-19 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_3014 BA12-20 tool pointy rectilinear 

IMG_3016 BA12-21 finger four fingers fingertip 

IMG 3019 BA12-22 finger two fingers pinch 
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IMG_3021 BA12-23 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_3023 BA12-24 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_3025 BA12-25 tool incised lines 

IMG 3026 BA12-26 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG 3028 BA12-27 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_3030 BA12-28 tool incised lines 

IMG_3032 BA12-29 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_3034 BA12-30 finger four fingers nail 

IMG_3036 BA12-31 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG 3038 BA12-32 tool pointy curvilinear 

IMG_3040 BA12-33 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_3042 BA12-34 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_3046 BA12-36 tool incised lines 

IMG_3050 BA12-38 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_3052 BA12-39 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG 3056 BA12-41 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_3058 BA12-42 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_3060 BA12-43 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_3062 BA12-44 tool incised lines 

IMG_3063 BA12-45 tool dull dry clay 

IMG 3066 BA12-46 tool incised lines 

IMG_3069 BA12-48 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_3071 BA12-49 tool pointy curvilinear 

IMG_3073 BA12-50 finger two fingers two nails 

IMG_3075 BA12-51 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG 3077 BA12-52 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_3079 BA12-53 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_3081 BA12-54 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_3083 BA12-55 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_3085 BA12-56 tool dull dry clay 

IMG_3087 BA12-57 finger four fingers fingertip 

IMG 3089 BA12-58 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_3091 BA12-59 tool pointy curvilinear 
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IMG_3095 Kat 1 finger four fingers nail 

IMG 3098 Kat 2 finger four fingers nail 

IMG_3100 Kat 3 finger four fingers fingertip 

IMG_3102 Kat 4 finger four fingers fingertip 

IMG_3105 Kat 5 finger four fingers fingertip 

IMG_3108 Kat 6 finger four fingers fingertip 

IMG 3110 Kat 7 finger four fingers fingertip 

IMG 3112 Kat 8 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_3114 Kat 9 finger four fingers nail 

IMG_3117 Kat 10 finger four fingers nail 

IMG_3119 Kat 11 finger four fingers fingertip 

IMG_3121 Kat 12 finger four fingers fingertip 

IMG 3123 Kat 13 finger four fingers fingertip 

IMG_3126 Kat 14 finger four fingers fingertip 

IMG_3128 Kat 15 finger four fingers fingertip 

IMG_3130 Kat 16 finger four fingers fingertip 

IMG_3132 Kat 17 finger four fingers fingertip 

IMG 3134 Kat 18 finger four fingers nail 

IMG_3136 Kat 19 finger two fingers pinch 

Blaz 

Photo ID Sherd ID Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 

IMG_3156 Blaz79 11 tool comb lines 

IMG_3169 Blaz79 17 finger four fingers nail 

IMG_3144 Blaz79 3 finger four fingers fingertip 

IMG_3158 Blaz79 13 finger four fingers fingertip 

IMG 3160 Blaz79 14 finger four fingers fingertip 

IMG 3179 Blaz79 22 finger four fingers nail 

IMG_3181 Blaz79 23 finger four fingers fingertip 

IMG_3183 Blaz79 24 finger four fingers fingertip 

IMG_3186 Blaz79 25 finger four fingers nail 

IMG_3187 Blaz79 26 finger four fingers fingertip 

IMG 3193 Blaz79 27 finger four fingers fingertip 

IMG_3199 Blaz79 30 finger four fingers fingertip 

IMG_3201 Blaz79 31 finger four fingers fingertip 

IMG_3204 Blaz79 33 finger four fingers fingertip 



40 

45 

50 

55 

60 

65 

70 
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IMG_3206 Blaz79 34 finger four fingers nail 

IMG_3208 Blaz79 35 finger four fingers fingertip 

IMG_3217 Blaz79 39 finger four fingers fingertip 

IMG 3219 Blaz79 finger four fingers nail 

IMG 3221 Blaz79 41 finger four fingers fingertip 

IMG_3223 Blaz79 42 finger four fingers nail 

IMG_3225 Blaz79 43 finger four fingers nail 

IMG_3227 Blaz79 44 finger four fingers fingertip 

IMG_3229 Blaz79 finger four fingers fingertip 

IMG 3231 Blaz79 46 finger four fingers fingertip 

IMG_3233 Blaz79 47 finger four fingers fingertip 

IMG_3234 Blaz79 48 finger four fingers fingertip 

IMG_3236 Blaz79 49 finger four fingers fingertip 

IMG_3238 Blaz79 finger four fingers fingertip 

IMG_3240 Blaz79 51 finger four fingers fingertip 

IMG 3244 Blaz79 53 finger four fingers fingertip 

IMG_3246 Blaz79 54 finger four fingers fingertip 

IMG_3248 Blaz79 finger four fingers nail 

IMG_3250 Blaz79 56 finger four fingers fingertip 

IMG_3252 Blaz79 57 finger four fingers fingertip 

IMG 3257 Blaz79 59 finger four fingers fingertip 

IMG_3260 Blaz79 finger four fingers fingertip 

IMG_3262 Blaz79 61 finger four fingers fingertip 

IMG_3264 Blaz79 62 finger four fingers fingertip 

IMG_3266 Blaz79 63 finger four fingers fingertip 

IMG 3269 Blaz79 64 finger four fingers fingertip 

IMG_3271 Blaz79 finger four fingers fingertip 

IMG_3273 Blaz79 66 finger four fingers fingertip 

IMG_3275 Blaz79 67 finger four fingers fingertip 

IMG_3280 Blaz79 69 finger four fingers nail 

IMG_3282 Blaz79 finger four fingers nail 

IMG 3284 Blaz79 71 finger four fingers fingertip 

IMG_3288 Blaz79 73 finger four fingers fingertip 

IMG_3290 Blaz79 74 finger four fingers fingertip 

IMG_3291 Blaz79 finger four fingers fingertip 

IMG_3294 Blaz79 76 finger four fingers fingertip 

IMG 3301 Blaz79 79 finger four fingers fingertip 
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IMG_3305 Blaz79 80 finger four fingers fingertip 

IMG_3307 Blaz79 81 finger four fingers nail 

IMG_3311 Blaz79 83 finger four fingers fingertip 

IMG 3315 Blaz801 finger four fingers fingertip 

IMG 3317 Blaz80 2 finger four fingers nail 

IMG_3329 Blaz80 6 finger four fingers nail 

IMG_3331 Blaz80 7 finger four fingers nail 

IMG_3334 Blaz80 8 finger four fingers fingertip 

RIMG_2924 Blaz 2 finger four fingers fingertip 

RIMG 2926 Blaz 3 finger four fingers fingertip 

RIMG_2929 Blaz 4 finger four fingers fingertip 

RIMG_2931 Blaz 5 finger four fingers nail 

RIMG_2934 Blaz 6 finger four fingers fingertip 

RIMG_2937 Blaz 7 finger four fingers fingertip 

RIMG_2939 Blaz 8 finger four fingers nail 

RIMG 2941 Blaz 9 finger four fingers nail 

RIMG_2948 Blaz 11 finger four fingers fingertip 

RIMG_2950 Blaz 12 finger four fingers nail 

RIMG_2952 Blaz 13 finger four fingers nail 

RIMG_2954 Blaz 14 finger four fingers fingertip 

RIMG 2956 Blaz 15 finger four fingers nail 

RIMG_2964 Blaz 19 finger four fingers nail 

RIMG_2966 Blaz 20 finger four fingers nail 

RIMG_2972 Blaz 23 finger four fingers nail 

RIMG_2974 Blaz 24 finger four fingers fingertip 

RIMG 2976 Blaz 25 finger four fingers nail 

RIMG_2978 Blaz 26 finger four fingers nail 

RIMG_2984 Blaz 29 finger four fingers nail 

RIMG_2986 Blaz 30 finger four fingers nail 

RIMG_2990 Blaz 32 finger four fingers fingertip 

RIMG_2994 Blaz 33 finger four fingers fingertip 

RIMG 3001 Blaz 36 finger four fingers nail 

RIMG_3007 Blaz 38 finger four fingers fingertip 

RIMG_3009 Blaz 39 finger four fingers nail 

RIMG_3018 Blaz 43 finger four fingers nail 

RIMG_3022 Blaz 45 finger four fingers nail 

RIMG 3032 Blaz 50 finger four fingers fingertip 
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Blaz 

Photo ID Sherd ID Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 

RIMG_3034 Blaz 51 finger four fingers nail 

RIMG_3036 Blaz 52 finger four fingers nail 

RIMG_3044 Blaz 56 finger four fingers nail 

RIMG 3046 Blaz 57 finger four fingers nail 

RIMG 3048 Blaz 58 finger four fingers fingertip 

RIMG_3052 Blaz 60 finger four fingers nail 

RIMG_3059 Blaz 63 finger four fingers nail 

RIMG_3063 Blaz 65 finger four fingers nail 

RIMG_3071 Blaz 69 finger four fingers nail 

RIMG 3077 Blaz 72 finger four fingers nail 

RIMG_3081 Blaz 74 finger four fingers nail 

RIMG_3083 Blaz 75 finger four fingers nail 

RIMG_3098 Blaz 82 finger four fingers fingertip 

RIMG_3100 Blaz 83 finger four fingers nail 

RIMG_3102 Blaz 84 finger four fingers fingertip 

RIMG 3108 Blaz 87 finger four fingers nail 

RIMG_3113 Blaz 89 finger four fingers fingertip 

RIMG_3130 Blaz 97 finger four fingers fingertip 

RIMG_3134 Blaz 99 finger four fingers fingertip 

RIMG_3136 Blaz 100 finger four fingers nail 

RIMG 3138 Blaz 101 finger four fingers fingertip 

RIMG_3145 Blaz 104 finger four fingers fingertip 

RIMG_3147 Blaz 105 finger four fingers nail 

RIMG_3154 Blaz 108 finger four fingers nail 

RIMG_3156 Blaz 109 finger four fingers fingertip 

RIMG 3161 Blaz 111 finger four fingers fingertip 

RIMG_3165 Blaz 113 finger four fingers fingertip 

RIMG_3167 Blaz 114 finger four fingers nail 

RIMG_3172 Blaz 116 finger four fingers fingertip 

RIMG_3178 Blaz 119 finger four fingers fingertip 

RIMG_3180 Blaz 120 finger four fingers fingertip 

RIMG 3187 Blaz 123 finger four fingers nail 

RIMG_3190 Blaz 124 finger four fingers fingertip 

RIMG_3192 Blaz 125 finger four fingers nail 

RIMG_3194 Blaz 126 finger four fingers nail 

RIMG_3196 Blaz 127 finger four fingers fingertip 

RIMG 3204 Blaz 131 finger four fingers nail 
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Blaz 

Photo ID Sherd ID Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 

RIMG_3223 Blaz 140 finger four fingers nail 

RIMG_3229 Blaz 143 finger four fingers nail 

RIMG_3231 Blaz 144 finger four fingers nail 

RIMG 3245 Blaz 151 finger four fingers nail 

RIMG 3259 Blaz 158 finger four fingers nail 

IMG_3150 Blaz79 6 tool incised lines 

IMG_3151 Blaz79 7 tool incised lines 

IMG_3152 Blaz79 8 tool incised lines 

IMG_3153 Blaz79 9 tool incised lines 

IMG 3157 Blaz79 12 tool incised lines 

IMG_3171 Blaz79 18 tool incised lines 

IMG_3173 Blaz79 19 tool incised lines 

RIMG_2988 Blaz 31 tool incised lines 

IMG_3320 Blaz80 3 tool pointy curvilinear 

IMG_3336 Blaz80 9 tool pointy curvilinear 

RIMG 2960 Blaz 17 tool pointy curvilinear 

RIMG_3003 Blaz 37 tool pointy curvilinear 

RIMG_3016 Blaz 42 tool pointy curvilinear 

RIMG_3024 Blaz 46 tool pointy point 

RIMG_3026 Blaz 47 tool pointy curvilinear 

RIMG 3054 Blaz 61 tool pointy point 

RIMG_3065 Blaz 66 tool pointy curvilinear 

RIMG_3073 Blaz 70 tool pointy curvilinear 

RIMG_3079 Blaz 73 tool pointy curvilinear 

RIMG_3085 Blaz 76 tool pointy curvilinear 

RIMG 3182 Blaz 121 tool pointy rectilinear 

RIMG_3185 Blaz 122 tool pointy rectilinear 

RIMG_3202 Blaz 130 tool pointy curvilinear 

RIMG_3217 Blaz 137 tool pointy curvilinear 

RIMG_3219 Blaz 138 tool pointy curvilinear 

RIMG_3221 Blaz 139 tool pointy curvilinear 

RIMG 3225 Blaz 141 tool pointy curvilinear 

RIMG_3227 Blaz 142 tool pointy curvilinear 

RIMG_3233 Blaz 145 tool pointy curvilinear 

RIMG_3235 Blaz 146 tool pointy curvilinear 

RIMG_3237 Blaz 147 tool pointy curvilinear 

RIMG 3239 Blaz 148 tool pointy curvilinear 
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Blaz 

Photo ID Sherd ID Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 

RIMG_3241 Blaz 149 tool pointy curvilinear 

RIMG_3243 Blaz 150 tool pointy curvilinear 

RIMG_3247 Blaz 152 tool pointy curvilinear 

RIMG 3249 Blaz 153 tool pointy curvilinear 

RIMG 3251 Blaz 154 tool pointy curvilinear 

RIMG_3253 Blaz 155 tool pointy curvilinear 

RIMG_3255 Blaz 156 tool pointy curvilinear 

RIMG_3257 Blaz 157 tool pointy curvilinear 

RIMG_3261 Blaz 159 tool pointy curvilinear 

RIMG 3263 Blaz 160 tool pointy curvilinear 

RIMG_3265 Blaz 161 tool pointy curvilinear 

RIMG_3267 Blaz 162 tool pointy curvilinear 

RIMG_3271 Blaz 164 tool pointy curvilinear 

IMG_3195 Blaz79 28 finger two fingers pinch 

RIMG_2944 Blaz 10 finger two fingers two nails 

IMG 3242 Blaz79 52 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_3142 Blaz79 2 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_3146 Blaz79 4 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_3154 Blaz79 10 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_3164 Blaz79 15 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG 3167 Blaz79 16 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_3174 Blaz79 20 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_3177 Blaz79 21 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_3197 Blaz79 29 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_3212 Blaz79 37 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG 3255 Blaz79 58 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_3278 Blaz79 68 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_3309 Blaz79 82 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_3322 Blaz80 4 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_3338 Blaz80 10 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_3340 Blaz80 11 finger two fingers pinch 

RIMG 2922 Blaz 1 finger two fingers two nails 

RIMG_2958 Blaz 16 finger two fingers two nails 

RIMG_2962 Blaz 18 finger two fingers two nails 

RIMG_2968 Blaz 21 finger two fingers two nails 

RIMG_2970 Blaz 22 finger two fingers two nails 

RIMG 2982 Blaz 28 finger two fingers pinch 
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Blaz 

Photo ID Sherd ID Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 

RIMG_2999 Blaz 35 finger two fingers pinch 

RIMG_3011 Blaz 40 finger two fingers pinch 

RIMG_3014 Blaz 41 finger two fingers pinch 

RIMG 3020 Blaz 44 finger two fingers pinch 

RIMG 3028 Blaz 48 finger two fingers pinch 

RIMG_3030 Blaz 49 finger two fingers two nails 

RIMG_3038 Blaz 53 finger two fingers two nails 

RIMG_3042 Blaz 55 finger two fingers two nails 

RIMG_3050 Blaz 59 finger two fingers two nails 

RIMG 3056 Blaz 62 finger two fingers pinch 

RIMG_3061 Blaz 64 finger two fingers pinch 

RIMG_3069 Blaz 68 finger two fingers pinch 

RIMG_3075 Blaz 71 finger two fingers pinch 

RIMG_3087 Blaz 77 finger two fingers pinch 

RIMG_3090 Blaz 78 finger two fingers pinch 

RIMG 3092 Blaz 79 finger two fingers pinch 

RIMG_3094 Blaz 80 finger two fingers pinch 

RIMG_3096 Blaz 81 finger two fingers two nails 

RIMG_3104 Blaz 85 finger two fingers two nails 

RIMG_3106 Blaz 86 finger two fingers two nails 

RIMG 3110 Blaz 88 finger two fingers pinch 

RIMG_3115 Blaz 90 finger two fingers pinch 

RIMG_3117 Blaz 91 finger two fingers pinch 

RIMG_3121 Blaz 93 finger two fingers pinch 

RIMG_3123 Blaz 94 finger two fingers pinch 

RIMG 3125 Blaz 95 finger two fingers pinch 

RIMG_3127 Blaz 96 finger two fingers pinch 

RIMG_3132 Blaz 98 finger two fingers pinch 

RIMG_3140 Blaz 102 finger two fingers pinch 

RIMG_3142 Blaz 103 finger two fingers pinch 

RIMG_3149 Blaz 106 finger two fingers pinch 

RIMG 3151 Blaz 107 finger two fingers pinch 

RIMG_3159 Blaz 110 finger two fingers pinch 

RIMG_3163 Blaz 112 finger two fingers pinch 

RIMG_3169 Blaz 115 finger two fingers pinch 

RIMG_3174 Blaz 117 finger two fingers pinch 

RIMG 3176 Blaz 118 finger two fingers pinch 
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Blaz 

Photo ID Sherd ID Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 

RIMG_3198 Blaz 128 finger two fingers two nails 

RIMG_3200 Blaz 129 finger two fingers pinch 

RIMG_3208 Blaz 133 finger two fingers pinch 

RIMG 3211 Blaz 134 finger two fingers two nails 

RIMG 3273 Blaz 165 finger two fingers pinch 

RIMG_3275 Blaz 166 finger two fingers pinch 

RIMG_3277 Blaz 167 finger two fingers pinch 

RIMG_3279 Blaz 168 finger two fingers two nails 

RIMG_3281 Blaz 169 finger two fingers pinch 

RIMG 3283 Blaz 170 finger two fingers pinch 

RIMG_3285 Blaz 171 finger two fingers pinch 

RIMG_3287 Blaz 172 finger two fingers pinch 

RIMG_3289 Blaz 173 finger two fingers pinch 

RIMG_3291 Blaz 174 finger two fingers pinch 

RIMG_3293 Blaz 175 finger two fingers pinch 

RIMG 3295 Blaz 176 finger two fingers pinch 

RIMG_3297 Blaz 177 finger two fingers pinch 

RIMG_3299 Blaz 178 finger two fingers pinch 

RIMG_3301 Blaz 179 finger two fingers pinch 

RIMG_3303 Blaz 180 finger two fingers pinch 

RIMG 3305 Blaz 181 finger two fingers pinch 

RIMG_3307 Blaz 182 finger two fingers pinch 

RIMG_3309 Blaz 183 finger two fingers pinch 

RIMG_3311 Blaz 184 finger two fingers pinch 

Burim 

Photo ID Sherd ID Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 

IMG_3343 Burl finger four fingers fingertip 

IMG_3346 Bur2 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG 3348 Bur3 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_3350 Bur4 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_3352 Burs finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_3354 Bur6 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_3357 Bur7 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG 3359 Bur8 finger two fingers pinch 
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Burim 

Photo ID Sherd ID Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 

IMG_3361 Bur9 finger two fingers pinch 

Nezir 

Photo ID Sherd ID Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 

IMG_3365 Nez 1 tool pointy curvilinear 

IMG_3367 Nez 2 tool pointy curvilinear 

IMG_3377 Nez 3 tool pointy curvilinear 

IMG 3381 Nez4 tool dull wet clay 

Cakran 

Photo ID Sherd ID Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 

IMG 3387 Cak 1 finger four fingers fingertip 

IMG 3395 Cak 2 finger four fingers fingertip 

IMG_3401 Cak 3 finger four fingers fingertip 

IMG_3405 Cak4 finger four fingers nail 

IMG_3408 Cak 5 tool comb lines 

IMG_3409 Cak 6 finger four fingers fingertip 

IMG 3412 Cak 7 finger four fingers fingertip 

IMG_3415 Cak 8 tool pointy curvilinear 

IMG_3418 Cak 9 tool pointy curvilinear 

Kolsh 

Photo ID Sherd ID Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 

IMG_3423 Kolsh 1 tool pointy curvilinear 

IMG_3425 Kolsh 2 finger four fingers nail 

IMG_3428 Kolsh 3 tool incised incised 

IMG_3430 Kolsh 4 tool dull wet clay 

Rajce 

Photo ID Sherd ID Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 

IMG 3434 Rajc 1 finger four fingers fingertip 

IMG_3437 Rajc 2 finger four fingers fingertip 

IMG_3439 Rajc 3 finger two fingers pinch 
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Rajce 

Photo ID Sherd ID Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 

IMG_3441 Rajc 4 finger four fingers fingertip 

IMG_3444 Rajc 5 finger four fingers fingertip 

IMG_3446 Rajc 6 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG 3449 Rajc 7 tool pointy curvilinear 

IMG 3451 Rajc 8 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_3454 Rajc 9 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_3456 Rajc 10 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_3458 Rajc 11 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_3460 Rajc 12 finger four fingers fingertip 

IMG 3462 Rajc 13 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_3464 Rajc 14 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_3466 Rajc 15 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_3470 Rajc 16 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_3472 Rajc 17 finger two fingers pinch 

IMG_3475 Rajc 18 tool pointy curvilinear 

IMG_3476 Rajc 19 finger two fingers pinch 

Vashtemi 

Photo ID Sherd ID Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 

BIMG 3208 Vas741 finger two fingers pinch 

BIMG_3210 Vas74 2 tool pointy rectilinear 

BIMG_3212 Vas74 3 tool pointy curvilinear 

BIMG_3214 Vas74 4 tool pointy curvilinear 

BIMG_3218 Vas74 5 tool pointy point 

BIMG 3220 Vas74 7 tool dull dry clay 

BIMG_3222 Vas74 8 tool two fingers two nails 

BIMG_3224 Vas74 9 tool pointy rectilinear 

BIMG_3227 Vas73 1 tool pointy point 

BIMG_3229 Vas73 2 tool pointy rectilinear 

BIMG 3231 Vas73 3 finger two fingers pinch 

BIMG_3233 Vas73 4 tool dull wet clay 

BIMG_3235 Vas73 5 finger two fingers pinch 

BIMG_3237 Vas73 6 tool pointy curvilinear 

BIMG_3239 Vas73 7 finger two fingers two nails 

BIMG 3241 Vas73 8 tool pointy curvilinear 

BIMG 3244 Vas73 9 tool dull wet clay 
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Vashtemi 

Photo ID Sherd ID Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 

BIMG_3246 Vas73 10 tool pointy point 

BIMG_3248 Vas73 11 tool dull dry clay 

BIMG_3250 Vas73 12 tool pointy curvilinear 

BIMG 3254 Vas73 14 tool dull dry clay 

BIMG 3256 Vas73 15 tool incised lines 

BIMG_3259 Vas73 16 tool pointy rectilinear 

BIMG_3261 Vas73 17 tool dull wet clay 

BIMG_3263 Vas73 18 tool dull wet clay 

Konispol 

Photo ID Sherd ID Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 

KIMG_0148 Konl finger four fingers fingertip 

KIMG_0150 Kon2 finger two fingers pinch 

KIMG 0152 Kon3 finger four fingers nail 

KIMG_0154 Kon4 finger four fingers nail 

KIMG_0156 Kon5 finger two fingers pinch 

KIMG_0160 Kon6 finger two fingers pinch 

KIMG_0162 Kon7 finger four fingers fingertip 

KIMG 0164 Kon8 finger four fingers nail 

KIMG 0166 Kon9 finger four fingers nail 

KIMG_0168 Konl0 tool pointy rectilinear 

KIMG_0170 Konll tool pointy rectilinear 

KIMG_0172 Kon12 finger four fingers fingertip 

KIMG_0174 Kon13 tool pointy rectilinear 

KIMG 0176 Kon14 tool pointy point 

KIMG_0178 Kon15 tool pointy rectilinear 

KIMG_0180 Kon16 finger two fingers pinch 

KIMG_0182 Kon17 finger four fingers fingertip 

KIMG_0184 Kon18 tool dull wet clay 

KIMG 0186 Kon19 tool comb comb 

KIMG_0190 Kon21 finger two fingers pinch 

KIMG_0192 Kon22 finger four fingers nail 

KIMG_0194 Kon23 finger two fingers pinch 

KIMG_0196 Kon24 finger two fingers pinch 

KIMG 0198 Kon25 finger two fingers pinch 

KIMG 0200 Kon26 tool pointy point 
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Konispol 

Photo ID Sherd ID Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 

KIMG_0202 Kon27 tool incised incised 

KIMG_0204 Kon28 tool pointy point 

KIMG_0206 Kon29 tool pointy rectilinear 

KIMG 0208 Kon30 tool pointy point 

KIMG 0210 Kon31 tool pointy point 

KIMG_0212 Kon32 tool incised incised 

KIMG_0215 Kon34 tool pointy point 

KIMG_0217 Kon35 tool pointy point 

KIMG_0219 Kon36 tool pointy rectilinear 

KIMG 0221 Kon37 tool pointy rectilinear 

KIMG_0223 Kon38 tool pointy point 

KIMG_0225 Kon39 tool pointy rectilinear 

KIMG_0227 Kon40 tool pointy rectilinear 

KIMG_0229 Kon41 tool comb comb 

KIMG_0231 Kon42 finger four fingers fingertip 

KIMG 0233 Kon43 finger four fingers fingertip 

KIMG_0235 Kon44 finger four fingers fingertip 

KIMG_0237 Kon45 finger four fingers fingertip 

KIMG_0239 Kon46 finger four fingers fingertip 

KIMG_0240 Kon47 finger four fingers fingertip 

KIMG 0242 Kon48 tool incised incised 

KIMG_0250 Kon52 finger four fingers fingertip 

KIMG_0252 Kon53 tool incised incised 

KIMG_0253 Kon54 finger four fingers nail 

KIMG_0255 Kon55 tool pointy rectilinear 

KIMG 0257 Kon56 tool comb comb 

KIMG_0260 Kon57 tool comb comb 

KIMG_0262 Kon58 tool incised incised 

KIMG_0264 Kon59 tool incised incised 

KIMG_0266 Kon60 tool incised incised 

KIMG_0268 Kon61 finger four fingers fingertip 

KIMG 0270 Kon62 tool comb comb 

KIMG_0272 Kon63 tool comb comb 

KIMG_0274 Kon64 tool comb comb 

KIMG_0276 Kon65 tool incised incised 

KIMG_0278 Kon66 tool incised incised 

KIMG 0280 Kon67 tool incised incised 
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Konispol 

Photo ID Sherd ID Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 

KIMG_0282 Kon68 tool incised incised 

KIMG_0286 Kon70 tool incised incised 

KIMG_0287 Kon71 tool comb comb 

KIMG_0288 Kon72 tool incised incised 
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Appendix B: Correspondence Analysis Results for All Assemblages 

This appendix contains all the tables and associated charts generated by the 

correspondence analysis script in Microsoft Excel (the script is developed by XLSTAT). The 

tables are generated automatically, following the procedural steps of the analysis . The charts are 

also generated automatically providing a visual representation of the various tables . 

Correspondence analysis makes use of principal factors , which represent a set of scores derived 

through the collapsing of the variables of the contingency table; therefore, allowing for the 

presentation of multivariate relationships into a two-dimensional space. The first two principal 

factors are used to generate the most useful charts in the analysis, including the charts shown in 

Figure 6.6 and Figure 6.7 in Chapter 6. However, a wealth of information can be drawn by 

scrutinizing the other tables and charts of this appendix. 

Contingency table: 

four two 
comb dull fingers 12ointy scar shell fingers 

Podgori 5.000 139.000 40.000 402.000 25.000 3.000 89.000 

Ban;: 0.000 18.000 17.000 50.000 0.000 0.000 203.000 

Katundas 0.000 0.000 17.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 2.000 

Blaz 1.000 0.000 131.000 37.000 0.000 0.000 83.000 

Burim 0.000 0.000 1.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 8.000 

Cakran 1.000 0.000 6.000 2.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

Rajce 0.000 0.000 5.000 2.000 0.000 0.000 15.000 

Vashtemi 0.000 7.000 0.000 12.000 0.000 0.000 5.000 

Konispol 8.000 1.000 18.000 18.000 0.000 0.000 8.000 

Inertia by cell: 
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four two 
comb dull fingers pointy scar shell fingers 

Podgori 0.00066 0.02597 0.03855 0.04985 0.00855 0.00103 0.05088 
Ban;: 0.00227 0.00570 0.01520 0.02329 0.00379 0.00045 0.11459 
Katundas 0.00015 0.00165 0.04242 0.00523 0.00025 0.00003 0.00174 

Blaz 0.00080 0.02187 0.13093 0.02603 0.00331 0.00040 0.00054 
Burim 0.00007 0.00078 0.00013 0.00248 0.00012 0.00001 0.00757 

Cakran 0.00603 0.00078 0.00943 0.00042 0.00012 0.00001 0.00195 
Rajce 0.00017 0.00191 0.00030 0.00350 0.00029 0.00003 0.00779 

Vashtemi 0.00019 0.00430 0.00297 0.00067 0.00032 0.00004 0.00048 

Konispol 0.06932 0.00326 0.00646 0.00016 0.00070 0.00008 0.00283 

Test of independence between the rows and the columns: 

Chi-square (Observed 
value) 981.579 
Chi-square (Critical 
value) 65.171 

DF 48 
p-value < 0.0001 

alpha 0.05 

Test interpretation: 
HO : The rows and the columns of the table are independent. 
Ha: There is a link between the rows and the columns of the table. 

As the computed p-value is lower than the significance level alpha=0.05 , one should reject the 
null hypothesis HO, and accept the alternative hypothesis Ha. 

Total inertia: 0.712 

Eigenvalues and percentages of inertia: 

Fl F2 F3 F4 F5 

Eigenvalue 0.405 0.232 0.071 0.003 0.000 
Inertia(%) 56.953 32.558 10.034 0.400 0.055 
Cumulative 
% 56.953 89.512 99.545 99.945 100.000 

https://alpha=0.05
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Results for the rows: 
Weights, distances and squared distances to the origin, inertias and relative inertias (rows) : 

Weight Sq- Relative 

(relative) Distance Distance Inertia inertia 

Podgori 0.510 0.587 0.344 0.17548 0.247 

Bare;: 0.209 0.890 0.791 0.16530 0.232 

Katundas 0.014 1.933 3.735 0.05146 0.072 

Blaz 0.183 1.003 1.006 0.18389 0.258 

Burim 0.007 1.308 1.711 0.01116 0.016 

Cakran 0.007 1.695 2.873 0.01875 0.026 

Rajce 0.016 0.937 0.877 0.01399 0.020 

Vashtemi 0.017 0.718 0.515 0.00896 0.013 

Konispol 0.038 1.468 2.155 0.08281 0.116 

Principal coordinates (rows): 

Fl F2 F3 F4 F5 

Podgori -0.575 0.105 0.048 -0.013 0.002 

Bare;: 0.399 -0.790 -0.088 0.006 0.003 

Katundas 1.405 1.216 0.502 0.123 0.126 

Blaz 0.896 0.402 0.201 -0.013 -0.020 

Burim 0.829 -0.998 -0.120 -0.055 0.092 

Cakran 0.835 1.336 -0.620 0.057 0.048 

Rajce 0.772 -0.527 -0.008 -0.061 0.013 

Vashtemi -0.592 -0.141 0.070 0.373 -0.034 

Konispol 0.356 0.771 -1.198 0.005 -0.004 
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Standard coordinates (rows): 

Podgori 

Bare;: 

Katundas 

Blaz 

Burim 

Cakran 

Rajce 

Vashtemi 

Konispol 

Fl 

-0.903 

0.627 

2.206 

1.408 

1.303 

1.312 

1.212 

-0 .929 

0.559 

F2 

0 .219 

-1.641 

2.526 

0.836 

-2.074 

2.776 

-1.095 

-0 .294 

1.601 

F3 

0 .180 

-0.328 

1.877 

0.751 

-0.450 

-2.320 

-0.031 

0.262 

-4.481 

F4 

-0.236 

0.119 

2.300 

-0.238 

-1.032 

1.067 

-1.150 

6.987 

0.095 

F5 

0.101 

0.129 

6.387 

-1.018 

4.643 

2.423 

0.682 

-1.729 

-0.190 

Contributions (rows): 

Podgori 

Bare;: 

Katundas 

Blaz 

Burim 

Cakran 

Rajce 

Vashtemi 

Konispol 

Weight 

(relative) 

0.510 

0.209 

0.014 

0.183 

0.007 

0.007 

0.016 

0.017 

0.038 

Fl 

0.416 

0.082 

0.067 

0.362 

0.011 

0.011 

0.023 

0.015 

0.012 

F2 

0 .024 

0.563 

0.088 

0.128 

0.028 

0.050 

0.019 

0.002 

0.098 

F3 

0 .016 

0.022 

0.049 

0.103 

0.001 

0.035 

0.000 

0.001 

0.772 

F4 

0.028 

0.003 

0.073 

0.010 

0.007 

0.007 

0.021 

0.850 

0.000 

F5 

0 .005 

0.003 

0.562 

0.189 

0.141 

0.038 

0.007 

0.052 

0.001 

Squared cosines (rows): 

Podgori 

Bare;: 

Katundas 

Blaz 

Burim 

Cakran 

Rajce 

Vashtemi 

Fl 

0 .961 

0.202 

0.528 

0.799 

0.402 

0.243 

0.679 

0.680 

F2 

0 .032 

0.789 

0.396 

0.161 

0.583 

0.621 

0.317 

0.039 

F3 

0.007 

0.010 

0.067 

0.040 

0.008 

0.134 

0.000 

0.009 

F4 

0 .000 

0.000 

0.004 

0.000 

0.002 

0.001 

0.004 

0.270 

F5 

0.000 

0.000 

0.004 

0.000 

0.005 

0.001 

0.000 

0.002 

Konispol 0.059 0.276 0.666 0.000 0.000 
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Results for the columns: 
Weights, distances and squared distances to the origin, inertias and relative inertias (columns): 

Weight Sq- Relative 

(relative) Distance Distance Inertia inertia 

comb 0.011 2.706 7.324 0.080 0.112 

dull 0.120 0.744 0.553 0.066 0.093 
four 

fingers 0.170 1.202 1.446 0.246 0.346 

pointy 0.379 0.543 0.294 0.112 0.157 

scar 0.018 0.981 0.962 0.017 0.024 

shell 0.002 0.981 0.962 0.002 0.003 
two 

fingers 0.299 0.793 0.629 0.188 0.265 

Principal coordinates (columns): 

Fl F2 F3 F4 F5 

comb 0.178 1.167 -2.435 0.027 0.026 

dull -0.728 0.003 0.099 0.111 0.025 
four 

fingers 0.944 0.729 0.156 0.008 0.003 

pointy -0.527 0.125 0.003 -0.023 -0.016 

scar -0.903 0.219 0.180 -0.236 0.101 

shell -0.903 0.219 0.180 -0.236 0.101 
two 

fingers 0.476 -0.632 -0.056 -0.004 0.002 

Standard coordinates (columns): 

Fl F2 F3 F4 F5 

comb 0.280 2.425 -9.111 0.511 1.308 

dull -1.144 0.006 0.372 2.088 1.245 
four 

fingers 1.482 1.513 0.585 0.147 0.131 

pointy -0.828 0.261 0.010 -0.439 -0.831 

scar -1.418 0.455 0.672 -4.421 5.103 

shell -1.418 0.455 0.672 -4.421 5.103 
two 

fingers 0.748 -1.312 -0.209 -0.080 0.087 
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Contributions (columns): 

Weight 

(relative) Fl F2 

comb 0.011 0.001 0.064 

dull 0.120 0.157 0.000 
four 

fingers 0.170 0.374 0.390 

pointy 0.379 0.260 0.026 

scar 0.018 0.036 0.004 

shell 0.002 0.004 0.000 
two 

fingers 0.299 0.168 0.516 

Squared cosines (columns): 

Fl F2 F3 

comb 0.004 0.186 0.809 

dull 0.959 0.000 0.018 
four 

fingers 0.616 0.367 0.017 

pointy 0.944 0.053 0.000 

scar 0.848 0.050 0.034 

shell 0.848 0.050 0.034 
two 

fingers 0.360 0.635 0.005 

Symmetric plots: 
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Plot of Assemblages 
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Asymmetric plots: 

Asymmetric row plot 
(axes Fl and F2: 89.51 %) 
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Contribution coordinates(rows ): 

Fl F2 F3 F4 F5 

Podgori -0.645 0.156 0.128 -0.168 0.072 

Bare;: 0.287 -0.750 -0.150 0.054 0.059 

Katundas 0.259 0.296 0.220 0.270 0.750 

Blaz 0.602 0.357 0.321 -0.102 -0.435 

Burim 0.105 -0.168 -0.036 -0.083 0.375 

Cakran 0.106 0.224 -0.187 0.086 0.196 

Rajce 0.153 -0.138 -0.004 -0.145 0.086 

Vashtemi -0.123 -0.039 0.035 0.922 -0.228 

Konispol 0.110 0.314 -0.879 0.019 -0.037 

Contribution coordinates( columns): 

Fl F2 F3 F4 F5 

comb 0.029 0.253 -0.950 0.053 0.136 

dull -0.396 0.002 0.129 0.722 0.431 
four 

fingers 0.612 0.625 0.242 0.060 0.054 

pointy -0.510 0.160 0.006 -0.270 -0.512 

scar -0.191 0.061 0.090 -0.595 0.687 

shell -0.066 0.021 0.031 -0.206 0.238 
two 

fingers 0.409 -0.718 -0.114 -0.044 0.048 
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Contribution biplot: 

Asymmetric column plot 
(axes Fl and F2: 89.51 %) 
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Appendix C: Diversity and Distance Scores 
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Appendix C: Diversity and Distance Scores 

The chronological sequences developed through the IDSS analysis in Chapter 6 were 

used in Chapter 7 as a timeline for examining the diachronic trends in interactions among all the 

settlements included in this study. The intercommunity interaction levels were established 

through the examination of two related but differently calculated scores - the intra-assemblage 

diversity score, and the between-assemblage distance score. This appendix comprises the data 

used to calculate the intra-assemblage diversity scores and between-assemblage distance for each 

site. 

Three linear sequences were generated by the chronological analysis: Vashtemi - Cakran; 

Vashtemi - Bary; and, Vashtemi - Burim. The following pages display the diversity and distance 

scores ' calculations (in tabular form) for the settlements ' assemblages in each sequence. For each 

sequence, the decoration class frequencies were first generated; then, a diversity score 

(Simpson's D) was calculated using Equation 4.5 in Chapter 4. The second table contains the 

distance scores for each assemblage calculated through the mean squared Euclidian distance 

formula (Equation 4.7 in Chapter 4). 
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Diversity Score Table based on Class Two Type Frequencies for Sequence Vashtemi - Cakran 

Decoration Type 

Sites 

(chronological comb dull four fingers incised pointy scar shell two fingers Simpson's D 

order) 

Vashtemi 0 0.28 0 0.04 0.48 0 0 0.2 2.85388128 
Podgori 0.00706215 0.19632768 0.05649718 0.00706215 0.56779661 0.03531073 0.00423729 0.12570621 2.62263381 
Konispol 0.12121212 0.01515152 0.27272727 0.1969697 0.27272727 0 0 0.12121212 4.60465116 
Blaz 0.00384615 0 0.50384615 0.03076923 0.14230769 0 0 0.31923077 2.6526448 
Katundas 0 0 0.89473684 0 0 0 0 0.10526316 1.23208191 
Cakran 0.11111111 0 0.66666667 0 0.22222222 0 0 0 1.97560975 

Assemblage Distance Score Table based on Mean Square Euclidian Distance for Sequence Vashtemi - Cakran 

Vashtemi Podgori Konispol Blaz Katundas Cakran 

Vashtemi 0 0.1606872 0.48272794 0.67868477 1.05826702 0.80202214 
Podgori 0.1606872 0 0.46S86078 0.677492 l.032165S7 0.747138S 
Konispol 0.48272794 0.46586078 0 0.38892611 0.71780878 0.45995657 
Blaz 0.67868477 0.677492 0.38892611 0 0.46881839 0.3837416S 
Katundas 1.0S826702 1.032165S7 0.71780878 0.46881839 0 0.3S330S44 
Cakran 0.80202214 0.747138S 0.4S99S6S7 0.3837416S 0.3S330S44 0 

Distance 0.6364 7781 0.61666881 0.S030S604 0.S19S32S9 0.72607304 0.S4923286 
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Diversity Score Table based on Class Two Type Frequencies for Sequence Vashtemi - Barr 

Decoration Type 

Sites 

(chronologic comb dull four fingers incised pointy scar shell two fingers Simpson's D 

al order) 

Vashtemi 0 0.28 0 0.04 0.48 0 0 0.2 2.85388128 
Podgori 0.00706215 0.19632768 0.05649718 0.00706215 0.56779661 0.03531073 0.00423729 0.12570621 2.62263381 
Konispol 0.12121212 0.01515152 0.27272727 0.1969697 0.27272727 0 0 0.12121212 4.60465116 
Blaz 0.00384615 0 0.50384615 0.03076923 0.14230769 0 0 0.31923077 2.6526448 
Rajce 0 0 0.26315789 0 0.10526316 0 0 0.63157895 2.0867052 
Bare 0.00332226 0.05980066 0.05647841 0.03986711 0.16611296 0 0 0.6744186 2.03748847 

Assemblage Distance Score Table based on Mean Square Euc/idian Distance for Sequence Vashtemi - Barr 

Vashtemi Podgori Konispol Blaz Rajce Bare 

Vashtemi 0 0.1606872 0.48272794 0.67868477 0.68988417 0.61260648 
Podgori 0.1606872 0 0.46586078 0.677492 0.743278 0.69529104 
Konispol 0.48272794 0.46586078 0 0.38892611 0.58508897 0.6361921 
Blaz 0.67868477 0.677492 0.38892611 0 0.39727328 0.57491056 
Rajce 0.68988417 0.743278 0.58508897 0.39727328 0 0.23115123 
Bare 0.61260648 0.69529104 0.6361921 0.57491056 0.23115123 0 

Distance 0.52491811 0.5485218 0.51175918 0.54345735 0.52933513 0.55003028 
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Diversity Score Table based on Class Two Type Frequencies for Sequence Vashtemi - Burim 

Decoration Type 

Sites 

(chronological comb dull four fingers incised pointy scar shell two fingers Simpson's D 
order) 

Vashtemi 0 0.28 0 0.04 0.48 0 0 0.2 2.85388128 
Podgori 0.00706215 0.19632768 0.05649718 0.00706215 0.56779661 0.03531073 0 .00423729 0.12570621 2.62263381 
Konispol 0.12121212 0.01515152 0.27272727 0.1969697 0.27272727 0 0 0.12121212 4.60465116 
Blaz 0.00384615 0 0.50384615 0.03076923 0.14230769 0 0 0.31923077 2.6526448 
Rajce 0 0 0.2631579 0 0.10526316 0 0 0.63157895 2.0867052 
Burim 0 0 0.11111111 0 0 0 0 0.88888889 1.24615385 

Assemblage Distance Score Table based on Mean Square Euc/idian Distance for Sequence Vashtemi - Burim 

Vashtemi Podgori Konispol Blaz Rajce Burim 

Vashtemi 0 0.1606872 0.48272794 0.67868477 0.68988417 0.89292417 
Podgori 0.1606872 0 0.46586078 0.677492 0. 743278 0.97351558 
Konispol 0.48272794 0.46586078 0 0.38892611 0.58508897 0.86229147 
Blaz 0.67868477 0.677492 0.38892611 0 0.39727328 0.70708147 
Rajce 0.68988417 0.743278 0.58508897 0.39727328 0 0.31687058 
Burim 0.89292417 0.97351558 0.86229147 0. 70708147 0.31687058 0 

Distance 0.58098165 0.60416671 0.55697906 0.56989153 0.546479 0.75053665 
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